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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

THE KLAN COMES TO NORTHVESTERN WISCONSIN 

There appeared on the American scene during the decade 

of the twenties a new phenomene; bent on making the United 

States safe for Americans. Reorgenized by William J. 

Simmons in 1915, the Ku Klux Klan made little headway until 

after the First World war.t A factor in the affairs of meny 

states of the Union, few communities went unscathed as a 

result of the Klan's preachments of hatred and bigotry, 

Wisconsin was no exception in seeing many of its communities 

suffer a rending of the social fabric. What follows, then, 

is the story of what happened to several localities in 

northwestern Wisconsin when the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 

first made its appearance in that section of the state. 

Desiring to maintain a veneer of legitimacy, the Ku 

Klux Klan made its first attempt at incorporating ltself in 

early 1925.2 The then State Attorney General of Wisconsin, 

prank Bohn, "The Ku Klux Klan Interpreted," The 
American Journal of Sociology, ““X (January, 1925), 
385, 390. 

"Petter of Herman I. Exern to Fred R. Zimmerman, 
April 20, 1925, as found in the Walker D. Wyman Papers, 
Mss, P, The Area Research Center, Wisconsin State University, 
River Falls, Wisconsin (hereafter cited as Wyman Papers, 
Box 10, I+t should be noted that the Klan was operating in 
Wisconsin several years prior to incorporation. The 
earliest established date for Klan activity in northwestern 
Wisconsin would be the Spring of 1924, 

oak
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Herman L.. Exern denied the Klan's application for 

incorporations $ Several important reasons were given 

for this. For one thing, the Klan's constitution was so 

arranged that control of the Wisconsin branch would come 

under Klan officials in Georgia. This was contrary to 

the Wisconsin Statutes in that corporations of a non-stock 

issuing nature were to be controlled from Wisconsin. Also, 

the first Klan constitution was illegal in that Wisconsin 

members would, in effect, be denied a voice in the 

organization's business.4 : 

However, the Klan was successful in a latter attempt 

at incorporation. On November 27, 1925, with the 

acceptance of its constitution by Secretary of State 

Fred Re. Zimmerman, the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan became 

a legal corporation in the State of Wisconsin.? Article 

Six stipulated that 

an applicant for membership must be white 
male Gentile person, a native born citizen 
of the United States of America who owes no 
allegiance of any nature whatever to any 

3gxern to Zimmerman, April 20, 1925, Wyman Papers, 
Box 10.. 

“Ibid. 

Letter of John W.. Reynolds to Walker D.. Wyman, 
January 26, 1960, Wyman Papers, Box 10. See also the 
original cover sheet to the Klan's Articles of Incorporation 

as signed by Secretary of State Zimmerman. The cover sheet 

is dated November 27, 1925. Of additional interest is that 

a Ray C. Twining, a Milwaukee attorney, was on of the three 
individuals who affixed their signatures to the Articles.. 
Twining would later be involved in the Klan tent burning 
affair near Hudson. See Chapter Six for details.
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foreign government, nation, institution, sect, 
ruler, prince, potentate, person or people; he 
must have attained the age of eighteen years, 
be of sound mind, good character, of 
commendable reputation and respectful vocation, 
a believer in the tenets of the Christian 
Religion, and one whose allegiance, loyalty 
and devotion to the Government of the United 
States of America is in all things unquestioned, 
and shell have been a resident within the 
jurisdiction of the Klan to which he applied 
for membership at least twelve months.6 

In regard to the Klan's organization in the State of 

Wisconsin, Article Five stipulated that the "....state of 

Wisconsin shall constitute a Realm in this organization, 

and shall be subdivided into Provinces and Klans; a 

Province being a major division of said Realm, and a Klan 

being a local subordinate lodge or organization within a 

Province."7 

It is Province Number Four that this study is concerned 

with.® Situated in northwestern Wisconsin, the Province 

consisted of twenty-one counties.? Insofar as inforaation 

was aveilable, the study centers about Klan activities in 

Chippewa, Polk, Barron, St. Croix and Pierce Counties. 

However, a caveat should be entered. At the time the study 

was made, sufficient information regarding the first three 

Sarticle Six, Articles of Incorporation of the Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan of Wisconsin, p. 4., as found in Wyman 
Papers, Box 10. 

Tarticle Five, Articles of Incorporation of the Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan, p. 2, as found in Wynan Papers, Box 10.. 

Bse¢ testimony of J..H..Neff, Klan organizer for 
Province Number Four, in Chapter Six. 

9 
Again, see Neff's testimony in Chapter Six.
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counties was available for Cornell ( Chippewa County), Clear 

‘Take (Polk County) and Chetek (Barron County) only.l0 As 

there was a more appreciable amount of material available 

for St. Croix and Pierce Counties, a more detailed study of 

these areas was possible.tt Additionally, there were two 

incidents in St. Croix County and one in Pierce County which 

lent themselves to treatment as separate chapters. l@ The 

content of the foregoing will be discussed briefly at a 

later point in this introduction. 

Insofar as the evidence indicates, the Ku Klux Klan 

entered northwestern Wisconsin in early 1924.13 The first 

areas to be affected were Clear Lake, Cornell and Chetex. 

As such, the study of Klen activities in northwestern 

Wisconsin commences with the year 1924 and the above 

mentioned municipalities... The Fall of 1925 saw the Ku Klux 

Klan attempting to make inroads in St. Croix and Pierce 

Counties with 1926 being the year of peak activity. There 

10sce Chapters Two, Three and Four,.. 

llsee chapters Five and Bight. 
2 

; * See Chapters Six, Seven and Nine. 

rather Minwegan mentions in his Memoirs that the Klan 
was involved in Cornell affairs as early as 1922. AJ. H. 
Neff was named as one of the Cornell organizers of the local 
Klean. However, Neff testified at a preliminary hearing at 
Eudson that he did not enter Wisconsin until 1924. He went 
directly to Chippewa Falls from Brownsburg, Indiana where he 
first affiliated with the Klen. For this reason, the Klan's 
first appeerence in Cornell is dated 1924. See Chapters 
Three and Six for further details.
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was: no news of Klan activities after 1926 and it is with 

the closing of this year that the study concludes.14 

Basically, this study concerns itself with the Ku Klux 

Klan as a grass roots movement in the aforementioned areas 

of northwestern Wisconsin. Investigation was made with a 

view toward establishing the degree of the Klan's 

involvement and influence vis~e, vis the various facets of 

community life in these localities. Three particular facets 

which evidenced Klan involvement were goverrment, education 

and religion. An attempt was also made to determine the 

Klan's operations end membership. 

Before proceeding to a discussion of this study's 

thesis, a word is in order with regard to source naterial 

and the manner of investigation. Several difficulties were 

encountered which prevented a more tnorough investigation of 

the problem. For one thing, no extant Klan records were 

discovered... A basic source of this study was the weekly 

newspeper.. Though seventeen journals were utilized, a good 

many were not available for the following reasons. 

Several communities such as Somerset hed no newspaper 

published during the period investigated. Newspaper files 

for Elmwood and Prescott were not on microfilm at the State 

Historical Society of Wisconsin or available elsewhere. 

Other newspapers such as those located et Balsem Lake, Jmery, 

l4me one exception to this concerns the Klan tent 
burning affair near Hudson. This matter wes settled out 
of court in May of 1927.
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and Glenwood City printed little--if any--infornation that 

was of value. There were several possibilities here.. 

Hither the Klan was not active in that particular community 

or the editors desired to leave well enough alone. 

Inquiries were made of local Catholic as well as 

Protestant churches with a view toward getting a particular 

Pastor's stand on the hooded order. Wo records were 

available... Several Wisconsin Protestant publications 

(of the Baptist, Congregational and Presbyterian communions) 

were looked into, but these revealed nothing. Inquiries 

were also made of the Roman Catholic Dioceses of Superior 

and La Grosse. Again, the results were negative. 

A number of local and county government agencies were 

consulted (city councils, county boards, county courts and 

county sheriff offices). ‘Though there were a good many 

negative replies, the search on this level did prove to be 

more fruitful. Three court cases were turned up which led 

to a greater understanding of not only what the Klen and its 

representatives were about, but also the reaction within the 

particular community where the Klen operated. This was 

particularly true of Klan activities in Hudson. 15 

Other than local newspapers and the court cases, the 

State Historical Society of Wisconsin was able to provide a 

goodly amount of information. The Papers of Jonn J. Blaine, 

; former Wisconsin Governor and United States Senator, were 

LY Sec¢ Chapter Six and the introductory overview in this 
chapter.
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invaluable in filling in the chinks of this study, Blaine 

was Governor of Wisconsin during the period of this study 

and his correspondence reveals reaction to Klan activities 

in St. Croix and Pierce Counties which might otherwise be 

lost. 16 Also located at the State Historical Society of 

Wisconsin are investigations made by various Governors in 

the matter of civil unrest. Two items were of particular 

importence here. The first deals with alleged Klan 

involvement in St. Croix County politics.17 Tne second 

deals with the Pierce County Sheriff's involvement—-as a 

member of the Klan--in a yellow-fringed flag dispute.l& 

Newspepers, court records, personal correspondence and 

investigations into civil unrest, then, are the threads 3 

with which the fabric of this study is woven. 

Tire Ku Klux Klean claimed to be a brotherhood united 

ee.-under a common oath to cultivate and promote 
patriotisa towards our national government; to 
practice an honorable cleanliness towards each 
other; to exempligy a practical benevolence; to 
shield the sanctity of the home and the chastity 
of womanhood; to teach and inculcate a high 
spiritual philosophy; end by a practical 
devotion to conserve, protect and maintain the 
distinctive institutions, rights, privileges, 
principles, traditions and ideals of a pure 
Americanisn.19 : 

l6gee Chapter Six and the introductory overview in 
this chapter. 

a lTsee Chapter Seven and the introductory overview in 
this chapter 

“oSee Chapter Nine and the introductory overview in 
this chapter 

article One, Articles of Incorporation of the Knights 
_ of the Ku Klux Klan, p.1, as found in Wyman Pepers, Box 10.
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In practice, however, the Klan was anything but 

benevolent in its influences on a particular community. By 

way of a thesis, then, this study proposes to demonstrate 

that, operating on a program of bigotry and intolerance—- 

thereby appealing to the baser instincts of particular 

individuels--the Klean made inroads into various communities 

by playing on their fears and prejudices--2ll under the 

guise of one hundred percent Americanism. This, in turn, 

served to cause social disruption for the duration that the 

Klan was present in a particular community. Antagonism 

toward educators and religious figures was utilized in the 

pursuit of the Klan's goals. In northwestern Wisconsin, a 

chief object of the Klan's Lieto? was the Catholic sector 

of the popwlace. It was urgent that the nation be made safe 

for Americans inasmuch as America was in dire danger of 

succumbing to a Papal invasion. Politically, there was one 

instance in which the Klan was elleged to have distributed 

spurious sample ballots in order to throw the 1926 election 

(this occured in St. Croix County) its way. As part of its 

modus operendi, the Klan employed professional agitators to 

insure the success of the hooded order's @bjectives. In 

isolating objectionable elements for villification, the : 

organizers served only to rend -@gunder the social fabric of 

the affected community. Finally, insofar es can be 

ascertained, there were four incidents of a serious neture 

which illustrete measurable reaction to Klen activities.. 

+ Yet the Klan expired as an influential movement alnost
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as quickly as it arose. Though the Klan cannot be faulted 

for not making a concerted effort, its politcal efforts 

proved futile. Adverse court actions served to discredit 

it. Too, money was a problen——there never seemed to be 

enough of it. Also, membership interest lagged after a 

time, Interestingly enough, no news was heard about Klen 

activities in a given area once the Kluxers had completed 

their campaign... Finally, the peak of Klan activity was 

the Spring, Summer and early Fall of 1926 (particulsrly in 

relation to St. Croix and Pierce Counties)--after which Klan 

activities experienced a rapid decline. By 1927, the Klan 

was no longer a viable factor in the life of northwestern 

Wisconsin. In short, the long ranse effect of the Klan's 

influence was practically nil. However, the Klan did have 

a serious short term effect on those communities its program 

had touched~—community discord. Only time could heal the 

wounds of social disruption. 

The thesis of this study is illustrated and supported 

by the following evidence. Province Number Four, Knights of 

the Ku Klux Klan, Realm of Wisconsin, was operative no 

earlier than February of 1924. One of the first areas to be 

orgenized was Clear Lexe. The Klan's Clear Lake operation 

is illustrative of the order's sense of Americanism. Jouched 

in a slick veneer of idealisn, prospective members failed to 

grasp the more dangerous elements of Klan philosophy. 

Broadly spea'zing, America would be remade in the image of
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the Klan; that the real and only truth wes the Klan's truth. 

Catholics were railed against because they represented -. 

a danger to the United Stated insofar as they supposedly 

owed their allegiance to the Popes 

Cornell, Wisconsin was the scene of some rather bitter 

anti-Catholic attacks by the Klan. Here, the Klan had the 

added advantage of a large Protestant population—-many with 

preconceived ideas. Cornell is a good example of how, 

through the medium of secrecy, various Protestant community 

leaders were duyed into believing the Catholics to be an 

imminent threat. This was accomplished through the 

distridvution by the agitators of a spurious Knights of 

Columbus oath labled as "The Menace." This claimed that, 

upon the signal of the Pope, all Catholics were conscience 

bound to murder off their Protestant neighbors. 0 

20 : . 
See Chapter Three. Cornell was not an isolated case 

in this regard, A Maiden Rock (Pierce County) resident who 
well remembers the Klen era writes that: "Many of the real 
enotional took things so seriously that they considered it 
necessary to have firearms hantyat home. One member got so 
excited he xnew the Catholics had an arsenal of weapons and 
were going to massacre the Protestants. He probably had 
meny lixe believers." (Personal letter of Ralph B. White to 
John A. Turcheneske, Jr., December 17, 1970). Interestingly 
enough, this "Menace" idea was not indigenous to the 
rejuvenated Klan of the twenties. John Higham, in his \ 
Strencers In The Lend§“that the "Menace" idea was originated 
by Wilbur Franklin Phelps who was also the founder of a 
"patriotic" weekly known as The Nenace in 1911. Im his 
citation, Hisham noted that the "Menace" idea was first 
broached in January 0f 1912. States Higham: "Nothing 
Interested The Menace very much except a Roman one....The 
paper's most notorious sally was against the Knights of 
Columbus, who, according to an oath The Menace helped to 
publicize, pledged their fourth degree members to a war of 
extermination and mutilation ageinst all heretics." (John 
Higham, "Tne Loss of Confidence," Strangers In The Land
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A prime ingredient of Klan philosophy was the idea 

that the public school was to be the bulwark of American. 

democracy. However, the education offered in the public 

schools was to conform to the Klan's vision of what 

education should be. Were the schools not offering the 

"proper" education, howls of protest and accusations would 

be made by the Kluxers against certain school administrators. 

Chetek, in early 1926, was such an area in northwestern 

Wisconsin where the Klan engaged in activities of this 

#1 
natures. 

Though the Klan was working with a view toward gaining 

a foothold in St. Croix County in the Fall of 1925, the : 

height of Kluxer activity here was during the Spring, 
1 

Summer and Fall of 1926. There were two incidents of 

serious dimensions here.. The first was a direct outgrowth 

of Klan attacks on the Catholic Church... In this instance, 

Patterns Of American Nativisn 1860-1925 (New York: Atheneum, 
T967), 180. 

213, no means was: Chetek an isolated instance. Pat 
Malone was the agitator involved in the Chetek education 
incident. Just prior to one of his Chetek lectures, Malone 
was addressing a rally at Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. "In his 
adkess Tuesday evening Mr. Malone dealt principally with 
the text of history books used in the public schools, 

_ claiming that they did not truthfully represent facts, and 
that the text was influenced to the extent that emphasis 
was placed on certain religious teachings. He scored the 
Protestant public for their indifference in matters of this 
kind." (The Fond du Lac Daily Commonwealth, February 24, 
1926, p. 1, as enclosed in personal letter of Albert J. 
Nevins to John A. Turcheneske, Jr., Jenuary 27, 1971-- 
hereafter cited as Nevins Letter.) Shortly thereafter, 
Chetek's education controversy became public knowledge.
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a Klan tent was burned to the ground near Hudson—-an act 

alleged to have been perpetrated by Catholics. The second 

incident was of a political nature. A New Richmond 

Assemblyman alleged that he lost the primary and general 

elections due to a spurious sample ballot published by the 

Klan in support of a Robarts area resident. The Assemblyman, . 

Ethan B.. Minier, was unsuccessful in petitioning Governor 

. John J. Blaine for an investigation into the matter. 

Klan activities of a bigoted nature in Pierce County 

were responsible for one of its own members--the Pierce 

County Sheriff--nearly being removed from office. Setting 

themselves up as suver patriots and experts as to what was 

proper to the national emblem, the Kluxers attacked a yellow- 

fringed Américan flag as being, in reality, the Pope's 

ensign. As far as the Klan was concerned, it was another 

attenpt by the Catholics to take over the country. The 

Ellsworth American Legion had displayed a yellow-fringed 

flag at the 1926 Pierce County Fair. The yellow-—fringe, 

standard on regimental colors and authorized for Legion use 

by an Act of Congress in 1920, had no meaning of itself. It 

was purely decorative in nature. As it was alleged to be 

the Pope's colors, the Legion was requested to remove the 

flag.. The Legion refused and later petitioned Governor 

Blaine to remove the Sheriff fron office. The Sheriff was 

present during the incident and was among those who wanted 

the flag struck. This episode is illustrative of the 

effects of Klan propaganda against the Catholic minority—-
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propaganda waich backfired in an unexpected manner. 

The one individual who hovers continuously over this 

account of social disruption as a specter among the shadows 

went about his work of hatred and bigotry under the alias 

of Pat Malone. There was many a northwestern Wisconsin 

community which was not the same efter the agitator left. 

Not a member of the Klan, but lecturing for it, Pat Malone 

was notorious for polarizing communities by twisting facts 

to fit the Klan's objectives. The following is an account 

of the Klan lecturer based on available evidence. 

Born in Oscaloosa, Iowa (circa 16¢6), Arthur William 

Malone--elias "Pat" Malone--succeeded in rocking 

northwestern Wisconsin with his preachments of hatred and 

bigotry--particularly in relation to the Roman Catholic 

Church. Malone claimed to have received part of his’ 

training at Drake University. A self-proclaimed evangelist, 

Malone advertised himself as a graduate (1908) of Chicago's 

Moody Bible Institute.*> As far as can be ascertained, Pat 

ee mestimony of Pat Malone, Stete of Wisconsin v. Pat 
Malone, November 15-17, 1926, Oconto County Court House, 
Oconto, Wisconsin (hereafter cited as Malone Trial), p.98. 

23ibid., p.99. However, Malone's veracity in this 
instance is questionable. Both Drake University and Moody 
Bible Institute have no records of an Arthur William Melone 
being in attendance. (Personal letters of Robert C. Sheetz, 
Registrar, Drake University, January 21, 1971 and Roy 
Shewy, Registrar, Moody Bible Institute, January &, 1971, to 
John A.. Turchenesxe, Jr.)
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Melone affiliated with the Klean as a lecturer sometime 

during the early twenties. 

Pat Malone, however, had a long history of self-styled 

evangelistic work prior to lecturing on behalf of the Klan. 

One’ source had it that Malone was engeged in this type of 

work for neerly twenty years--utilizing the Scriptures to 

substantiate his interpretations of current events. % 

Wisconsin was not the only victim of his rabble rousing 

invective. Such diverse areas as Elm Creek, Nebraska and 

Oakland, California were scenes of social disruption after a 

Malone visit.°? 

%erron County News-Shield, October 9, 1925, p. 1. 

Omestinony of Pat Malone, Malone Trial, pp. 99-100," 
A number of Oakland's citizens must heve been upset with 
Malone's revings inasmuch as Malone made note of the fact 
that a group came to one of his meetings with the intention 
of lynching him. The earliest ascertainable date of 
Malone's evangelistic activities was August 18, 1914 at Elm 
Creek, Nebraska. The following account illustrates the 
social disruption following a Malone visit. Though the yeer 
is 1914, the situation aptly describes what took place 
during the twenties. Wrote the Rev. F. R. Vedge, an Elm 
Creek, Nebraska Protestant minister: "Just a word about 
that professional agitator, Fat Malone, tne anti-Catholic 
lecturer, wno has been holding a campaign of villification 
in our community for several days and after he hes raised 
all the hell he can here, will go to another Nebraska town 
to create some more of the brimstone variety....Pat Malone 
came to our little town and found the people here enjoying 
industrial peace, industrial fraternity and religious 
tolerance end when he leaves tomorrow there will be 
conditions which will take years to remedy. This is a 
sample of his methods: Arriving in town, he rallies a few 

: of his followers who save alroady been worked up to a high 
key of exciteaent by blood curdling stories of the "Menace." 
Malone then tells them that there is great danger of ; 
somebody shooting hic while ke is delivering his lecture, 
Guards are stationed in front of and in the rear of the hall 
where he speaks and then when the stage setting is just 
right the Malone fireworks come off and the lecturer begins
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While engaging in this work, Fat Malone claimed on 

several occasions that he was an ex-Catholic priest. 

Additionally, prior to nis Klan work of the twenties, Pat 

Melone was also engaged in anti-Americanism. A Cornell 

missionary, Father Peter Minwegen recorded this aspect 

of Malone's career as follows. 

The career of the ex-priest, Pat Malone, suddenly 
came to an inglorious end, owing to the vigilant 
eye of Rev. Fr. Schuster, O.M.I. Fat Malone had 
just reached the lowest depth of infamous insults 
against the Catholic Church at a pageant he had 
staged in Niellsville, Wisconsin.26 At that 
pageant he was leading a procession, carrying a 
huge cross, while flirting with a bevy of young 
women who were dressed as nuns while he wore the 
garb of a Catholic priest. On that occasion he 
proved from the pages of the Bible that the 

to hurl his verbal filth to a crowd of men who have been 

easy enough to allow the agitator to separate then from 

their coin. The character of noble women wno are living 
their lives in the hospitals and schools of our land are 
assailed; men whose lives are consecrated to the work of 

leading millions to higher ideals and a better understanding 
of the purpose of life are attacked, end even the Protestant 
ministers, wno will not stoop to throw mud, come in for 
their share of the muckraking....Men who have been life long 
friends have become enemies, people of different religious 
faith have begun to boycott each other in business, little 
children on the street hurl vile epithets at each other, and 
all because Pat Malone, the professional agitator has cone 
to town.. (Rev. F. 2. Wedge to Editor, the Omana World- 
Herald, August 18, 1914, as enclosed in Nevins Letter, 
January 26, 1971.) 

26nr, Peter Minwegen, O.M.I. "The K.KeK.," Memoirs of 
Father Peter Minwegen, O.M.I., Unpublished, pe. 75. Pat 

: Malone hinself testified at his Oconto trial that he had 
previously overated in Nielsville. (Testimony of Pat Malone, 
Malone Trisl, pp. 95-96.)
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allies Great Britain and the United States 
would lose the war. Fr. Schuster reported 
him to the authorities. He was arrested, 
accused of making unpatriotic speeches. and 
giving comfort to the eneny. It wes 
established in court that he had never 
been a priest, not even a seminariean, that 

. he was not and never had been a Catholic.&7 

2Tyinwegen, "The Kk Ke," Memoirs, p. 73. Father 
Minwegen also stated that Pat Malone's acutal name was 
Y..enot Irish, nor Pat Malone, but that he was a German 
Lutheran named Schulg. He was sentenced to two years in 
penitentiary...." 

That Malone's real name was Schulz and was sentenced to two 
years imprisonment remains open to question. However, an 
extant document from the pen of the priest who exposed the 
agitator for whet he was--Father R. J. Schuster, O.M.I.-- 
does shed additional light on this problem. Writing from 
Sisseton, South Dakota in October of 1925, Fr. Schuster 
remarked that: "Concerning this man; "Pat Malone! whose 
real name is Arthur Malone I have sufficient information on 
hand to put him out again as I did before if the people and 
clergy down there at Wisconsin will give me a chance to 
meet him. But all the things I can put out against nim in 
any audience are of such a nature that they have to be 
handled carefully and according to the circumstances. This 
man even though he has bills ageinst his honesty in a : 
number of places and has been affiliated with several 
abortion Doctors in Fake-Hospital stunts and had insinuating 
pictures taken of himself dressed as a priest and a young 
lady as a sister in positions of real immorality; and was 
the driving pover behind the famous refusal of the Krueger 
boys at Withee to enlist in the army and all the ttouhle 
caused there and the bloodshed resulting, this man who 
never passed even the 6th grade and does not know how to 
spell the word priest this man who was with Spurgeon in 
Iowa under the auspices of the Knights of Luther and got in 
a dirty mess, this men I say is held too high by the Menace 
crowd...." (Letter of Fr. R. J.. Schuster to Rotert 2... Hull, 
October 27, 1925, as enclosed in Nevins Letter. Hull was 
the director of the National Catholic Bureau of Information 
located at Huntington, Indiana.) 

In regard to Malone and the matter of abortion, it is 
interesting to note that, at nis Oconto slander trial, he 
was asked whether he "....read off the names and affidavit 
of some doctor that had taken care of girls...." Malone 
replied in the negative. (Testimony of Pat Melone, Malone 
Trial, pp. 105-106.) Regarding the'Nenace" crowd and The 
Knights of Luther, the possibility exists that Melone could
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Enbracing the Klen's ideology of one hundred percent 

Americanism, Pat Malone, on several occasions during the 

twenties reiterated his claim of being a former Catholic 

priest. For example, during September of 1926 at Virginia, 

Minnesota, it was said that "Mr. Malone claims to be the 

last of 17 young preachsrs who, following their ordination. 

dedicated their lives to uncovering the alleged evils of 

the Roman systen."28 It was claimed that Malone read out 

of a Catholic Bible, stating that it was as good as the 

Protestant sible .29 Malone claimed to be fighting the 

Roman system and not the religion, 20 

have been affiliated with one or both of these groups prior 
to lecturing for the Klan. John Higham, in his Strangers 
in The Land, notes that, along with The Meaace, there grew 
W....a large publishing plant which employed 135 people, did 
a rousing mail-order business printing anti-Catholic booxs, 
and arranged engagements for anti-Catholic lecturers." 
According to Higham, the Knights of Luther (which also 
utilized the services of anti-Catholic lecturers) was one of 
several nativist Protestant political secret societies 
founded sometime after 1911. Higham's citation would seem 
to suggest that 1915 might be the year in which this group 
materialized. (Highem, Strangers In “he Land, pp. 180 and 
182.. As for the documents relating to the Kruser matter at 
Withee (Chipvewa County, Wisconsin), Father Schuster 

. explained that "Ihanded all my documents over to Judge 
Parker of Madison, Wisconsin at the time of the Krueger 
trial at Withee and he told me that it was not wise to 
publish any of then but that if I ever would get another 

: chance at Mr. Arthur Malone they would be only too glad if 
they could be of any service to settle his long account." 
(Schuster to Hull, October 27, 1925, as enclosed in Nevins 
Letter.) 

28 : Bee lls vi ‘ é 
Queen City Sun (Virginia, Minnesota), September 10, 

1926, es enclosed in Nevins Letter. 

29rd. 

: S0tbid. A Virginia City resident was moved to remark 

that "A renegade Irishman--at least, he claims to be Irish--—
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For all of Pat Malone's vituveration against the 

Catholics, the question might well be raised as to why the 

agitator escaped many a potential libel and slander suit. 

Part of the answer lies in the idea of accusation by 

insinuation. Thus a lecturer such as Malone was able to 

make disparaging comments about a particular priest's 

conduct by indirect implication. So long as a particular 

priest's name was not mentioned, or the lecturer explained 

that he was describing a situation as it was told him, he 

remained within the bounds of the libel laws. The following 

has just completed a number of public meetings in this City, 
and the burden of his talks was the vilification and 
slandering of everytning Catnolic. His line was the same as 
it has been for centuries by his xind, viz, the supposed 
immorality of the Catholic priests and sisters, the 
allesance of Catholic to the Pope rather than to their 

; country in all matters--in temporal as well as in things 
spiritual, the KC oath, etc., etc.," (Letter of S. A. 
McInnis to the Sunday Visitor Publishing Company, September 
13, 1926, as enclosed in Nevins Letter.) 

Earlier allusions to Malone's having been an ex-priest and 
the effects of Maione's diatribes can be seen in the 
following comments of a Menomonie, Wisconsin resident. "In 
attenpting to get sone information on ove Pat Malone, ¥Ylan 
orgenizer, who claims to be an ex-priest, £ sent to you for 
"Tne Defamers of the Church." I have received the 
eighteenth revised edition and I am unable to find anything 
that seems to fit him... Last fall he gave a series of 
lectures in a tent about eight miles west of Menomonie, 
Wisconsin. At the present time he is doing the same between 
Menomonie and Menomonie Jct. As conditions are becoming 
almost unliveable for Catholics in this community. I would 
be very glad to get some definite information on hin." 
(Letter of John H. Trayler to Our Sunday Visitor, June 23, 
1926, as enclosed in Nevins Letter.)
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is an explanation. 

; e.. Klan lecturers sre sent ovt after their 
speeches have been over by crafty 
lawyers, wno carefully twist them around so 
as to retain all their filth out evade the 
libel. laws. The Libel laws, ian fact, -are 
rather loose in most stateS. Newspapers 
and lecturers soon become accustomed to the 
tricks that enable one to evade them. For 
instance, if a man is accused. of gross 
immorality and no court action against him 
is under way, you would be guilty of libel 
if you said outright that he was guilty; 
but if you were a tricky reporter end 
wanted to print the uews, you could go to 
him, ask him about the rumor, and print 
his angry denial of it. This would give 
all the information to the public and 
still would save you from libel.31 

Pat Malone, however, soon fell into a trap of his owm 

making. In early December of 1925, Malone journeyed fron 

Chetek to Oconto Falis for the purpose of holding a week 

long Klan revival (December 7-14, 1925). On December 

thirteenth, Malone accused Father Peter Grosnick (Pastor of 

St. Anthony's Romen Catholic Church, Oconto Falls) of being 

the father of eignt or nine illegitimate children while 

holding the Pastorate of the Manawa, Tisconsin Catholic 

Church. Malone was brought before the bars of justice in a 

preliminary hearing on July 26, 1925. ‘The Oconto County 

31 oe E ee ; Denver Catholic Resister, November 25, 1926, as 
enclosed in Nevins Letter. This was published by way 
reaction to the conviction of Pat Malone by the Circuit 
Court at Oconto, Wisconsin on the charge of criminal slander, 
Father Schuster noted that it would be difficult to get 
Malone arraigned on charges of this nature as Malone was 
",...advised by pretty good attorneys. It would be 
dangerous to publish anything I have on hand as it might in 
a@ round about way lead to court and then they could get 
their chances to force me to bring stronger proofs than I 
can produce." (Schuster to Hull, October 27, 1925, as 
enclosed in Nevins Letter.)
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Court decided that there was reason to believe that the 

erime of criminal slender nad been committed. Thus Malone 

was bound over for the Fall term of the Circuit Court at 

Oconto. On November 17, 1926, Malone was found guilty with 

the resuit that the agitator was sentenced to a year of hard 

Labor at the Oconto County Jail. However, 2a writ of error 

was filed with the Wisconsin Supreme Court in December, The 

case was heard in February of 1927 with a March decision 

ordering the Circuit Court to retry the case.22 

The Malone slander trial not only served to discredit 

Malone, but also revealed the Klan for what it was--an 

organization espousing a program of hatred and bigotry so 

that the gullible could be won to its ranks in order that 

the nation night be renade in the Klents image. >? So far as 

= sestate of Wisconsin ve. Pat Malone, Criminal Record ©, 
Case number 10729, Circuit Court, Oconto County Court House 
Oconto, Wiscorsin, p. 197; Pat Malone v. State of Wiscousin, 
192 Wis. 379. One source noted that "Malone, after being 
convicted and sentenced to orison, was granted a new trial 
by the state supreme court on a technicality. He was to be 
tried again at the June term of court here; but last 
Saturday he voluntarily appeared in court at Marinette and 
entered a plea of nolo contendre. Ee was found guilty and 

- fined $100 and all costs of the previous trial. ‘The fine 
and costs were paid and Malone was released." (The 
Milwaukee Catholic Herald, June 12, 1927 (circa), es 
enclosed in fevizs Letter.) a 

33 of special interest here is the fact thet virtually 
every local western Wisco isin newspaper carried news of the 
Helone slander trial, Also of interest is the following 
item uncer the headline "Public Apology To A Priest Ends 
Klan @pisode in Wisconsin." "A public apolosy to Rev. Feter 
Grosnick, vastor of St. Anthony Church, Oconto Falls, made 
oy Roland Rice, aKlansman was accepted by the priest and a 
Klan episode was ended in Oconto County....Rice, accused of 
repeating statements like those of Malone, was awaiting 
trial, but when Father Grosnick accepted his apolosy, the
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could be ascertained, no Klan news was published in the 

journals of western Wisconsin after December of 1926. The 

hooded order's star attraction was no longer affiliated with 

that organization. In May of 1927, Pat Malone was seen 

evangelizing on his om at Boyceville. 4 Ironically, in 

June of that year, Pat Malone made the pronouncement that he 

was the goat for the Xlan and promised to make startling 

revelations about Wisconsin Klan activities.” This, then, 

conpletes the saga of Pat Malone.. What follows is, in 

several ways, the story of Pat Malone's involvement with 

the Klean in northwestern Wisconsin as the Klan itself, 

case was dropped. In his apology, Rice admits that the 
slenderous statements he made were false, and declares his 
desire to do all in his power to right the wroug which his 
statements caused Father Grosnick. (Catholic Telegram. 
July 14 1927, as enclosed in Nevins Letter.) 

34clear Lake Star, May 4, 1927, p. 1. Nalone's next 
engagement was to be at Ellsworth, but a check of the 
Ellsworth Record and the Pierce County Hereld for that 
period revealed nothing along that line. 

35te Milwaukee Catholic Herald, June 12, 1927 (circa). 
as enclosed. in Nevins Letter..



Chapter 2 

—, KLANITOR FROM CLEAR LAKE 

One of the earliest scenes of Klen activity in 

northwestern Wisconsin was the Clear Lake area of Polk 

County. As gleanéd from the local newspaper, the Clear 

Lake Star, Klan organizers first appeared in early February 

of 1924, What information there was of Klan activity in 

Clear Lake was to be found only in the Star. However, this 

journal was unique in that there was published in five 

consecutive issues a column specially reserved by the Klan 

called the "Klan Komment Korner." Contained in these 

columns was Klien news, commentary, statement of objectives 

and an explanation of why it was necessary for every true 

American to be affiliated with the IMvisible Enupire. 

Interestingly enough, the Star's editor, Fred L. Rothgeber 

came out in support of the organization. Hovwever, by June 

of 1924, the Star ceased to publish news about the Klan as 

. it related to the area. The organizers had moved on. True, 

Klan news was published sporadically until the Spring of 

1927, but this related to Klan happenings in other areas. 

On Februery 6, 1924, the citizens of Clear Lake were 

informed that the Knights of the Ku Xlux Klan were 

commencing a membership drive in the state of Wisconsin. 

— : : 

Clear Lake Star, February 6, 1924, p. 1. 

22
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The organizers had already arrived in Clear Lake after 

a rather rousing experience at Spooner. "There they were 

ordered to leave town within an alloted time but for some 

reason they failed to fulfill the order...."2 However, 

apologies were later extended with the result that an 

organizer was still located there.? 

There had not as yet been any evidence of disturbances 

in Clear Lake arising out of the organizer's presence-—— 

though the Klansmen had been in the locale for only a week. 

No trouble was looked for. ‘The sentiment was expressed 

that "....before any effort is made to run him out of tow, 

that the people are willing to give him a hearing to 

determine whether or not they have a right to do so."4 

What information the people of Clear Lake received about 

the Klean was through the daily press, and "....everyone 

will agree that an opinion formed upon that information could 

be nothing but against the organizetion...." It was 

obvious, therefore, that people would continue to have 

adverse opinions about the Klan until such time as they 

could be convinced otherwise.® 

The basic problem in this regard was that individuals 

clear Lake Star, February 6, 1924, p. le 

*Ibid. 
“tbid. 
"ibid, . 
Srbia.
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were placing too great a reliance on rumor. For example, 

one rumor had it that the Ku Klux Klan already had a large 

organization in that sector of Wisconsin. However, there 

was no Klan membership inasmuch as menbership applications 

had yet to be accepted. The comment was also made that 

Wovecre we are to believe rumors, ye editor is not only a 

menber, but the heed of the organization. At this time we 

do not glory in this 'honor' which has been. bestowed upon 

us by Old Deme Rumor. Our hide is thick and our shoulders 

fairly broad, but in spite of this we do get riled up at 

sone things."7 The suggestion was proffered that no one 

implicate one another unless he had the facts in hand. 

Were the principles of the Klean deemed worthy of personal 

participation, then one should by all means join. Otherwise, 

it would be better to ignore the orgarization.® 

That Clear Lake saw a great amount of discussion as to 

the merits of the Klan is evidenced by the following. "For 

the past few weeks the Ku Klux Klan has been the subject of 

cussing and discussing here, but in spite of this, the 

movement has elready gained a foothold and is meking 

progress in this community as well as others in the era 

country ."? Just prior to the publication of this 

announcement, the organizers staged a public meeting and 

Tolear Lake Star, February 6, 1924, p. 1. 
“pia. 
g 
Clear Lake Star, Februery 27, 1924, pe. 1.
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secured the services of a national speaker to explain the 

Klan's principles,l°0 A large crowd was in attendance end 

appeared to be well satisfied with what information they 

received. Besides attending to Klan principles, the speaker 

explained the need for such an organization and what had 

already been accomplisned in those states and communities 

where the Klan was already active. It was noted that "the 

Klan is rapidly growing in the state of Wisconsin end in 

most of the principal cities, and elready civic conditions 

are being improved,"t1 Clear.Lake residents were admonished 

to acquaint themselves with Klan principles from first hand 

evidence end not just by hearsay. +3 . 

On Wednesday, March 5, 1924, Clear Lake was treated to 

its first exhibition of the fiery eross.!3 The cross, 

located by Mud lake, startled the community as the alerm was wv ? J 

sent forth. This enblen was so situated "....that a good 

view could be had from Main Street."14 an attempt was made | 

to secure information as to the significance of the fiery 

: gee i eta sd gh cross, but so far attempts in this direction proved futile. 9 

Clear Leke residents were soon treated to a discussion 

10 5 ae = , Clear Lake Ster, February 27, 1924, p. 1. Just who 
the national speaker was, the Star di? not reveal, 

lis. 
Ibid. 

Otay 
Ibid. : 

1 : clear Leke Star, March 6, 1924, pele 
z + “thia. 
it 

Lbia. : :
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of the Klan's objectives. The source of this information 

was the keynote address of a recent state meeting of the 

Klan. It was being publishéd in Clear Lake not as an 

advertisement to join the organization, but as a source of 

information whereby individuals could ascertain the real 

facts of ‘the matter.l& te article in itself is valuable 

as it clearly demonstrates the rationale behind the 

organization and no doubt was the subject of discussion at 

many a Klean meeting in notthwestern Wisconsin. 

The first point to be made was that the Klan was not a 

lodge but rather a movement. The difference between the two 

was that a movement was operative, that it functioned ina 

concrete manner. In this context, the Klan as "....great 

American Frotestent Order....is organized mindful of the 

necessity for a citizenship that is awakened, alert and 

ever on guard. The Klan as a movement is an instrument of 

action, impelled by worthy motives and high ideals. "17 

Simply, the Klan would operate on a militent basis. As the 

Klan professed to accent and understand all great American 

ideals and principles, it labored "....to reach something 

definite by actually uniting individuels for the 

accomplishnent of truly American objectives, which all 

consecrated Klansmen understend."1& Because the Klan was 

- 16 a Clear Lake Star, March 6, 1924, p. 1. 

18tpia.
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an operative organization, it was to be expected that 

Klancraft would be featured in the Press. The Klan received 

such forceful attention beceuse of what it was able to 

accomplish. In the constant battle of establishing 

righteousness, the Klan was in the position of a man who, 

though praised by his friends, coatinued to fall prey to the 

excoriations of his enemies. As far as the Klan was 

concerned, those wno reveled in theories were the ".... 

frowsy ne'er do wells of our day...." The Klan, considering 

itself a benefactor of society, was not satisfied with 

theories, out insisted on "....weaving established truths 

and fundamental principles into the body fabric of our 

social, political and commercial life."19 ; 

In making the body politic once again conscious of 

these fundamental truths, the Klan established for itself 

four clearly defined objectives. ‘The Kluxers were to 

achieve the fruition of their program through legislation of 

the appropriate kind would correct many of the evil 

conditions which confronted America end thereby sefesuard 

i American civilization in the process. Education, as a 

powerful instrument of good, was to be applied to old and 

young alike. Through education, the plastic mind of the 

child would be molded with the proper conceptions of right 

Wear Lake Star, March 6, 1924, p. 1. 

lryid.» The. 46
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and duty so that he might turn out as the right kind of 

citizen.*1 Adults were to be re-educated in order that 

those concepts which were alien to true Americanism might be 

corrected. Individuals with a destructive bent were to be 

coaverted with a view toward coustructive involement in the 

national life. To accomplish these goals, there was need 

for the element of unity. Organization was necessary to 

present the Klan as a united front. A well organized 

minority wielded far more power then a disorganized majority. 

Thus organization was necessary to combat those sinister 

forces lurking within the social fabric of the nation. 

Any real American worth his salt knew that a strong movement 

was needed to do battle with the obvious menace.22 In 

erusading for the uplifting of the nation, the Klan defied 

anyone to prove that it was not using legitimate techniques. 

The Klan's objectives were then enumerated. The public 

schools were to be upheld as the bulwark of American 

civilization. Law and order were to be reestablished upon 

the foundation stone of old fashioned American tredition. 

The Klan stood upon the eternal separation of church and 

state. In regard to the Xlan's belief in white supremacy, 

it was stated that God made the black man black and the 

white man white. Each was to remain within its racial 

2lolear Leke Star, March 6, 1924, p. 1. 

et bid. The "obvious menance" was not decribed.
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bounds.2? The Constitution was to be kept vital and 

recognized for what it was. Mob violence was to be 

eliminated. A closer relation between capital and labor 

was desired. Immigration was to be restricted so as to 

prevent the United States from becoming the dumping ground 

of the world.24 The moral double stendard was to be 

eradicated. Though there was to be freedom of the press, 

it was to be so adjusted as to acquaint the citizenry with 

— the dangers confronting the nation and a proper 

‘appreciation of what truth really Wase? There was also 

: to be freedom of speech without intimidation. 26 

The state organizer emphasized that the Xlan's goals 

were in line with the nation's interests. All real 

Americans not only believed in the Klan's principles but 

also believed these ideals to be essential to the country's 

welfare. But not all citizens fully realized how weak the 

individual defense of America was. There was too much 

indifference. Things were not as they ought to be. The 

Klen simply sought a revival of the netion end the 

destruction of the hairy monster of foreigness.~! It was 

never proven that the Klan did not measure up to American 

23¢1ear Lake Star, March 6, 1924, pe 4. 

Pérpid. 

= Tpid.. 

26rpid, 

Tria.
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ideals. ‘This organization was determined to perpetuate 

what was good and therefore needed men of like mind,=..° 

purpose and vision.28 

The state organizer insisted that the Klan was not 

",....duilt on the seething sands of hatred."29 Rather, it 

‘was built on the 'Rock of Ages:' love-~love of what was 

good "20 The Klan as an organization was not anti-Jew, anti- 

Catholic or anti-Negro. It was pro-American, pro-Protestant 

and upheld all things constructive. That the Klan 

restricted its membership to Protestant white Gentiles did 

not, ipso facto, prove that it was an orgenization of 

hatred. Nor was the Klan plotting to array one class, 

creed or race against another. But it was to be remembered 

that America was the handiwork of Protestantism. The Klan 

did not seek to crush the Negro, but was determined to 

insure that this race had equal Soportint Wess Yet the 

organization was against the amalgamation of the white with 

the black because of the threat of mongrelization. No 

objection was raised against a church as a church, However, 

opposition was expressed in regard to those churches 

involving ‘themselvesin political affairs.32 I+ 

was denied that the Klan was an instrument of 

28 e i y Clear Lake Star, March 6, 1924, pe. 4. 

291 pid. . : 

rTpIaS 
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terror. As for the mask, it was part of the Klan's ritual 

.as used in a Klevern. The significance behind the mask was 

that the candidate entered the order with his eyes closed, 

so to speak, only to be opened by being educated with the 

appropriate imnowledge. The mask was unveiled at the 

naturalization ecerenony signifying that, having seen the 

light, the initiate could now partake of the mysteries of 

Klancraft.?? 

Furthermore, there was nothing secret about the Ku 

Klux Klan except its membership. The members of the hooded 

order remained incognito because every Xluxer was in reality 

a secret service agent working for the reestablishment of 

law and order. A Klansman took an oath to that effect. 

What information proved to be salient would be turned over 

to the proper authorities. What was needed were men who 

dared to be right. This was so because, human nature 

being the peculiar element it was, there were those 

individuals wno, for fear of adverse reactions, refused to 

be self sacrificing. Thus the only thing that mattered was 

whether the individual wished to participate in the great 

remaking of Americe. 24 

It was seid in mid-March that Fred Rothgeber claimed to be 

censored for his stand on the Ku Klux Klan.?? This cene 

about because of the Klan articles that were recently 

S3clear Lake Star, March 6, 1924, p. 4e 
34tpid. i 
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published. Rothgeber explained that the articles were 

published with a view toward giving Clear Lake citizens 

facts and information about the Klan as an organization. 

Publication did not necessarily signify aggrecuent with Klan 

objectives. 26 It was then conjectured that, though the 

public complained of a "kept press," the seme public. in 

reality, did not desire the truth after all. Therefore, 

the editor would publicly air his personal views on the Klan 

for the first time. Wot only was the organization heartily 

endorsed, but the editor urged that "every red blooded 

Anerican citizen shovld not hesitate to make application."37 

If Rothgeber erred in his judgement, then eight million 

other Americans did the same.78 ' 

Commencing with the March nineteenth issue of the 

Clear Lake Star, there appeared a column specially reserved 

by Ku Klux Klan. The column, under the heading "Klan 

Komment Korner," was the mouthpiece for the organization's 

propaganda. . Interestingly enough, there appeared the 

following belor the column heading: "non silba sed anthar" 

--"not for self but for others.139 

Though the prime purpose of the Ku Klux Klan was to 

save America for Americans, the hooded order was not a 

: political organization per se. A third party was not 

Sorear Lake Star, March 12, 1924, p.~ 1 woe or, Hose Lies » De le 

"roid. 
Ibid. 

39Ipid " The Klan Lonment Kormer," The Clear Lake Star, 
March 19, 1924, p. 4. rit. hoster
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necessary. True, Klansmen were active politically, but 

that was because the organization stood for the clean sweep 

in politics. As such, the Klan was interested in the man, 

not the party.40 

The Klan was certain that, if the right men were in 

a position of authority, there would be justice for all. 

Though it denied the charge of being engaged in night 

riding expeditions due to their illegality, the Klan 

maintained that, since it believed so strongly in law 

enforcement, it could not tolerate lawlessness in any form. 

Only when the bootleggers were apprehended and the moonshiners 

surrendered their stills, would the world no longer. 

need the Klan. Until that millenium arrived, the Ku 

Klux Klan would continue to effectively do its work despite 

howls of intolerance.41t 

A primary tenet of the Klansman's creed was the belief 

in God and the teachings of Christianity. Godless 

individuels were doomed to failure. Those churches not 

resting upon a strong moral foundation were a mockery to 

God and unworthy of a people's participation. The 

separation of church and state was mandatory. The Klan 

held co allegiance to a foreign government--Especially the 

Bope.9 A Xlansman's first allegiance was to God alone and 

then the Stars and Stripes, The free public school was. the 

40 "the Klan Komment Korner," ‘The Clear Lake Star, 
March 19, 1924, pe 4e 
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cornerstone of good government. Anyone who desired to 

destroy these schools was aot only unworthy of his American 

citienship, but, in addition, was an enemy of the United 

States.42 The Klan stood for the protection of a pure 

womanhood. Rights of native born Americans were far 

superior to those of aliens who had yet to be naturalized. 43 

Reiterating, it was the Xlansman's duty to further the 

Christian religion. Indeed, God himself had guided the 

Knights to this end. Still, the Xlan was not intended 

to be a church. Politically, the Klan intended to make all 

citizens lay down their political prejudices upon the altar 

of Americanism in the name of God, country and home. 

Citizens would be urged to cast their ballots for decent 

men——-men who would administer their office for the people.44 

Beneath the "Klan Komment Korner" of that week appeared 

a Kluxer item in the nature of an inquiry. The question was 

asked whether individuals wanted to mexe application to join 

Kluxer's. Were they found worthy, the door was opened to 

those deciding to stand witn the Xlan. The suggestion was 

made that one enquire of his neighbor as one who might be 

capable of showing the way 45 A later edition of the "Xlan 

Komment Korner" urgedriore Folk County men and women to 

42nmme Klan Komment Korner," The Clear Lake Star, 
March 19, 1924. p. 4. 
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interest themselves in the order. The Klan needed people 

with ready heads and true faith to join in the task of 

making Americans fit for America and maintaining America 

for Americans.46 

There were seven symbols of Kluxism. Each had an 

inportant role in the sublime ceremonies of Klancraft. All 

symbols, each an object lesson in itself, were illustrative 

of the Klan's body of.printiples.:..Theyseven symbdls vere 

the Bible, Cross, Flag, Sword, Vater, Robe and Mask. 

Several symbo:ls: are described below! 

The significance of the Bible was that God existed. 

With righteousness as its aim, the Bible became the 

proverbial "lemp unto one's feet" and, as such, the only 

guide to right living. For the Klan, the Bible's principal 

guiding light or rationale for its existence came from 

Romans 12.48 

The cross symbolized the "....sad sweet story of the 

rugged Cross of Calvary."49 ss a sign of the Christian 

religion, it stood in every Klavern. The precepts it 

symbolized were the Klan's criterion of character. Tue 

48nane Klan Komment Xorner," The Clear Lake Star, 
March 26, 1924, pe 4. 

ATuthe Klan Komment Korner,'' The Clear Lake Star, 
April 2, 1924, p. 4. 
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Cross was to used as a rallying device to combat the 

anti-vhrist and protect the principles of pure Americanism. 

The element of fire was added to signify that Christ was the 

light of the world. Too, it symbolized the dispelling of 

ignorance, the destruction of the cross and the purification 

and oTeewetes of virtues by burning out the vice with the 

fire of His word. Concluding in this vein, the point was 

made that "In this sign we conquer.!90 

There were three aspects inherent in the symbolism of 

the United States flag, The white in the Flagstood for the 

purity of American womanhood and the sanctity of American 

homes. Red symbolized the blood of heroes. ‘The blue 

field signified the unclouded skies of the United States. 

The stars were symbolic of an aggregate of undefeated states 

bound together in inseparable union. No one could stand 

before the Stars and Stripes without a feeling of sublime 

patriotisn.51 

The unsheathed sword was symbolic of law enforcement. 

It signified that the Klan was behind every law enforcement 

officer in the land end was ever ready to aid in the 

execution of the law. The Klan stood for impartial law 

enforcement. Regardless of race, the protection of all 

citizens' rights was to be insured .?2 

2ngne Klan Komment Korner," The Clear Lake star, 

April. 2,,1924, De 4e 
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One of the Klansman's principal obligations was to make 

America safe for Americans. Patriotism, therefore, was 

the prime and sacred duty of every Klansman before God and 

country. The first axiom of this duty was the necessity for 

cleaning up politics. ‘The day of the political party was 

overe In the future, tne criterion for election to public 

office would be the measure of one's Americanism. The 

second axiom in this regard was the necessity for education 

in American civilization in the public schools. The Klan 

was to lead the public on the path to the dissolution vof 

the dregs of alienism in the melting pot.?> 

The sanctity of the home was another special preserve 

of the Klan. "As the public school is the citadel of 

American liberty, so is tne American home the keystone of 

the American sovernment."94 A broken home simply meant the 

abondannent of all pretext of government—-the way would be 

left open for the forces of evil to attack and strike at 

the life of the nation. I+t was with these ideas in mind 

that the Klan strove to"....protect and preserve American 

institutions as God gives us to see the right."99 

The Klan was opposed to bolshevism, anarchy and 

23uthe Klan Komuent Korner," The Clear Lake Star, 
April 16, 1924, p. 4. (Note: The April “ninth issue: was 
Missing from this nicrofilm series.) 

D4T bid. 

25"the Klan Komment Korner," The Clear Lake Srar, 
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communism—-all which had as its object the overthrow of 

the government of the United States. Anyone who dared to 

oppose the government had rights whatsoever. Those who 

did show opposition should either be deported or placed 

behind bars.56 

In relation to those groups outside the pale of 

Protestant Christianity, the Klan explained that it was not 

against Catholicg or Jews, but that they were for 

Protestantion first last and always. A Roman Catholic 

could not be a Klansman because he owed his allegiance to 

a foreign government. Thus, anyone who owed his allegiance 

to the Pope could not be one hundred percent American. 

Jews were excluded from Klan membership because they did _ 

not accept the Christian tradition. Besides, the Jew was 

an unassimiléble. alien whose ethics, business or otherwise, 

did not correspond to Christian ideals.>! 

The Klan had no fight to make with the American Negro. 

However, it was.an inferior race. Klansmen were sworn to 

protect him and his rights and property. The Negro was © 

to be assisted by Klansmen in the elevation of his moral 

and spiritual being. In addition, the integrity and purity 

of the Negro race was to be preserved.°8 

26umme Klan Komuent Korner," The Clear Lake Star, 
April 23, °1924,.p. 4. 
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America was at a crossroads. Every "....lawbreaker... 

moonshiner, libertine, prostitute and black legged 

gambler...." was waging a relentless war against the Klan's 

program of remaking America. All believed the Klan mist be 

put out of business so they might survive. In addition, 

it was charged that "....Roman Catholics, Jews, Negro 

preachers, certain politicians and honest but misguided 

Gentiles are trying to suppress the Ku Klux Klen.199 But 

the Klan would triumph. Wo citizen could efford to remain 

neutral—particularly any self respecting American 

Protestant worthy of the name. It was "....eithner join the 

Klan and throw your influence on the side of decency, 

Christianity and law enforcement or join the lawbreakers, 

negro preachers, Roman Catholics,...Jews... and 

reprobates...." whose first allezience was not to the United 

States. © The Klan was not interested in creating racial 

discord. In affiliating with the Klan, one would be joining 

in the great task of upholding law and order, uplifting 

Mankind, perpetuating brotherly love, assisting the 

‘downtrodden and preserving American ideals. This 

particular article concluded with "God give us men, sun 

crowned and strong with their heads above the fog." 

Simply, men were needed whose hearts beat true to the 

rhythm of personal decency and whose sovls were filled with 

29ngne Klan Komment Korner," The Clear Lake Star, 
April 23, 1924, p. 4. 
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the light,..love and life of Jesus cCarist, © 

Several weeks later, the residents of Clear Laxe 

were treated to a full text publication of the "Ku Klux 

Klean Oath of Allegiance."62 The "Oath " read as follows: 

I most solemnly pledge, promise and swear that 
‘I will never slender, defraud, deceive or in 
any wanner wrong the Knights of the Ku Klux ; i 
Klan, a Kleansman or a Xlansman's family nor 
will I suffer the same to be done if I can 
prevent it. 

I swear thet I will be faithful in defending 
and protecting the home, reputation end 
business interests of a Klensman end that of 
a Klansman's femily. 

I swear that I will at any time without 
hesitating go to the assistance or rescue 
of a Klensman in any way, that his call I will 
answer, that I will be truly Klannish toward 
Klansmen in all things honorable. 

f I swear that I will never allow any animosity, 
or ill] will to arise between myself and a 
Klansnan, but will be constant in ny efforts 
to promote real Klannishness among the members 
of this order. 

I swear thet I will secure to myself the 
secret of a Klansman when the same is 
committed to me in the sacred bond of 
Klanship, tne crime of violating this solemn 
oath, treason against the United States of 

: America, rape and malicious murder alone 
excepted. i 

I most solemnly assert and affirm that to the 
governnent of the United States of America and 
any state thersof which I may become a 
resident, I sacredly swear an unqualified 
allegiance above any other and every kind 

6lumne Klen Xomment Korner," ‘The Clear Lake Star, 
April 23, 1924, p. 4. 

62c1ear Lake Star, May 7, 1924, pe 4.
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government in the whole world. I here and now 
pledge my life, my property, my vote and my 
sacred honor to uphold its flag, its 
constitution and constitutional lews and will 
protect, defend and enforce the same unto 
death. 

I most solemnly promise and swear that I will 
always at all times and in all places help, 
aid and assist the duly constituted officers 
of the law in the proper performance of their 
legal duties. 

I swear that I will most zealously and 
valiantly shield and preserve by all 
justifiable means and methods the sacred 
constitutional rigchts and privileges of free 
public schools, free speech, free press, : 
separation of church and state, liberty, 
white supremacy, just lews and the pursuit of 
happiness against any encroachment of any 
nature by any person, persons, political 
party or parties, religious sect, native, 
naturalized or foreign of any race, color, 
ereed, religion or tongue whatsoever. 

All to which I have sworn by this oath I will 
seal with my blood. Be Thou my witness, 
Almighty God, Amen. 3 

Several questions were then aired before Clear Lake 

citizens. The first was whether any native born American 

could object to any part of the "Oath." If an 

ihdividual truly believed in the laws and government of the 

United States then he would not hesitate to make application. 

As such, the Ku Ylux Klan was the organization for him. The 

Klan had to have the cooperation of all true Americans so 

that it covld perform its duties to advantage. Surely the 

local citizenry had sufficient information with which to 

make a decision. Certainly there were those Clear Take 

63 Mae 0 ‘ 
Clear Lake Star, May 7, 1924, pe. 4.
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citizens who should join--real men who would take a stand 

for God end country .64 

The forezoing was the last time Klen propaganda 

appeared in the Clear Leke Star. It was a neat attempt at 

presenting a philosophy of righteousness so that the 

residents of Clear Lake might be convinced that they too 

could have a part in the grand design of remaking America. 

But the Klan's philosophy, wolf-like in its apotheosis of 

intolerence, was clothed in the sheepskin of Americanism. 

To the undiscerning eye, Klan menbership meant the 

os opportunity to do something great for America. 

: The Klan was never heard from again as a factor in 

Clear Leke comnunity life after Nay; 1924. Editor Rothgeber 

left the Star after May end did not return until late 

Autumn of 1924, However, on several occasions between 1924 

and the end of 1926, there did appear several snatches of 

news relating to Klan activities in several northwestern 

Wisconsin communities.65 These news items revealed all too 

well the social upheaval as perpetrated by the Eluxers. The 

foregoing chapter reveals bigotry cloaked in a supposedly 

benign philosophy of Americanism. What follows reveals 

that where the Ku Xlux Klan was active, bigotry and 

hatred ruled the day. 

64 
Clear Lake Star, May 7, 1924. De 4. 

S502 particular interest here are the November 18, 
and 25, 1925 issues of the Clear Lake Star.



Chapter 3 

PATHER MINWECEN FIGHTS THE KLAN 

The Cornell Klan problem, as elsewhere in northwestern 

Wisconsin, was one of no mean dimension. The majority of 

this community's population was composed of Protestant 

communicants. Prior to the Xlen's appearance in Cornell, 

there existed within the Protestant community a strong 

element of anti-Catholic feeling. The Klan only served 

to embolden this faction. However, there was no end to the 

Klan's frustration when the resident Catholic priest (an 

Oblate missionary), standing his ground, refused to be 

intimidated. Wheat follows is an account of that priest's 

fight against the Xu Klux Klan of Cornell, Visconusin. | 

Peter Minewegen was born in Germeny, circa 18E2. 

Showing a predilection for matters both spiritual and 

intellectual, the would-be priest went to the seminary 

» seeking fulfillment of his vocation. Desiring to be a 

missionary priest, Peter joined the Oblates of Mary 

Immaculate, @ religious missionary order of the Romen 

Catholic Church. After the required years of theological 

and philosophical study at the Oblate scholasticate, Peter 

Minwegen was ordained a priest in 1906.1 It was not long 

heeter Minewesen, O.¢M.I., "The First Assignnent Under 
the Vow of Obedience," Memoirs of Father Peter Minwesen, 
Q.M.I., Unpudlished (hereafter cited as Kenoirs}yop, 7, 
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before Father Minwegen received his first assignment, 

It was on July 18, 1908, that Gather Minewegen was 

assigned to his first post. He was to proceed quam primum 

to the Vicariate of Alberta-Saskatchewan which was located 

at Edmonton, Alberta. Later transferred to Fish Creek, 

Saskatchewan, the missionary spent approximately seven years 

engaged in fruitful work with the Metis Indiens.* The year 

1915 (circa) saw Father Minwegen enter the United States 

where he was received by Bishop Schwebach into the Diocese 

of LaCrosse, Wisconsin. In time, Father Minwegen was duly 

assigned to Cornell--which at the time was considered prime 

mission territory.? 

According to the missionary's account, Cornell was a 

rather irreligious place. The town had a Presbyterian, 

Methodist and a Lutheran church. Because Cornell owed its 

existence to the Cornell Yood Products Company, the 

contributions of Protestent parishoners were anything but 

substantial.4 The Presbyterian minister managed to remain 

in Cornell because he received direct support from the 

Company president. Other ministers usually lasted xo more 

than six months at a time. Even so the Protestant 

Qyinwegen, "The First Assignment Under the Vow of 
Obedience, " Memoirs, p, 10.. 

3uinwegen, "To Cornell," Memoirs, De 36. 

4tpid., pp. 39-40. Cornell was basically a lumbering 
tow with the Cornell Wood Products Company serving as the 
city's only industry.
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community found time to vent its anti-Catholic spleen. 

Though the Klan was not active in Cornell until 1924, 

Father Minwegen had to confront anti-Catnolic feeling as 

early as 1916. That the priest was a native born German and 

would not receive his naturalization papers for some time 

did not ameliorate the situation. Many Protestants became 

alarmed over the slowly growing Catholic congregation. 

Deciding that something had to be done to end the Catholic 

invasion, the Protestant attack was concentrated on the 

meeting place for Sunday Mass.> AMr. Noyes, who ormed the 

Lyric Theater, permitted the congregation to have Mass said 

at his establishment. I+t was not long before Noyes was 

intimideted. The Protestants demanded that the Suncey 

services be stopped. "Though we carefully cleaned the hall 

after Mass, there was too much of Romish incense. It 

smelled too much of Catholics. The people would boycott 

the show if he permitted the Catholics to have services in 

his theateer...."6 : 

The congregation then moved to the second floor of a 

drugstore ovned by ar. Odlaug. After a time, membership 

had increased to the point that the nall wes soon filled to 

capacity. It was at this time that the Cornell City Council 

stepped in and prohibited further services on the. grounds 

*Ninwegen, "To Cornell," Memoirs, pe. 39. . 
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that "....it was too risky to have such an enormous crowd on 

the second floor without strong steel pillers to prop it 

up."7 Fortunately for the fledgling parish, another hell 

was soon found for services until such time as the 

congregation's chapel was completed. 

Another instance of pre-Klan prejudice was described by 

Father Minwegen as follows. One of the priest's nore 

faithful parishoners was approached by a leading non- 

Catholic with the question; "'Isn't it true that you 

Catholics have to pay an immense sum when you go to 

confession?'"8 The Pastor recorded that 

old Jim Kelly, who had an Irish sense of humor, 
promptly replied: ‘Sure, man, it is true. 
Last Saturday I went to confession:and I had to 
give a mortgage on me farm, and next Saturday 
when I go again he may be wanting a second 
mortgage on all that I have and owm.'9 

A week leter, Kelly explained to the priest that the 

",...'story about me paying with a mortgage went tnhrougnthe 

entire county. I never in my life dreamed that a man could 

be fool enough to believe such a thing, 110 Jim Kelly then 

apologized. But for the time being, the missionary confined 

his money raising activities to the giving of missions since 

the least mention of money only served to activate the 

eT 

Minwegen, "To Cornell," Memoirs, p. 39. 
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gossip mills. 

Despite all his precautions, Father Minwegen continued 

t : a says 1 
to be a thorn in flesh of the Protestant coanunity.t@ 

The period during the First World Yar was a particularly 

rough time. Fatner noted that a number of Protestents were 

determined to rid the community of him. The missionary 

recorded that 

My worst crime was that I dared to organize a 
Catholic parish in an entirely Protestant 
community. At the time of my arrival, I had 

_ been finger-printed like the rest of the 
Fathers and was obliged to report once a 
month to the Postmaster for identification, At 
that time they wented to avoid an open 
religious persecution, but they night get me 
on some other issue. I was still a foreigner. 
Thus my weakness was that I still was 
technically_an alien enemy. I might be a 
German spy.l3 

Still, the intrepid priest continued to hold his ground. 

In 1924, the Klan entered Cornell. : 

Cornell was indeed fertile ground for Klan activities. 

It was Father Minwegen's observation that the Klan chose 

areas off the main hishways and away fron large urban 

centers in which to instigate their terrorizing activities,!4 

Small and isolated villages such as Cornell were considered 

i a Coe “ Minwegen, To Cornell," Memoirs, p. 41. 

12 inwegen, ‘Narrow Escape No. L, " Memoirs, pe 62. 

Hh *rbid.. 
Mirinwegen "The Ke Ke Key" M i 6 Minwezen, "The K. Ke K.," Memoirs, pe 65/
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: to be ideal. Though Cornell lacked Negroes and had only one 

Jewish family, there was a cotinuously growing Catholic 

congregation which hed to be stamped out. The Catholics, 

after ell, did not fit into the American picture.15 

Klan organizers such as Neff and a Methodist preacher 

named White soon came to Cornell. ‘The organizers found it 

an easy matter to attract those Protestants wio were already 

in agreement that the Romish presence was indeed a menace to 

America. Neff and White managed to get acqueinted with 

Protestants prejudiced against the Catholic Church, These 

particular individuels held key positions in the community. 

They were then indoctrinated with "....the noble objectives 

of this patriotic society which was trying to save the 

country from an imminent invasion of the Roman hordes led 

by the Fope to destroy the liberties of this country "16 

Father Minwegen observed’ that it wes only a matter of 

months before the Klan was well enough organized to hold 

their first secret conclaves. During these conclaves, the 

Klan met with Cornell's leaders. Discussion centered about 

the manner in which Klan objectives were to be implemented, 

Soon they had the foremen of the Hill, the 
editor of the Chippewa Courier published by 

: the €.7.P. Co.; and che superintendent on 
their side.. Most of the town officials 
were Mill people. The teachers at the 
grade and the local high school followed 

loyinwegen, "The KeKeKes, "Memoirs, de 656. 
létpia.
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suit and became rabid members. Like termites 
they worked in the dark et first. When they ’ 
had won over all the personas of influence in 
key positions, and the latter assured the 

; leaders that by this time the great majority 
of the population had become prospective 
members, they cane out into the open.17 

Soon enough, the Klan announced a public meeting on the 

main street. However, rumors were spread that the Catholics, 

armed to the teeth, would come with the intention of 

disrupting the meeting. The Klan's objective was to provoke 

the Catholics into making the first move. Though the 

Kluxers were well prepared and appeared at the appointed ; 

time, the plan figzled as no Catholics showed up.18 In 

another attempt to provoke violence on the part of the 

Catholics, the Klan distributed an alleged Knights of 

Columbus oath "....telling the people that as soon as the Pope 

in Rome would give the signal every Roman Catholi¢. was in 

conscience bound to strangle, stab, and kill all their 

Protestant neighbors, men, women, and children without 

exception. "19 

Using the alleged Knights of Columbus oath as an 

illustration, the missionary proceeded to demonstrate the 

gullibility and ignorance of the Church's enemies. Hearing 

that a fallen away Catholic had joined the Klan, Father 

lWyinwegen, "The K. X. K., "Memoirs, p. 66. 
18tpia, 

19Tpid.
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Minwegen went to ascertain the facts of the matter. The 

individual's wife, Mrs. B., answered the door and gave the 

priest an affirmative answer. She also challenged the 

: . . seals) : 
priest to answer for the blood curdling oath. In the 

meantime, the woman's ten year old daughter appeared and 

then suddenly screamed "'Don't talk to that man. He is 

going to kill you, 2l Instantly, three women rushed out 

from another room in what was described as a moment of 

dramatic appeal to their ignorance and stupidity. 2? 

Dramatic in its om way was Father Minwegen's reply. 

Ladies, do you realize what you did to this 
innocent child? You told her about this 
horrid ~. of C. oath, a fraudulent document 
which is a dirty lie. You are stupid 
enough to believe such fraud? Look at the 
title above this infamous so-called oath. 

_ Do you see the word "alleged" over it? Te 
who have attended the parochial school know 
what it means. You either do not know it, 
or maliciously ignore. The word "alleged" 
means it is a feke. ‘The K. Kluxers hoped 
you could be fooled rea*ily and not 
understand its meaning. Leave out the 
"alleged", and you will be arrested for 
libel and slander at once. Than you for 
giving me this opportunity to explain 
matters to you. The Ku Klux Klan 

. evidently thought you were dumb enough not 
to understand the word and could be fooled 
easily. Please don't be fooled again, May 
the Lord bless you. Good bye.'23 

20yinwegen, "The K. KX. Ke," Memoirs, p. 67~ 
21 t 

Ibid. 
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Througsh a cross burning incident, Father Minwegen 

discovered that a Catholic by the name of Christopherson 

had joined the Kluxers. Christopherson, a Cornell garage 

owner, had used some "....fine tubing which connects 

the gas tank and the carburetor in a Ford runabout...." to 

tie the cotton around the eross.°4 It was this copper 

tubing which betrayed the man. Father Minwegen had iaformed 

him of this. The garage ovmer now feared a Catholic boycott. 

This was indeed an ironic situation inasmuch as 

Christopherson was forced to join the Klan out of business 

considerations.22 Thus did the missionary chronicle another 

instance of Hlan intimidation. 

There were other instances of Klan herrassment which 

had to be contended with by the Catholics of Cornell. 

Postcards were circulated by the Xlan which cerried a 

t,.eeDicture of the Three Things That do Not Marry: a dog, 

a hog and a bull with a ring in his nose and a priest's 

biretta on his head and literature marking the Fope in Rome 

as the Anti-Christ."26 In addition, there were circulated 

speeches by Fat Malone—~an alleged ex-priest.°! Father 

24 inwegen, "Free Masons," Memoirs, pe 60. 

25Ibide 

; 2Suinwesen, "The K. Ke K.," Memoirs, p. 6&. 

2Ttpid. Father Minwegen's discussion of Pat Malone as 
an alleged ex—priest will be found in the introductory 
chapter. Of particular interest in this regard is the : 
revelation that, prior to affiliating with the Klan, Malone 
was espousing anti-American as well as anti-Catholic : 
sentinents.
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Minwegen counselled his parishoners to practice the virtues 

of fortitude and patience and to avoid violence. The 

Catholics of Cornell were content to quietly distribute 

pamphlets which refuted the ravings of Pat Malone.2& 

Passive resistance on the part of the Catsolics only 

served to increase Klan provocations. There followed 

several incidents which prompted Father Minwegen to embark 

on @ course of action against the Klan. The first of these 

involved Sever Solie who was an employee of the Cornell 

Wood Products Company. A distraught psrishoner by now, 

; Solie reported to his Pastor the incessant insults received 

fron many of his fellow mill employees. It was bad enough 

to have to endure them during the lunch hour, but to have to 

sit out the taunts during the working hours was simply too 

much to bear for"....any man with red blood in his 

veints."29 Describing for the priest several of the barbs 

wnich had to be endured, Solie explained that the mill 

employees. 

«ee-'tell us we are dupes and slaves of the 
"dago-pope", call the Blessed Virgin by a 
blasphemous name I don't care to repeat. 

. They call the Pope a son of a b. and the 
anti-Christ, etc. Today I felt like 
seizing the sledgehammer and knocking out 
the brains of the fellow wno insulted me 
and my religion with his vile talk, ButlI 
remembered your warning, "No violence," and 
I had to take it, but I do not know how 

264 7 tay re tthe Minwegen, "The K. K. K., "Memoirs, p.. 68. None of 
these pamphlets are available. 

erpid.
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long I shall be able to take it. Something 
: ought to be done to stop their dirty mugs." 30 

Another incident pointed to the direction of the 

Cornell public schools. Many of the instructors had become 

Klan members. One day a 

oe. edaughter of the Parent family, freshman 
in the high school, came home crying...and 
told her parents she was not going back to 
that high school anymore. In the presence 
of the class, the principal had explained 
why nuns have such wide garments. "If they 
have been abused by the priests they can 
easily conceal their disgrace and shame." 
All eyes of the class were fixed on her, the 
only student who was Catholic, and laughed.. 
Her little sister, first grade pupil, was 
taken into a woodshed, stripped of her 
clothes snd when erying, was told that is 
wnat a priest had #9 do with every girl 
once a month, etc. 

Indeed, sonething had to be done. 

The president of the Cornell Wood Products Company was 

a Mr. Osborne whose offices were located in Chicago. 

Inasmuch as meny of the Klan agitators were employees and 

officials of this company, Father Minwegen went to Chicago 

and approached Osborne on the matter. After a frigid 

reception by Osborne's secretary, the company president 

found time far an interview. Father Minwegen then explained 

that Osborne's employees were the ringleaders of the Klan in 

Cornell. The priest mentioned that, on the upcoming Fourth 

of July, the Klan was supposed to initiate five thousand new 

50:2, : é 
Minwegen, "The K.. Ke Ke," Memoirs, 0. 70. 

A tbia.
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members, >¢ Osborne volunteered to go up to Cornell and 

investigate the situation, but the missionary sugzested that 

this wovld put the Klan on its guard. Instead, Osborne 

agreed to send two detectives to Cornell.. The detectives 

would make their investigation and give Osborne a detailed 

report on the matter. >? Satisfied, the priest returned to 

Cornell. 

The Fourth of July soon arrived. Rather than several 

thousend, there were only a few hundred new initiates 

received into the Klan. After staging a parade in Cornell, 

" ..eethey went to a clearing deep in the wooded country-side 

across the river."4 Cars belonging to the Kluxers were 

left parked on the highway. As it was not until midnight 

when the Klansmen returned to their vehicles, Father 

Minwegen made good use of this time by recording the license 

numbers,. The next day, the priest got the names which 

corresponded to the license numbers from an official at the 

Chippewa County Court House at Chippewa Falls. 

Father Minwegen then relates that all 

eeeethe businessmen of Cornell among my so- 
called best friends had joined the hooded 
brotherhood. Of course when I went to see 
then, they all denied menbership as they 

2eyinwegen, "The: Ki. K. Keg" Memoirs, ps. 71.» Circa 1924, 

>tpia. 

34tbid. 
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are obliged to do when interrogated. The 
banker whose number and name I had 
received, when asked, denied emphatically 
that he had been there. I expressed ny 
gratification to hear it and added: "You 
know, we Catholics are not obliged in 
conscience to deal with anybody who is an 
open enemy of our religion. 

When I went across the street to ask 
the barber whether he had been at the 
initiation, he likewise denied any 
membership. While I was talking to the 
guilty and lying barber, Mr. Violet, the 
banker, made a beeline to another store 
to tell the owner that Catholics have 
decided to boycott anybody who is a 
member of the K. K. Klan.76 

Results were soon forthcoming. It was only a matter of 

two days before the editor of the Chippewa Valley Courier 

was fired. The editor had printed a great amount of Klan 

propaganda, 27 Also laid off were the foremen, night 

superintenlent, and those employees of the mill who were 

Klansmen. © The business community felt that it was 

boycotted. 

The results, however, nearly proved to be disastrous 

for the missionary. Nobody in Cornell who was a part of the 

Klan had any idea of what was behind the mill firings. This 

state of bewilderment remained so until one of the Catholic 

parishoners indiscreetly mentioned to a non-Catholic friend 

36s nwegen, "The K. Ke Ke," Memoirs, De 72. 

37 rid. Copies of the Chippeva Valley Courier are not 
available on microfilm. See the introductory chapter for a 
discussion on the aveilebility of source materials. 

Bee rid.
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his Pastor's part in the matter.22 Incensed, several 

Protestants embarked upon a scheme to rid Cornell of its 

Catholic priest. One of the instigators let it be known 

that a Protestant friend of Cardinal Mundelein's nad 

informed His Eminence that a certain priest in Cornell was 

causing comnunity Gissension.49 Father Minwegen was soon 

called to Chicago to explain matters. Had it not veen for 

the intervention of the Bishop of LaCrosse, matters might 

have taken a more serious turn.4! Cardinal Mundelein had 

informed Father Minwegen's Oblate superiors. However, one 

of the superiors explained to the missionary that Bishop 

MeGavick of LaCrosse ; 

eese'sent us the report about the situation in 
Cornell, the doings of the K.K.K., and the 
noble defense you put up against them. He 
advised us to keep hands off in your case as 
Father MNinwegen is an Oblate who has done 
excellent work in my diocese an? in Cornell 
in particular. He deserves unstinted credit 
for the fine work he did in the Cornell 
community"42 

Ii nwesan, "Narrow Escape No. 11," Memoirs, pe 78. 

: Oa 3 4 OTnia., pps 76 and 80. Father iinwegen noted that 
this was the only pretext they could use as he received his 
citizenship papers by then. Cardinal Mundelein was the 
Archbishop of Chicago. 

fal i ’ i 
Ibid., p. 78. As it was, Cardinal Mundelein would 

have had no authority over Father Minwegen since the priest 
was working for the Diocese of LaCrosse--thus being under 
the legal jurisdiction of the local Ordinary. Accordixgly, 
the Cardinal had no legal grounds for the interference with 
the work of the missionary. ; 

. Spia., vp. 77h
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Father Minwegan returned to Cornell a vindicated man 

One other incident relating to Pather Minwegen's 

struggle against Gornell's Klen is worthy of mention. Ona 

certain Sunday evening, fifty Ku Kluxers assembled in front 

of the missionary's temporary residence duly regaled in Klan 

costume. After calling the priest a "....blackrobed 

devil...." the Klan proceeded to burn a cross on the 

opposite side of the street.43 The next day, the priest 

journeyed to Hau Claire "....to find out who owmed the 

property...." upon which the nefarious cross was burned..4 

Father Minwegen learned from the appropriate real estate ; 

agency that the Cornell school district had an option on the 

property which expired during the previous week. The priest 

made a dovn paynent of fifty dollars and the tex acre plot 

beceme the property of the Catholic churen. 49 In his 

Memoirs, Father Minwegen relates the following anecdote. 

Great wes the surprise and the shock of Mr. 
Hanson, Town Treasurer, to take the 10 . 
acres off the tax roll, as it was now 
church proverty. The Klan had sugsested 
it. Where they had burned a fiery cross 
at the end of Main Street, on the most 
beautiful spot of the town site, Holy 
Cross = Church was to be erected in 
time.4 

AFvinwegen, "Te Ke. Ke Ke ," Memoirs, p. 74. 
the following axecdote are substantiated by Father E. Le 
Kuouf, presently Pastor of St. Joseph's Catholic Church at 

* Prescott. (Persoual letter of Fr. BE. L. Kuouf to John A. 
Turcheneske, Jr.,; December 22, 1970.) 

“4tpia. 

4rpia, 
Oe ‘ibid.
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Indeed, this was poetic justice of a most fitting nature. 

Though it would be a while before Catnolic—Protestant 

relations returned to a more reasonable state, there were 

those individuals in Cornell who regretted ever having any 

truck with the Ku Klux Klan. Without notice, the Klan 

organizers, under cover of night, abandoned Cornell without 

leaving a forwarding address. However, they did leave 

behind them outstanding loans, obtained from once 

enthusiastic members, renging from twenty-five to two 

hundred dollars. This was an eyeorener that helped to cure 

the victims of all involvement in Kluxism. Thereafter, 

Klan activity in Cornell began to diminish appreciably. 47 

4Tvinwegen, "The K. Ke Ke," Memoirs, De 73



Chapter 4 

CHETEK; A HOT TIME IN TRE OLD TORN 

The Ku Klux Klan made one of its first appearances in 

Barron County as early as March of 1924. There was already 

a district Klan organizer in the Chetek area.l Ata Klan 

organization rally that month, there appeared an aucience 

composed of all creeds and nationalities. Chetek's Grand 

Opera House was filled to capacity with many not being able 

to .gain admittance at all. As far as could be ascertained, 

nothing of an offensive nature was discussed. The orderly 

and well conducted meeting was handled in such a4 manner as 

to prevent the least bit of friction among the people of 

Chetex. It was noted that there was "....no real reason in 

this community for any antagonism between...Catholic and 

Protestant friends, or among friends and neighbors of the 

various nationalities." All of Chetek's citizens were 

considered to be good Americans. 

Chetek residents received the following news in 

relation to a recent cross burning. 

Residents of Chetek and the near vicinity were 
somewhat startled last Friday night between 7 
and 8 o'clock when they sew the Fiery Cross of 

lohetek Alert, March 21, 1924, p. 1. 

Ibid. 
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the Knights of the Ku Klux Klen burning in 
all its brilliancy on Dunsmoor's hill, 
southwest of the city. An organizer of 
the Klan had been in the city that same 
day, and it was said that the Fiery 
Oross was raised and burned by new members 
which he had secured in Chetek. It was 
otherwise rumored that a grauvo of young 
men on mischief bent built the Fiery Cross 
and lighted it as a joke. At any rate, it 
was there on the occasion mentioned.3 

However, there did not appear to be any reason for a 

disturbance over the activities of the Chetek's Klan organizers. 

Information as to Chetek Klan activities did not. again 

appear until May. On Thursday evening of May second, 

there was a larse gathering in attendance at the local Klan 

Meeting... Many of those present were visitors from the 

Cameron area. The organizer and speaker at this meeting 

was a Mr. Dasue.4 Dague was seid to have discussed many 

important events occurring in American history. Though 

there were four Klansmen in full regalia at the meeting-~ 

with a large fiery cross illuminating the grounds-——there 

were no demonstrations. The meeting concluded in a peaceful 

manner. Organizer Dasue said that he would be resigning his 

position and would return to Michigen.? 

Chetek residents were advised by their local newspaver 

that religious issues would not be argued in that journal.. 

The editor, L. P. Charles, told an anecdote about a certain 

Chetek Alert, March 21, 1924, p. 1. 

4chetek Alert, May 9, 1924, p. 1. 

Ibid.
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Father Slattery, an ex-priest, who went down to Memphis, 

Tennessee with the intention of railing ageinst the priests 

and nuns of that city. The Mayor of Memphis met this 

individual explaining that, in a recent epidemic, the 

sisters and priests gave unstintingly of themselves. The 

"priest" was then counseled to keep silence. After the 

conversation, he left town on the next train.,6 Editor 

Charles said the incident was mentioned in Our Sunday 

Visitor, a Catnolic publication.7 Tie editor made it a 

point to note that the anecdote was not printed at the 

request of the Yisitor.® 

Editor Charles then proceeded to explain why the Alert 

would not carry any discussion of religious matters. 

We think it only just to people of all 
denominetions to refrain from encouraging 
any form of religious discussion in this 
paper. We can say unhesitatinesly thet we 
do not approve of slanderous statements 
mede about the membershiv, the priesthood : 
or the ministry of any church, whether 
Catholic or Protestant. The Church is 
the foundation of civilization and all 
sincere members in it are doing what 
they can to serve God and humanity 

an ra ts : Bea O 
according to the light as they see it.? 

Tne Klan speaker, explained Charles, stated that all 

Klansmen were obliged to declare themselves to be in support 

* 

Spaitorial, The Chetek Alert, May 9, 1924, p. 2. 

TIbid. The Visitor was and continues to be a national 
Catholic weekly. 

Stpia. 
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of the principles of the Constitution and the Christian 

Church. The editor stated that he approved of thege 

principles but thought it a good idea that those Klansmen 

who were not as yet affiliated with any church exercise 

initiative and promptly join any one of the several existing 

denominations: It was also remembered that, from the 

earliest days of the Republic, both Catholics and 

Protestants fought together in defense of the nation,l0 

In the late war, many boys of both denominations 
volunteered and gave their lives for the flag, 
and while each of us should remain true and 
loyal to his ovn church, we must bury our 
prejudices one against the other, and live 
together as neighborly, patriotic, Christian 
Americans, 11 

This was the last piece of news and commentary on the Klan 

until 1925, 

Chetek residents received their first news of Klan 

activities for the year on July taird. ‘There was to be 

a gathering of the Klan in Ladysmith. "The largest 

gathering of people ever to visit Ladysmitn—-50,000 or 

more--is expected July 18 to attend the north state 

'Klonvocation' of the Ku Klux Klan, the Wouen of the Klan, 

and the Junior American Crusaders."22 an elaborate 

entertainment schedule was to include fireworks, a Klan 

wedding, public naturalization, addresses and band music. 

1Wcnetek Alert, May 9, 1924, pe 2. ; 
Hipia. 

12chetek Alert, July 3, 1925, p.l. 

13tpia.
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The gathering was to be held at the Rusk County Klen grounds 

which was a short distance north and east of the County Fair 

Grounds. In addition to the previously mentioned activities, 

the day was to be capped by a mammoth street parade in the 

evening. Two hundred robed horsemen were to be major 

participants in the parade.14 

The Klan placed the following advertisement in nid— 

August: 

"COME 

PROTESTANT PICNIC 

BASKET DINUER 

SUNDAY, August 16, 1925 

Given by the 

KU KLUX KGAN 

Every Protestant Invited 

Program 

Church Service 11 A.M. 

Basket Dinner 12 Hoon 

A Xlan Quartetite 

A Klan Lecture 2 P.M. 

By Reve Je. W.. Leonard 

LOCATION 

1 Mile Bast of Chetek on C.T. 'D'. Robed Men Will 
Direct You. Ample Parking Space. _Cars Guarded.. 
Lunch Sold on the Grounds. Come,"15 

Wcnetek Alert, July 3, 1925, p. 1. 

Wonetek Alert, August 14, 1925, p. 4. 

Uonetek Alert, August 14, 1925, p. 4.
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Pat Malone and Organizer J. H. Neff, who were in the 

Chetex area conducting Klan meetings during the Fall of 

1925, were involved in a serious automobile accident. 

Enroute from Cameron to Chetek around midnight, October 

twenty—second, the Klan workers attempted to miss a parked 

car but, instead swerved into a ditch. The car landed 

standing on its radiator with its occupants being thrown 

through the windshield. A passer-by picked up Neff and the 

unconcious Malone and took them to a Dr. Prill. Malone 

suffered a broken nose and serious cuts about the eyes. 

Neff sustained a deep gash on his forehead. Numerous 

stitches were necessary to repair the damage. It was noted 

that Malone would nore then likely be out of circulation 

for a few days.26 

In early December, Chetek citizens were informed that 

Pat Malone was to speak at the Chetek Opera House on Sunday, 

December sixth. Though the meetings were to be held under 

the auspices of the Ku Xlux Klan, en invitation was extended 

to people of all creeds and opinions.!7 ‘he belief was 

expressed that there was no need 

eee-fOr anyone to get excited over the Klen 
coming to Chetek. They are not a law unto 
themselves and they are not out to harm any 
person no matter what his religious belief 
may be. We should all strive for peace and 
unity in the comiunity. Catholics and 
Protestants who are now friends should 

l6cnetex Alert, October 30, 1925, p. le 

lghetek Alert, December 4, 1925, ps le.
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remain friends, so don't let us get excited, 18 

The suggestion was again ventured that those Klensmen ; 

without a church join one. Aside from that, the Klan was 

to get credit where it was due. All persons, regardless of 

religious affiliation should support the Klan in its 

attempts to rid Chetek of "...,bootleggers, iunblere, 

thieves...lewd men and women...." and other undesireables.29 

Chetek locals soon received a full report of Pat 

Malone's lecture. Malone announced that the Xlan would soon 

eubark upon the construction of a large tabernacle to be 

located in the southeast section of that city. Negotiations 

were already pending for the purchase of the land. The 

tabernacle was to be large enough to accommodate two 

thousand people and would be built so that it could be 

comfortably heated. Malone was to return to Chetek around 

January fifteenth on which day he would commence a six week 

campaign for that part of Barron County.°° 

As to the meeting itself, the Opera House was well 

filled.. The new district organizer for the Klan, J. H. Neff, 

introduced Malone. "The meeting wes opened wita prayer 

followed by singing 'America,' 'Stand Up For Jesus,' ‘Hail, 

1Wcnetek Alert, December 4, 1925, pe le 
» 19 

20cnetek Alert, December 11, 1925, p. le. 

.
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Hail the Klan's All Here. ' and 'Klux, Wisconsin. m2l t+ was 

noted that Malone said nothing which might alarm the law 

abiding citizen.22 

He did not condemn good Catholic people because 
of their religion, but rather commended them 
for faithful adherence to their faith and said 
it was the desire of the Klan tist all 
Catholics and all Protestants who are now 
friends should remain friends. He did 
speak disparaginzly of the priesthood, but he 
did the same for the Protestant minister, _ 
pointing out the black sheep in each group. 

Melone went after the bootlegsers, gamblers, 
houses of i11 fame, and all law violaters 
with bare hands and warned then that if they 
had any of their dirty rotten moonshine on 
hand they had better cet rid of it; for when 
he comes back they are going to have a 
Cleanup end all the crooks will be put where 
Governor Blaine can't pardon then..23 

Pat Melone then announced his intention of mating 

Chetek his home. It was his belief that Chetek was the 

most beautiful area in all Wiscousin and that the city was 

an ideal place for quiet and contented home lire.24 

Returning to more important matters, Melone said that 

1 ; 
2" dhetel. Alert, December 11, 1925, ». 1. The Alert 

noted tape where wes to be an evening méétingy but it was 
eance ied owing to the fact tdat Malone had an apnoiniment 
at Geom te Falls, Wisconsin-~an apoointuent that would 
oy ey ae nim In the Oconto County Jail and end his 
affiliation with the Klan. See Chapter One for the details 
relating to this. episodes 

2s 5x 
Lbid.. 
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eeeethe Klan is willing to join nands with 
all church organizations in the effort to 
clean up the damnable crime wave that is 
now sweeping over this country. He 
severely condemned Governor Blaine for 
appointing officers who were not in 
sympathy with enforcement of the 
Eighteenth Amendment.25 

The Governor and his aides could not be depended upon in this 

‘matter. Instead, reliance would have to be placed upon 

those agents of the federal government assigned to clean up 

the matter.26 

The Alert's attitude toward the Klan was to be the same 

as that toward any other organization. But if the Klen 

could 

eseeput the fear of God and the law 
into moonshiners, crooks, and gamblers, 
more power to their aim. And in doing 
this they will have stronger community 
support if the speakers refrain from 
abusing people of any religious faith, 
or making statements unsupported by 
proper evidence or by making threats of 
violence other then through proper legal 
procedure.27 

Still, the Alert desired to do its best to maintain peace 

and friendshop emong all Chetek citizens. 

Returning to Chetek just prior to the turn of the new 

year, Pat Malone stated that the construction of the 

tabernacle would soon commence. The building was to be a 

25chetek Alert, December 11, 1925, p. 1. 

26rpid. 

27Ibid. 

28Ibid.
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temporary affair. A large force was expected to work on the 

project with the building being completed in the matter of a 

daye Upon the completion of the forthconing campaign, the 

tabernacle would be disassembled end moved to a new 

location. Rice Lake was to be the next target of Klen 

activities.29 

The Klan tabernacle was erected in a matter of five and 

one half hours on Monday, January 12, 1926.. That the 

building was completed in sub-zero weather only made the 

feat more remarkable. "The initial bomb, notifying the town 

that the workers had begun on the building was set off about 

10:00 O'clock in the forenoon, and likewise at 3:30 in the 

afternoon another bond signalled the completion of the 

wort: 29 It was noved that fifty men participated in the 

construction. They came from such Barron County communities 

as: Rice Lake, Barron, Cameron, Hillsdale and Sioux Creek, 21 

During the middle part of the week, the tabernacle interior 

was conpleted in addition to the installation of seats, 

electric lights, and six heating stoves. Yood shavings were 

used to cover the floor.. The tabernacle measured forty-four 

by eighty-four feet with a seating capacity of nearly nine 

hundréd. The first of the Klan meetings in the new 

2cnetek Alert, Jawary 1, 1926, p. 1. Of interest 
here is that the Rice Lake Chronicle did not report any news 
of a Klan campaign in 1926.° ~~ 

Monetek Alert, January 15, 1926, p. 1. 

* rota.
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building was to be held on January fifteenthe-* 

On January seventeenth, the Yomen's Christian 

femperance Union held a meeting in the newly constructed 

Klan tabernacle. The occasion was the celebration of the 

sixth anniversary of the Eighteenth Amendment... Fat Malone 

spoke before a large audience. Malone's presentation was 

considered to be clear, convincing, and entertaining. >? 

. In a contributed article alluding to the Klan's future 

program of religious education, the Chetek Alert published 

the following under the headline "Somebody Sugsests: "Smell 

of this One. '" 

Every "mediun," every leader of new IS! or 
cult or mysterious religion, mekes money. 

Millions chase the astrologer, necromancer, 
voodoo, the high priestess, the sun 
worshiper, the sandeater, the fake doctor, 
the wonder worker. 

We don't wish to attract a shower of stones, 
but we regret that people will not do some 
good horse sense thinking for themselves 
and reject tne imrossible and foolish 

This fad religion and new cult business 
means we inpoverish ourselves end enrich 
the teachers. 

The time is coming when the false teacher 
will be given the kibosh, and the teacher 

32 Chetek Alert, Jenuary 15, 1926, p. 1.. Also to be 
found in this parviculer issue was a news- item detailing 
the resignation of several New Haven, Connecticut Xlen 
leaders. The reason given was that the Klan was 
considered to be not only un-American but anti-American, 

33 
Chetek Alert, January 22, 1926, p. 1.
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of common sense will no longer be reviled 
and persecuted while alive, end respected 
after he is dead. 

YWnat is natural and right is a pretiy 
good text to start thinking on. Think, 34 

Matters soon came to a boil within the Chetek 

community. The manager of the local Farmer's Store, a Mr. 

Van Gelder, began receiving a series of notes threatening a 

boycott of his business if certain conditions were not 

complied withe2? The manager had not taken any action in 

the matter. Chetek residents were told that threats of this 

nature were contrary to both state and federal laws and 

could be ",...punished by fine and imprisonment if turned 

D4chetex Alert, February 5, 1926, p. 1. This item is 
particularly noteworthy in that it appeared after the 
following contributed article which was published in the 
January twenty-ninth Alert. This particular article reads 
as follows: "Edward Young Clarke, whose advertising genius 
introduced the modern Ku Klux Lxen to the American people 
five years ago Monday, headed a new movement designed to 
biuing back the ‘honesty and simplicity of the religion of 
our forefathers." Local organizations will be set up in 
every tovm and city of the country and bureaus will be 
established in Canada, England, and Austrelia all under the 
jurisdiction of the Atlanta headquarters. An educational 

. center will be located at Indianapolis and twelve motion 
pictures portraying the life of Christ will be made there 
and distributed throughout the world." In light of this, 

f pt PAT CY icle was it would appear that the February fifth article was a 
veiled attack on the Catholic Church. 

- Bonetex Alert, February 12, 1926, pel. No mention 
was made as to the nature of the conditions.
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over to the district attorney and the Post Office 

Gian : ‘ 
Department, "3 Though several of the letters were signed 

K. Ke. Ke, it was doubtful that any of them were sanctioned 

by fhe Klen,37 

Manager Van Gelder was not the only Chetek citizen to 

receive sucn tidings. Several members of the Chetek School 

board were also recipients of similer communications. 

Carl Whiteker, Byron Carter and Christ Brusen 
have also received some letters asking that 
certain histories be semoved frox the x ichools 
on grounds that they “teach religion.' ‘Ve 
hardly think that three better men could. be 
chosen to represent us on the school board. 
They will investigate and take such action as 
the requests merit. 

. Charges were also made that several Chetek Hign School 

instructors taught their students to olay cards and gamble 

at a recent sophomore party staged at the Edward Solum farm 

in Chetek Townshin. 

Upon inquiry members of the class declared 
that the teachers had not done anything of 
the kind. Mr. Solun, the driver, and 
several of the boys had joined in an 
innocent game. ‘That was all. We don't 
know of a family who are more interested 
in their children and whose home is better : 
conducted——than that of Mr. end Mrs. Solun, 
so the matter should be passed without 
further notice. 29 

Chetex residents were urged to remain calm. It was 

36 netek Alert, February 12, 1926, p. 1. 

31tpid. : 
38 e . 
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again sugsested that individuals should not become excited 

over any organization's activities. Those people who 

believed their rights to be infrinsed upon had recourse to 

the courts-—the injured party could sue for damages. 

Slander was still punishable by fine and imprisonment. 40 

Parents were to exercise restraint in the matter of 

attacks made against the school administration... "The best 

rule to follow always is to look into objectionable matters 

carefully and report your findings to the school board and 

teachers who will respond to your sugsestions.."41 It was to 

be remenbered that action of an unduly hasty nature meant 

* dis ok shilamiges 2 
the weakening of morale and discipline.* 

The Chetex Alert noted that 

Things are setting rather warm in the community 
as a result of the Klan meetings. There is 
much talk. Feople in the country and city 
whether they are Klean members, Catholics or 
Protestants are pledged to keep their actions 
within the bounds of reason to avoid community 
trouble. Cheterx is a pretty good little tovwa 
and there are hundreds of good, sensible 
Christian families in the country who will 
guard against going to extremes or being led 
into ee ee for which they will be sorry 
afterward. 

‘Lepieappealing to a sense of community harmony, the Alert 

reminded Chetek's citizens that they lived together 

peacefully before the advent of the Klan and that the tow 

40 1 7 A + Tw — sat 41 gf Chetek Alert, February 12, 1926, p. 1. 

4lipia. 
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ought to be sensible enough to continue to do so. Everyone 

had the right to think and believe as he chose, but it was 

suspected that "....the effect of a program like the present 

will only make the Catholics stronger...."44 Indeed, an 

element of dissension might arise within the Protestant camp. 

As such, all Chetek churches and fraternal and civic 

organizations were urged to unite on a program of common 

sense.45 

Matters, however, did not abate any. During a ruckus 

at the local high school, 

os eSeveral boys had engaged in fisticuffs and 
one of the boys was quite painfully injured. 
Principal De Guire took the matter in hand and 
disciplined the lads as he thought the 
circumstences demended. Later in the day, 
Print Glaze, father of one of the boys, came 
to the school and asked for an explanation. 
There was some argument and then some, in the 
course of which the Klan was mentioned, but 
nothing was said as ie the merits or denerits 
of the organization.4 : 

Glaze was said to have later threatened the Principal with 

physical harn were De Guire to remove his glasses. The 

principal removed them, but the incident did not proceed 

to the next extreme.47 

The Alert was not publishing this item because it 

smacked of sensationalism. "We are doing it solely to help 

44, \ gh in 
Chetek Alert, February 12, 1925, p. l. 

‘Orpia.. 

48cnetek Alert, February 19, 1926. p. 1. 
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all the people in this community to understand that they 

must keep their passions and prejudices within due bounds 

or we are going to have a riot here."4& The Principal and 

teachers had to be supported without any interference. 

Those wno had grievances were to take them to the School 

Board. Though the Alert maintained that it was not arguing 

for De Guire, it was to be remembered that the principal 

was aman of mature judgement. Earnest in his profession, 

De Guire was considered to be doing his very best for the 

school children of Chetek. Besides, he was the best 

community worker that Chetek had in relation to civic, 

church and social activities.49 

Concluding its remarks, the Alert printed the 

following. : 

Now a little further for the benefit of the 
schools and our children. If any more 
meetings are held by the Klan 'for men only' 
or 'for women only,' we hope the speakers 
will use language and tell stories that a 
teacher or preacher would dare tell to his 

; school or congregation. ‘We were at one 
meeting, and honestly, we certainly would 
not dare to print the stuff we heard, the 
vulgar stories or anything else, and it 
wasa't sex hygiene either.90 

As far as the Alert was concerned, Chetek's Klan was on 

trial.. Despite the fact that the Klan was assured, at the 

4Schetek Alert, February 19, 1926, p. le 
49 
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outset, of fair treatment, that orgenization had yet to 

demoustrate any constructive tendencies.91 

The Parent—- teacher Association of uhetek on #Henruery 

fifteenth, in a resolution offered by Mrs. We Ge Malcoln, 

denounced Klan interference in the affairs of the school 

administration an= School Board, Passed without discussion 

and without a single dissenting vote, the resolution read 

as follows. 

"1. We, THE PAREYT-TEACHER ASSOCIATION of 
Chetek Public Schools teke advantage of 
this opsortunity to express our complete 
confidence in our present school board 
and we place ourselves on record es 
being opposed to interference in our 
school effairs by people coming from 
outside the school district. 

"2 We are convinced that much of the 
language used by the men who conduct the 
meetings in the temporary building on 
Second Street is coarse and vulgar, 
unfit for boys end girls to hear. We 
know that many of the statements made 
about our school ere false, that they 
are intended to arouse prejudice and 
hatrea among the pupils, and disrespect 
and disobedience of teachers. Our 
scenool is being demoralized and the 
academic progress of the children is 
Deling retarucde. 

"3 In order to show our allegiance to 
. our school, to our community and our 

country, we pledze curselves not to 
attend any of the aforesaid meetings, 
not t allow our children to attend 

. them, and to do everything possible to 
combat their sinister influence.22 

51 : if 
Chetek Alert, February 19, 1926, p. 1. : 
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Another item related to disturbances arising out of 

Klan activities concerned the yellow fringed flag belonging 

to Chetek's Campbell Post of the American Legion. Seeking 

to forestall any untoward incidents arising out of 

disagreement as to the fringe's exact meaning. the Post 

Commander contacted the National Headquarters for a full 

explanation, The Commander's letter was referred to the 

Legion's Americanism Conmission.?> 

By way of reply, an Allan Waters of the Community 

Service Bureau made the following points. After a careful 

investigation, it was determined that "....mo significance 

whatever attached to the use of the fringe except for 

decorative purposes. "94 There were precedents for 

regimental colors rimued with fringe. Organizations such 

as the "...(G.A.Re, The Spanish Yar Veterans, and many other 

patriotic and fraternal societies, as well as the general 

practice of flag and banner manufacturers...." were 

responsible for its use.-” Furthermore 

As to the question of there being any connection 
with papal colors, I think we may cite you to 
the fact that in meny instances the flas of the 

: Knichts of Columbus does not have a fringe, 
while catalogs of Masonic and militant 
Protestent organizations like the Knishts of 
Malta advertise fringe on parade flege, bp gn of 
the societies and on the National Emblem. 

53 : . 
Chetek Alert, February 19 19265: De Le 
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As: a prelude to its latest comments on the Klean, the 

Alert reiterated its position of being on the side of clean 

morals and good government.. This journal reminded its 

readers that it continously upheld the Sabbath and led in 

the crusade for Frohibition. The best things in Chetek's 

community life had always been supported by this papers . 

There was no quarrel with a single citizen of the community 

whether he reside in town or country. Everyone had the 

right to his own opinions in the areas of politics and 

religion. But "....we charge all of you to manifest a spirit 

of fairness, tolerance and truth toward your neighbors."7 

It was noted that, at the meetings held in the Klan 

tabernacle, Pat Malone made various remarks about certain 

court cases involving a number of individuals in various 

communities.98 Melone claimed to have "'sworn affidavits! 

covering the details of these cases."99 ‘The suggestion was 

made that Malone produce the so-called affidavits and other 

evidence he might have. In turn, the Alert would produce 

the certified copies of the court records. Both sets of 

documents would be placed into the hands of an unbiased 

com-ittee to determine the veracity of Melone's statements. 

The apvropriate records were ready to be produced at any 

time. Right was right everywhere. The time had come for 

2Tchetek Alert, February 26, 1926, pele. 

are It was not divulged as to what the nature 
and details of the cases were. 
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the truth to prevail. 

The Klan campaign had concluded by the first of Marche 

Taking upon itself the mantle of peacemaker, the Alert noted 

that, in the wake of the late Klan convocations, Chetek was 

left with a good deal of ill feeling among the town's 

citizens. When the Klan meetings commenced 

eee re asked that the organization be given a 

fair chance to demonstrate its work, end if 
good would come of it, that is what we wanted. 

We expected them not to play upon the passions 

of the people sither in political or religious 

matters. We expected a denonstration of 100 

percent Americanism and Christian enthusiasn, 

neither condemning or berating any form of 
worship or religious behief. We expected 
orderly procedure in correcting wrongs and we 
expected that promises and pledges made would : 

be carried out; we exoected truth from the 
platiforn,-~clean language, inspiring 
proumcenents, statements of facts:--not 
vulgar preacaments, nor hate-inspired 

challenges. 

Ye expected the Klan tabernacle to stand as a 

safe retreat and a lasting defense against any 
attack upon our coustitutional rights. In 
fact we expected everything woutd be for the : 
best, end maybe that .. is so. 

However, it was up to the participants themselves to 

decide how much they received for their ten dollars. 

Whetner any satisfaction was obtained was their affair. 

Though the Klean organizers treated this money as a donation, 

the possibility existed that this might not be true. Were 

this so, the contributor had a right to know what the money 

S0gnetelz Alert, February 26, 1926, p.l. It might be 
noted that Pat Malone did not accept this challenge . 

6lgaitorial, The Chetek Alert, March 5, 1926, pe 4.
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was used for. Pat Malone claimed that he received nothing 

from the Klan for his services—-that he lived entirely on 

income from his insurance interests.62 

The best thing that Chetek could do in the interests 

of peace and harmony was for its citizens to put aside 

recent aninosities, It was time for past friends to become 

so once again. The following was subnitted as an example 

of recent fence mending as being suggestive of how Chetek 

might cleanse itself of all acrimony. 

Byron Carter and Fred Ziesensis sot into a 
little argument the other day, which elmost 
developed into a pugilistic encounter, but 
do you know what they have done,--they 
laughed over it together, made it all up 
and went on talking 'potatoes,! the way 
they heve been doing for thirty-five years 
or more. Now isn't that fine? We think a 
lot of Mr. Ziesensis and Mr. Carter for 
finishing the argument that way. That is 
the way we are going to do it. Wo matter 
wio you are or what you believe, if you are 
a good, patriotic American citizen, and 
cone in the spirit of good fellowship, you 
will receive a glad welcome and the right 
kind of treatment fron us.63 

Concluding, the Alert pointed out that it did aot 

have a mean thing to say about anyone. 

We are just talking things over with you 
and we hope those wio have been our good 
friends in the past will thin of it in 
that way. We are not pleading for personal 
or financial support; we are not afraid of 
the consequences. People have told us that 
we would suffer if we ventured to discuss 

62pai torial, The Chetek Alert, March 5, 1926, p. 4. 
6 =i 
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the Klan, but that is neither here nor there. 
We are pleading for comsunity peace and good . 
will, Chetek is an orderly, patriotic, 
friendly place. Let us keep it that way.64 

With that said, the Alert's discussion of the Klan was 

closed..65 

Thereafter, little was heard about the Klan in Chetek. 

In September, however, the hooded order was decried for 

utilizing masks at one of its parades. If the cause was 

right, it did not "....have to travel under cover, 

especially beneath the American flag.66 As to Klan 

influence in the primary election, the question was never 

satisfactorelly answered as to why Governor John Blaine 

received the nomination for United States Senator—- 

especially as the Klan considered Blaine a primary opponent. 

No more was heard about the Klan in Chetek after the primary. 

Indeed, the Ku Klux Klen in Chetek was a dying issue. 

64naitorial, The Chetek Alert, March 5, 1926, pv. 4. 

65rpid. 

SSchetek Alert, September 10, 1926, p. 1. 
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Chapter 5 

KLAN HAPPENINGS IN ST. CROIX COUNTY 

One of the more difficuls areas in which to ascertain 

Klean involvement is in S%. Croix County. Except for two 

incidents which will be treated as separate chapters, the 

dearth of materials mitigates against a more thorough 

assessment of Klan activities in this area.t In December 

of 1926, the New Richmond News noted that the populetion 

of this city was partially composed of a strong Catholic 

element. Little was published about Klan activities there. 

Journels such as the Baldwin Bulletin, Glenwood City 

Tribune, Hammond News, end the Hudson Star Observer filled 

few columns with news relating to this organigation. 

Newspapers were not available for Emerald, Somerset, 

Roberts, and Wilson. 

One journal which extensively covered Klean activities 

in eastern St. Croix County was the Woodville Times. Klan 

activities were first reported in May of 1925. In a letter 

to the editor, John L. Roberts wrote that, on the twelfth 

of May, another emblem of Christianity was burned between 

Wilson and Hersey. Dubbing the Klansmen as shirt tail 

1gee Chapters Six and Seven. The New Richmond News 
gave excellent coverage of the events described in Chapter 
Six. 
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rangers, Roberts stated that, as on most other occasions, 

",...the 'Brave' Knights disappeared after the cross was 

lighted."2 Were the cause of the Klan as honorable and just 

as the organization claimed it to be, Roberts saw no reason 

why "....at least one Klansman wouldn't have nerve enough to 

‘stay by the cross after it was lighted. Cowards end 

criminals run away with cause after they do something they 

shouldn't, but of course 'True Americans! shouldn't. Brave 

men and True Americans have nothing to be ashamed of "3 

Consequently, it was not necessary for the individuals 

involved to hide behind masks and shirts. Roberts did not 

blame some of them for covering their faces if they were as 

"....sneaky looking as those that have been pointed out to 

me as belonging to Klansmen. I have often believed that 

their bodies were of black fur with a white stripe up the 

back, but it's barely possible they are not skunks."4 In 

conclusion, Roberts suggested the Klansmen tell their 

t,...Kleagle, Imperial Wizard, Grand Kackler or whatever you 

call him...." that it was he who cut the wires which held 

the cross up and that he was not afraid or ashamed to admit 

it.? 

. 230nn L. Roberts, "The Forum," The Woodville Times, 
May 15, 1925, Dele 

PTbid. 
Arbid. | 
Ibid.
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There appeared an anonymous reply to Robert's letter 

in the May twenty-second issue of the Times. The writer, 

marveling at Robert's braveness, said that the principal 

ought to sweep his own door first before commencing to 

sweep for others. 

Mr. Principal does not remember a few weeks ago, 
when he was to a dance at Centerville and was 
intoxicated. He could not be a true American 
then by violating the dry law and the Highteenth 
Amendment. I think men of that kind (who were) 
supposed to be a leader for a good cause in the 
Scnool District ought not to be a law breaker 
against the U.S.4e, so I don't believe a man of 
that kind should say much about others before he 
purifies himself first and be a good example for 
Communi ty. © 

W.R.. Laenxon, writing in the same issue, said that he 

felt rather sorsy for the children of the Hersey public 

school. This was especially so as Roberts stoosed "....to 

write such a brainless and unprovoked article...about the 

Klan."7 Lanxon said he would not be surprised if it were 

a case of the students themselves playing a joke on the 

principal. Even so, ".... if the cross was an temblen' 

of our Lord and Master, Jesus Christ, then Mr.John Roberts 

should have fallen down and worshipped, instead of boasting 

of destroying it, es was done long,long ago on Calvary. It 

would have made him a better man, surely a better educator."8 

6 anonymous, "The Forun," The Woodville Times, May 22, 
1925, pe 1. Roberts was principal of the Hersey Public 
School.. 
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We Re Lanxon, "The Forum," The Woodville Times, 

May 22, 1925, pe. le. 
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In the near future, said Lanxon, the students and their 

Christian parents would heve the oprortunity of nearing 

and seeing a genuine Klan meeting at Hersey. At that time 

it could be judged as to whether Klansmen were wolves rather 

than sheep.9 

There appeared in an August issue of the Times an 

advertisement placed by a Klan comaittee. The advertisement, 

which concerned a Klan picnic, stated that "there will be a 

Klan picnic Sunday, Aug. 23, 1925, three miles south of 

Baldwin. A nationel speaker. Free coffee--bring your om 

7 ‘ag s - : 

lunen."1° 411 Protestants were cordially invitea.tt 

Charles Lowater, in a September editorial under the 

heading "The Klan Tries the Camp Meeting," asked his readers 

whether they ever attended an old fashioned shouting 

Methodist revival. Those who had-—particularly those who 

remained through the week--would remember 

eeeethe skillful building up of emotional interest 
from day to day and fron night to night by the 
exhorters, the trained choirs, the stage setting 
-~and more then all by what is called by the 
psychologists the 'mob mind"--that strange 
influence which makes a gathering of people, 
under the hypnotic urgings do 2815 body what few 
of them would do as individuals. 

94. RB. Lanxon, "Phe Forum," The Woodville Times, 
May 22, 1925, pe le 

lOvoodville Times, August 21, 1925, p. le 
Lite 

Lbid. 

Lens tong fii i ; b i 
Editorial, The Woodville Times, September 18, 1925, 

pe 46 Charles Lowater was also the editor of the Spring 
Valley Sun.
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Meetings of this kind, said Lowater, did a world of 

good "....in spite of the evanescent quality of many of 

their 'conversions'...."13 the editor said that he 

personally knew of more than one individual who was changed 

for the bettere Wo one turned out the worse for the 

experience. Of late, however, the churches were placing 

greater reliance on the use of reason, The utilization 

of raw emotion in the implementation of their message was 

becoming a thing of the past 14 

Yet somebody persuaded the Ku Klux Klan to utilize the 

technique of the camp meeting in its campaign for memberss 

That the Klan had closed a recent series of such meetings 

near Knapp was evidence enough. A number of individuals 

from the Woodville area were in attendance.) 

The Klan's adaptation of the Methodist technique paled 

by comparison. The Kluxer's might have been more successful 

had they been able to secure the services of the Methodist 

organizers. "Had Elder Holt, with a good choir, been in 

charge of that meeting at Knapp, we'll bet that instead of a 

dozen or two being 'saved,' half the big audience or more 

would have been fighting to get on the Klan rolls,"16 

. 13nai torial, The Yoodville Times, September 18, 1925, 
De 4. 
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Lowater then mentioned that the Klen would hold a : 

week's camp meeting at Ellsworth. Catholics as well as 

Protestants were urged to attend at least one meeting. 

After hearing it once you'll know whether you 
want to go again. But alas, 'Pat! Malone will 
not be there, as he dated up in more favored 
localities till Thanksgiving. 'Pat so 
announced, that is, unless he is in jail-—he 
has been in jail in every state of the union, 
end is proud of the record.l7 

Despite this, Lowater suggested that everyone attend 

regardless of whether Malone showed upe 

Lowater, in an October editorial captioned "He Should 

Be Quarantined," stated thet "Woodville was lucky this week 

wnen Pat Malone, wio was scheduled to speak here for the Ku 

Klux Klan, could not come, "18 Instead, a young man from 

Menominee kept the speaking engagement. From the accounts 

of those in attendance, the speech was of honest, temperate 

and partiotic content. As to the previously scheduled 

speaker, "the editor of the Times has heard Malone-—once. 

Once was enough 19 Malone was simply out for the moneye 

He would stop at nothing to collect his ten dollar lecture 

fee-—-even if this meant disrupting a comaunity's 

tranquility.?° Malone did not care "....That the decent 

Li She 5 5 ee a ‘ 5 
Editorial, The Woodville Times, September 18, 1925, 

Pe de. 

Be ; ; 
Editorial, The Yoodville Times, October 30, 1925, 

De 4.. Lowater may have exeazgereted here. However, Malone 
was knovm to conflict with the law. See the introductory 
chapter for details in this regard. 

LWrpid. 
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members of the Klean must stay and hear the odium of his 

blackguardisa "21 Editor Lowater admitted that his remarks 

were rather strong but Malone needed it. "We hope the 

citizens of Yoodville may never have Malone inflicted on 

then, for he is a calamity to any community ."2@2 Simply put, 

Malone should be quarentined like any other bad disease 

germ.23 

According to a mid—November issue of the Times, Baldwin 

was a recent scene of heavy participation in Xlan activities. 

Concluding a series of meetings there, the Kluxers were 

scheduled to make Woodville their next meeting place. Pat 

Malone was to be the speaker. "Everybody, Catholic as well 

as Protestant, should hear Pat--once "24 

The Times published no edditional news concerning Klan 

activities in the Woodville area until summer of 1926. 

In July of that year, Hditor Lowater observed that, lixe it 

or not, the Klan problem was with Woodville. It was sure to 

enter as a factor in the Fall political picture, Many 

localities, said Lowater, were already afflicted vith 

| @lyaitorial, The Yoodville Times, October 30, 1925, 
De 4s ‘ 

22 ‘ 
Ibid. 
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disruptions of business and sociel relations.2? 

The Times, declared the editor, belonged to neither 

faction. Indeed, it was hoped the journal had good friends 

in both camps. Also, the editor did not intend to take 

sides on the issue. On the other hand, it was not the 

intention of the Times to imitate other newspapers by 

refusing to publish any news which related to the Klen. The 

same policy would be applied with regard to the Knights of 

- Columbus. 26 

The Klan question, said Lowater, was one that could not 

be argued. This was so 

eee because when our prejudices are touched 
most of us cease to becose reasoning beings; 
we think that we reason and that we choose 
our lines of actioa, but in most cases those 
lines of action were settled for us before 
we were born, oy the opinions of our 
forefathers, which combined to give us our 
early training and environment."27 

Lowater believed that were the strongest Catholic born of 

Protestant parentage, he would ».se as sincere a Protestant 

as any Klansman. By the same token, a Xlansman would be as 

staunch a supporter of the Knights of Columbus were his 

heritage Catholic. Thus the Pimes would remain friendly, 

fair. and impartial. In conclusion, Lowater expressed the 

hope that the attitude of his journal would be apvoreciated 

2 Raitorial, Tae Yoodville Times, July 25, 1926, 
Pe 5 
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by all fair minded men and women.28 

Editor Lovater, in an October editoriel headlined "The 

Poison of Malonisa," stated that 

Pat Malone was given only the expected at 
Oconto last week--conviction on a charge 
of criminal slander with a sentence of a 
year in jail. He has a long time avoided 
such conviction by means of insinuation 
in place of direct accusation, and by ‘ 
denial when faced with proof. He denied 
on the stand that he had said what he was 
charged with at Oconto.29 - 

The spirit in which Malone preached, said Lowater, 

only served to discredit the Klan's cause. Malone's gospel 

of misrepresentation and hatred might win recruits for a 

short time. In the long run, however, it carried within 

itself "....the sesds of its ovm death at a not far distant 

period."30 Despite Malone, the Klan could not 

eoeejustly be blamed for setting up its 
ow standards as to membershop every 
order and every society on earth does 
this. It is only when men like Malone 
are allowed to inject the poison of race 
and religious hatred in place of these 
truly American principles that the Klan 
fails--and there it must always fail. 

No further news of Woodville area Klan activities was 

%raitorial, The Yoodville Times, July 25,1926, 
Pe Be 

29nai torial, She Yoodville Times, October 24, 1926, 
pe 4. See the introductory chapter for a more complete 

' Giscussion of the problem of accusation by insiuuation. 
The Oconto situation is a case in point. 

2rpid, 
Leas > tpid.
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was published by the Times.22 

Appearing in the Beldwin Bulletin of November 12, 1925, 

was the only entry relating to Xlan activities in thet area. 

Noting that the Klan meetings were attracting a large 

following, the Bulletin observed that crowds which rivaled 

",,...any previous gathering of any kind (even the free 

movies) have been in attendance at the Klan meetings in the 

village hall this week."33 Indeed, many were turned away 

because the meeting place was taxed beyond capacity.74 

The speaker at these meetings was billed as the famous 

Pat Malone. The Bulletin observed that Malone was a 

"....renarkable one, with a voice of iron and a wonderful 

commend of the English language,"25 Later in the week, 

Malone was to speak in Woodville. It was understood that a 

large class would be initiated that Saturday. 96 

The earliest known incidence of Klan related violence 

in St. Croix County occurred on October 2, 1924, in the 

Tow of Springfield. On that day Earl Brandt murdered Lee 

Kerr-a murder which was alleged to have developed out of a 

32naitorial, The Woodville Times, October 24, 1926, 
pe 4. 

>>saldwin Bulletin, November 13, 1925, p. le 
34Tbid. 
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quarrel over the Klen.37 trial was held at Hudson Court 

House in January of 1925. Brandt was found guilty of 

murder and sentenced to life imprisonment at the State 

penitentiary. Yet there was a question as to whether the 

argument over the Xlan was the real motive for the murder. 

Whatever the motive, it would forever remain a mystery. 2 

One other incident was mentioned in relation to Flen 

activities around New Richmond. This concerned the 

Reverend Doctor Heber St. Clair Mahood's views on the 

organization. Dr.iMahnood, the Pastor of the First 

Congregational Church, in an address given in May of 1926, 

issued a ringing deaunciation of the Ku Klux Klan. Similar 

organizations also came under attack. Mahood particularly 

attacked the Klan for shielding itself under the guise of 

Americanism and proceeding "....to graft upon the 

unsuspecting public end for their own nefarious ends bleed 

illiterate dupes of theirccoin, 139 

The foregoing was all that the New Richmond News 

carried about Klen activities in its area. In the summer 

of 1926, the News, Times and Bulletin covered several 

3yew Richnond News, January 14, 1925, p. 1. ‘The 
Town of Springfield Is near New Richmond. 

28tiew Richmond News, January 17, 1925, p. 1. 

nei Richmond News, May 12, 1926, p.l. Unfortunately, 
no extant copies of Dr. Mahood's address_are available. 
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important events arising out of Klan activities. All three 

papers covered, in varying degree, the Klan tent burning 

incident near Hudson. This will be treated in the next 

chapter. To a lesser degree, the News and Bulletin covered 

the Ethan B. Minier political episode. An account of this 

affair is the suoject of Chapter Seven. This, then, was 

the known extent of the Ku Klux Zlan's involvement in the 

life of St. Croix County. 

7 
bps.



Chapter 6 

INCIDENT AT WORTHLINE 

During the second week of June, 1926, there were 

rumblings within tne Hudson, Wisconsin Catholic 

conmunity to the extent that some kind of protest was to 

be registered against the Ku Klux Ylan's Northline 

meetings. Northline, approximately three miles northeast 

jf of Hudson, was a way station on the old Omaha Railroad. 

This location was also the junction at which the branch 

line veered north for Superior bound trains. The Klen 

tent, located about one mile east of this junction, was 

pitched on a rented plot of ground. It was a clear 

salubrious June evening, the night the Catholics chose to 

meke their stend. At approximately eight o'clock on the 

evening of June 14, 1926, the Knights of the Ku Klux Xlan 

began to assemble for their meeting. The Catholic 

delegation, marching enmasse as a body, soon arrived. 

Argunents ensued and, to the dismay of the Klansmen, 

the Catholics managed to gain access to the tent. Father 

Peter Rice, Pastor of St. Fatrick's Catholic Church at 

Hudson, arrived soon thereafter. The priest approached 
, ‘ 

the stage with the purpose of proving false the Klan ; 

attacks on the Catholic Church. Father Rice failed in 

his attempt to prove the falsity of the Klan's attacks and 

93 
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general disruption ensued. Klan speekers soon fled the 

scene, Under what appeared to be suspicious circumstances 

and as a final climax to the evening's proceedings, the 

Klan tent, with its appurtenances, burned to the ground. 

It was an incident which achieved instant notoriety and 

which resulted in acrimonious feelings for all involved. 

The St. Paul Dispatch described the incident as follows. 

The Klan tent was alleged to have been burned after the 

meeting ended in a near riot. Several hundred men were 

said to have protested against statements of an anti- 

; Catholic neture made by a Klan speaker. One thousand 

persons had gathered to hear Alfred Brown. Father Rice 

was seid to have gone to the platform protesting that 

the meetings, held at Northline for the past week, were 

anti-Catholic in nature. However, the lecturer attempted 

to continue. This was futile as there was then raised a 

great deal of commotion. The meeting ended with several 

encounters between opposing factions though none was 

serious. It was at this point that the Klen tent was 

burned t 

1gt. Paul Dispatch, June 15, 1926, p. 1. Ina 
posteript to the article, the Dispetch noted that Brom's 
remarks hed been resented. Several days prior to the 
incident, a delegation of twenty-five women went to the 
place where Brown was rooming with the demand that the 

landlady evict him. However, Brown volunteered to move 

to a different residence. 

’
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The New Richmond News, in its version of the incident, 

noted that the Klan tent was destroyed by fire of an unknown 

origin "....together with the piano, seats and everything. 

Prior to the fire a rather boisterous meeting was held. 

"There was no storm during the night, so the tent evidently 

was not struck by lightning, "2 The Spring Valley Sun said 

that 1000 were gathered to hear Alfred Brown. Brown was 

said to have chellenged a Catholic priest to answer him. 

Father Rice appeared with several hundred supporters, The 

priest proceeded to the platform after which a row 

developed. 

Warrants were soon sworn out for the fourteen 

individuals suspected of being involved in the Klan tent 

burning. The warrents, charging the suspects with 

disturbing a public meeting, were sworn out on the complaint 

- of J. He Neff who was said to be the Ku Klux Klean organizer 

at the meetings. * On Saturday, June nineteenth, eleven of 

the defendants were arraigned before Judge Otto A. Arrquist 

at Hudson Court House. All concerned pleaded not guilty. 

They were released on a one hundred dollar bond with their 

cases being adjourned until June twenty-eighh. Attorney 

William T. Doar appeared for the defense. 

New Richmond News, June 16, 1926, p. 1. 

2Spring Valley Sun, June 17, 1926, p. 1. 

‘New Richmond News, June 23, 1926, pe 1.
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In an editorial entitled "He Who Casts the First 

Stone," the Spring Valley Sun stated that the burning of 

the tent was to be regretted particularly because of the 

effects the incident would produce. Wo one, said this 

journal, believed that the Klan would fail to retaliate. 

It was now time for cooler heads to prevail else serious 

conseguences follow. Violence would beget violence. ‘The 

hatreds created as a result of this incident would last 

a lifetime.” 

Mrs. Mark Kinney of River Falls had a letter published 

in the same issue of the sun. It was her intention to 

correct this journel's statements with regard to the Klan 

tent fire. There was no fight as the Sun had stated. ‘The 

Klansmen and Klanswomen and a few loyal citizens had to 

stand by and see the Stars and Stripes of Old Glory tramped 

in the dirt by the mob and were not able to lift a finger 

to protect itese.e" as the mob outnumbered the Klansmen 

twenty to one. "Ve had no arms, while they had guns, Imives 

and eludss"6 ° There were only two hundred Klansmen who 
f 

had gathered to hear Alfred Brom, 

The disgruntled Klanswoman charged that the riot was 

Planned by Father Rice. In addition, said Mrs. Kinney, 

there were "....representatives from nearly every parish ~ 

Rai torial, The Spring Valley Sun, June 24, 1926, pe 6. 

burs. Mark Kinney, "The Forum," The Spring Valley Sun, 
June 24, 1926, p. 1. ae
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in this section of Wisconsin numbering about three 

thousand Roman Catholics and a few Protestants."7 The nob 

gathered at Hudson and drove to Worthline. Later, they 

proceeded to encircle the tent. The cars were all "Joe 

armed to take any or all who tried to escape should the 

word from their leader be ziven.® Led by the priest, they 

tried to enter the gate. The Klensmen told the crowd that 

entrance was forbidden. The mob only laughed. They tore 

two Americen flags by the entry way and finally took 

possession of the tent. 

Then, charged Mrs. Kinney, the mob "....smoked, cursed; 

and made the most vulgar speeches I ever heard uttered by 

human people. They made fun of the song ‘America! and the 

Lord's prayer. In the midst of all the jeers some of the 

mob rose and shouted 'Down with the banner of the Klan and 

up with the Flag of the Popei!"? The Klan'ts banner was 

considered to be the Flag of the United States. The 

ruckus went on for an hour after which Father Rice went 

up to the platform in an attempt to make Brown prove his 

statements made about the Catholic Church. However, Brown 

was. not there. A Mr. Neff attempted to talk to the crowd, 

Turs¢ Mark Kinney, "The Forum," The Spring Velley 
Sun; June 23, 1926, pe le 

®rpid., pel. 

9Tpid.
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"....dut you might as well talk to a herd of branded 

cattle."10 4s no one could be heard, Neff dismissed the 

meeting amid the jeers of the protestors. 

The mob, in leaving the tent, was charged with tearing 

the sides out and cutting the ropes. The tent was pulled 

down along with a large American Flag which was torn in 

shreds. Both articles were set to the torch. Strips of 

canvas were tied around the piano which was in turn 

saturated "....with gasoline so it would be sure and burn. 

A Klansman said to them, when they celled for someone to 

bring the gasoline, 'Don't burn that Flag that is on the 

altar,' and a woman spoke up and said 'Let it burn; it's 

only a dirty rag,'"11 

Neff had to persuade Brown to leave beceuse he feered 

bloodshed. Brown was forced to hide in the woods during 

the night, though some of the mob continued their search 

until damm. ‘The remainder of the crowd, satisfied that 

the lecturers were not to be found, permitted the Klansmen to 

leave without being furthered molested. I+ was true that, 

on other occasions, Pat Malone issued a challenge for 

debate. But the priests never showed up. Concluding, Mrs. 

Kinney said that ailve was there and desired to publish her 

1yrs, Mark Kinney, "The Forum," The Spring Valley 
Sun, June 24, £926, De Se 

Mipia. ,
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remarks in the interest of truth.12 

The appointed tine for the preliminary hearing soon 

arrived. On the morning of June tyenty-eigth, Judge Otto 

We Arnquist opened the proceedings. The St. Paul Dispatch 

thus described the setting. The fourteen defendants were 

said to be under an armed guard of ten deputy sheriffs. 

One helf hour before the commencement of the hearing, five 

hundred persons had jammed the court room. "Hudson is 

filled with automobiles of farmers and persons from 

neighboring cities and toms, They began arriving eerly 

today and were still coming at noon."13 Excitement was 

said to be at fever pitch. Not only was the court room 

filled to capacity, but hundreds were said to be milling 

about the halls and the grounds of the Court House. There 

was jeering from the crowd when Organizer Neff testified. 

Judge Arnquist issued a severe rebuke. "Later in the 

morning Judge Arnquist announced that due to wide interest 

in the proceedings he would allow 'wide latitude in the 

testimony in order that the truth about the Klan might 

be made known and to discourage and set right some of the . 

rumors thet heve been circulated, '"t4 

layers. Mark Kinney, fhe Forun," The Spring Valley 
Sun, June 24, 1925, pe 8-6 

13st. Paul Dispatch, June 28, 1926, p. 1. 

Tria. 

‘
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The St. Paul Pioneer Press noted that five hundred 

persons braved the heat and jammed the court room to 

overflowing. "Two girls in the crowded court room fainted 

from heat in the forenoon session and several others 

succumbed to the heat in the afternoon."15 Hudson was said 

to be sharply divided on the matter. Due to a manifestation 

of partisanship during the hearing, St. Croix County Sheriff 

M. C. Emerson was ordered to clear the court room at the 

next display of such action. "This order was issued after 

repeated cautionings and rebukes from the bench. "16 

Further tension was added, said the Pioneer Press, 

when Ray GC. Twining,an attorney from Milwaukee arrived on 

the scene. The purpose of the attorney's visit was soon 

evident. It was Twiving's intention to sue fifty Hudson 

businessmen for the sum of two thousand dollars in demages 

in connection with the tent burning affair. However, 

"the intention to sue for damages was made in letters 

received by the businessmen a week ago but was not taken 

seriously until late today when Twining arrived to gather 

evidence for his case.t? ‘the attorney said he definitely 

intended to go on with the suit. 

The St. Faul Dispatch noted that the excitement which 

was evident during the first day of the hearing had 

st. Paul Pioneer Press, June 29, 1926, De le 

l6tpia. 

1 tpia, :
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disappeared by the second day of the proceedings, Hudson 

had returned to an orderly condition.® the New Richmond 

News story peralleled the Dispatch's in this regard. ‘The 

interest in the proceedings appeared to have waned materially 

as "the morbid curiosity seekers concluded the day before 

that there wasn't going to be anything doing in their line."19 

The day was described as sweltering and torrid with the court 

room packed to the suffocating point. As to disorder in the 

court room, the News remarked that there was no foundation 

to the stories appearing in a certein St. Paul paper. The 

article was to be chalked up to the excitement and imeginetion 

of the young reporter.20 Yheat fever pitch existed was due 

to the torrid temperatures and lack of ventilation. The 

day was exceedingly sultry. People were standing in the 

aisles along the sides and in the rear--witn others standing 

on chairs or were perched on window sills, radiators and 

edbtey: Still others stood within the rail. The hearing 

itself was not only devoid of thrills but rather tedious. 

"The court room was a sort of a Turkish bath on a large 

; scale. People perspired gallons and gallons and everybody 

'reduced' very materially."@t 

183%, Paul Dispatch, June 29, 1926, v. 1. 

19New Richmond News, June 30, 1925, p. le 

eer taste, 3. 2 | 
elias 
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As to the matter of the armed guard, "'Yhy, there's 

absolutely nothing to the "ten deputies" story," said 

Sheriff M. C. Emerson to your correspondent. ‘There was 

on duty but one deputy and myself and nothing for us to do 

in the way of maintaining order. There was no disorder of 

any sort. I never saw a crowd of that size more orderly 

despite the lack of chairs end despite the torrid heat, "22 

Whatever violence there was, said the News. "....was 

confined entirely to the vigorous use of fans...." and 

whatever else could be converted into such.23 Still, the 

Hudson Star Observer noted that "considerable partisanship 

was menifested and on two occasions Judge Arnquist threatened 

to have the court room cleared by Sheriff Emerson unless 

better order prevailed ."24 

Tae New Richmond News also noted the appearance of 

Attorney Twining from Milwauxee, Twining told a News : 

correspondent that he represented the state organization 

of the Ku Klux Klan and was keenly interested in the 

proceedings. A civil suit would be brought against fifty 

Hudson businessmen to recover damages for the Klan tent 

destruction, The News noted that the businessmen involved 

“had the received the following letter: 

22y ew Richmond News, June 30, 1926, De 3. 

231bid. 
24eudson Star Observer, July 1, 1926, p. 1. Sa 
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"I have been retained by A. Ucllaster, J. He 
Neff, Ben Anderson and Arley Martin to 

, collect damages from you and others 
associated with you in the destruction of 
the tent, pieno and other personal property 
burned and destroyed at the len meeting 
held at the Tovm of Hudson on June 14. The 
cost of the damages is approximately $2000, and 
in addition to yourself, I have the names of 
about 60 others who were involved in this 
matter. Unless settlement of the damages is ; 
made within one week or some satisfactory 
arrangements made for a settlement, suit will be 

commenced ageinst you end the others for the 
amount of £2000."25 

The businessmen did not give the letter serious 

consideration. But "....ith the arrival of Attorney 

Twining for the purpose of getting evidence in the matter & purp & 3 

affairs took a new turn, end the parties concluded that he 

means pusiness."26 

The preliminary hearing opened at Hudson Court House 

with Williem @. Doar acting for the defense. William R. 

Kirk, District Attorney for St. Croix County, was the 

prosecutor. The first witness who testified against the 

fourteen defendants was J. H. Neff.27 Neff, who swore 

out the original complaint, was the Klan organizer 

present at the tent affair. 

25 dye ss a 
New Richmond News, June 30, 1926, p. 3. 

26tpia. : 

2T me fourteen defendants were: Alex Lomnes, William 

Burton, Jr., Edward Christoph, Robert O'Rourke, Father 

Peter Rice, Greggs Busby, Henry Zorn, Mrs. Joe Miller, Tony 

Lombard, Henry Klein, George Hennessey, Harry Kinney, 

Eugene Ritchey and Tony Muchie. ie
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Neff stated that he was the Grand Titan of the Fourth 

Province, Realm of Wisconsin, Knights of the Ku Klux 

Klan.®% x1en meetings had been held one week prior to 

the events of June fourteenth. Advertisements for these 

meetings consisted of handbills being displayed in that 

part of the state. 

The tent itself was forty by one hundred twenty 

feet with plenk seating and a platform twelve by twenty 

feet in sige. Decorations consisted of American flags 

and bunting. ‘There was also a player piano and Klan 

paraphernalia such as robes, signs and handbills.29 

The Klan meeting was to begin at eight thirty that 

evening. ‘However, said Neff, at eight fifteen, a large 

mob gathered at the gate and demanded to be admitted. 

The crowd was told that it could not do so because the 

. meeting was for Protestants only and, as the grounds were 

rented, it would be illegal to do so. But the crowd 

entered in a boisterous manner "....stating that they 

were there to commit violence, stating to me that fact.n20 

The crowd was excited, said Neff, "s..eand naturally 

Bnestimony of Js He Neff, State of Wisconsin v. 
Alex Lomnes, et al, June 28-29, 1926, File Now 9506, St. 
Croix County Tourt House, Hudson, Wisconsin (hereafter cited 
as Preliminary Hearing), pe le ; 

29rpids, pe 25 | | 
rbides pps. 2-38 

. .
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they cursed me; they God-demned me, if that is admissable. 

I hate to say it, yet I must; I was called other namesee. 

the tent was filled up....to its full capacity of a howling, 

cursing,--you couldn't hardly call it an audience~~call 

it amob."2! The Xlensmen, said Neff, tried to defend 

themselves. Dr. Brown was tazken to shelter. Weff said 

he then went to the platform and attempted to ameliorate 

the situation by a recitation of the Lord's Prayer and 

the singing of "America." This was met by jeers, cursing 

and general disturbance by the anti-Klen element. Neff 

exdlained that, after telling the mob it was acting 

illegally, an attempt was made to explain the principles 

of the Klan "....but I was told that they did not want to 

hear enything about the Klan. They knew it all, but they 

wanted to know about those demn lies that had been told 

@oout the Romen Catholic Church ."32 Neff, seeing that all 

was futile, said he was about to dismiss the meeting when 

Father Rice walked to the platform. Rice said he was 

representing severel local priests and the Catholic people 

with the intention of protesting the meeting and driving 

the Klansmen out. >? 1 

Alpestimony of J. H. Neff, Preliminary Hearing, pe 3s 

32 ibid., piideqtlefits testimony that Brown was taken © 

to shelter contradicts Kinney's contention that Brow 

had to nide in the woods. ‘ 

33tbid. Father Rice was present on behalf of Father 

Fassbenier of River Falls end Fatner Shaneghy of Ellsworth. 

‘
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Neff testified thet he finally dismissed the meeting 

but immediately saw several guns pointing at him. Neff then 

went to the back of the tent to the yells of "....'kill 

hin,' "lynch him,'! 'mob him,’ ‘we want Pat Malone; where is 

he? Where is Dr. Brown? we want him; we want Neff.1n34 

Neff said he managed to escape through the side of the tent 

to his car--after managing to hastily rebuke the crowd for 

its destruction. The organizer and several of his men 

drove to the Fillbach house where his wife and family were 

located.°> eff said he remained at the house until he saw 

the tent in flames at which point he drove to River Falls. 26 

: Under questioning by Attorney Doar, Neff maintained 

that he was never arrested. The organizer said that he 

was connected with the Ku Klux Klan since 1922 when he 

joined the organization in Indiena.37 Neff said that he 

34 Testimony of J. H. Neff, Preliminary Hearing, p. 5. 

3°mme Fillbach's were the people who rented part of 
their acreage to the Klan. 

3©nestimony J. H. Neff, Preliminary Hearing, p. 5. 

aT tid, , pe 7. This is particularly interesting in 
view of the fact that Indiena was having a Klan problem of . 

disastrous proportions. Weff said that he had been in 

Brownsburg, Indiana from January of 1922 to January of 1924 
as an executive of the Big Four Railroad. Interestingly 
enough, the local Browmsburg newspaper, in a personal letters 

stated that their files contained no information on the Klan 

or Neff. In January of 1924, Neff had removed himself to 

Chippews Falls, Wisconsin, where he was engaged as a fieldman 

for the Klan. It was while residing at Ladysmith, Wisconsin, 

(November 1924—Decenber 1925) that he became the Grand Titan 

of the local Province, Since December of 1925, Neff had 

been residing at Chetek--which, incidentally was also Pat 

Malone's headquarterse . 

7
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earned his living by worxing for them. At first, neff 

refused to divulge information about his wages and other 

interests in the Ku Klux Klan. Later, however, he did state 

that his income was four dollars per man enrolled. The four 

dollars came out of an initiation fee. As to whether his 

living depended on enrolling as many members as possible, 

Neff said that this was not the case since he was interested 

in building the Ku Klux Klan out of the best timber he could 

get--regardless of the commission he received. Still, it 

was his living.8 

Neff said that he had been connected with the entitle 

province of the Ku Klux Klan--which included the St. Croix 

Valley--for one year. Meetings had been conducted in the 

Valley only during the two previous weeks and these had. 

been at North Line. Prior to that, he had becn in River 

Falls for a mouth. As the Grand Titen of Province Number 

Four, it was his job to supervise Klan activities in twenty- 

one counties--Pierce and St. Croix Counties included. 39 

Pat Malone's affiliation with the Klan was just as 

a lecturer. This also applied to Dr. Brow. Everybody 

but Protestants was excluded from the meetings because the 

meetings were of a private, Protestant and invitational 

Bmestimony of J. Hs Neff, Preliminary Hearing, pp. 7-8 

Mrpia., pp. 8-9 

i.
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nature. Hence not all American citizens were permitted to 

attend. 

Neff insisted that the uninvited crowd poured through 

the gate. As to Father Rice being recognized as a Catholic 

priest, the organizer stated that Rice introduced himself 

explaining that he was there on behalf of his colleagues 

and people. Neff said that Rice had not been given 

permission to speak, nor did the priest tell the crowd to 

act in a courteous menner. Weff said that he had no 

knowledge of an invitation being issued to a priest; that 

no charges were leveled against the priesthood; and that 

he never heard about any reflections being made against the 

Catholic Church, its priests, sisters and faithful--at least 

not at Northline. Neff admitted to hearing these accusations 

at River Falls.. But the challenge to debate was issued to 

Father Fassbender by Pat Malone. Neff insisted that Father 

Rice was never challenged at Hudson, 40 

The first witness for the defense was Father Peter 

Rice. Answering Attorney Doar, Father Rice testified that 

he knew of the Klan meetings at Northline through the Klan 

placards he had seen displayed. In addition, Father Rice 

said he had received anonymous letters from several places 

in the country--letters which had Pat Malone's picture on 

them. Contained in the letters were charges made against 

One stimony of J. H. Neff, Preliminary Hearing 
| Ppe 13-15. Rune
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the morality of every Catholic priest in the county. ‘The 

letters arrived after the first of the River Falls meetings.41 

Father Rice testified that the substance of his sermon 

was that ",...our Catholic people should protest, not by way 

of violence or physical force, but by pamphlets in writing 

and by requested permission to attend meetings and ask them 

if we covld get a chance to refute their statements as to 

the moral character of the Catholic priesthood in general 

and the priests of the county in particular." As to the 

remarks made at the Catholic Guild meeting that Sunday 

afternooz, Father Rice told the ladies that they should 

defend the sisters' end their honor by protesting in a 

dignified manner against individuals who saw fit to admit 

anti-Catholic lecturers within their home. The Catholic 

sisters were cherged with being "....the mistresses of 

of Catholic Priests." These statements were made at 

River Falls and at Northline--only with more inuendo.42 

Father Rice admitted to attending the Klan meeting, 

but that it was more of a spur of the moment type of thing. 

He had no intention of doing so while at the Elks meeting. 

The priest expected that, if there were to be a debate, the 

41 mestimony of Father Peter Rice, Preliminary Hearing, 

Pe 78. 

ipsa, pp-79-20 
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confrontation would tae place at Hudson. Father Rice 

went to the meetings at the request of Joe O'Connell and 

James McMahon. Also, the Klan had issued an invitetion. 

"Tat was the sole reason I went, because I was a man and 

wouldn't back dowm where challenge was nade."43 Father 

Rice said he went into the tent, quieted the people dom, 

and asked Neff if he could say a few words. Neff said 

"tcertainly.!" Father 2ice told nef thet " I had come out 

here in response to repeated challenges brought to me, 

conveyed to me, to refute or ask for proof of any charges 

against the morality of any Catholic priest in this county, 

any sister, or his housekeeper."'44 The priest then told the 

people to keep quiet. Rice told Neff that "....1 wented 

proof given of any statement that any of the Klen members 

had to make against eny Catholic priest in the county, 

to make it now."49Neff, in a low tone, replied that none 

had been made . Neff seemed to be a little excited at this 

juncture 46 Father Rice then testified "I said, as a 

Catholic priest I protest against being slandered or ny 

43nestimony of Father Peter.Rice, Preliminary Hearing, 
Pe 80. 2 

“avid, Pe. Ble ' 

‘Sra. 

4orpia.
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brother priests being slandered. I did not say that they 

must be driven out....Mo incitement or violence was either 

literally or intent in my talk...I deny any literal 

expression that can be interperated...legally...with intent 

toward physical force or disrupting their...."meeting.47 

Father Rice said that efter his speech he immediately 

went home,48 

As to the matter of the challenge, Father Rice testified 

that it was direct inasmuch as the placard issued at the 

River Falls meetings challenged Father Fassbender and other 

priests. It did not matter who authorized the placard as it 

was still the same organization. Besides "....they would 

be alike in their dirty nethods."49 In regard to the 

statements meade at Northline, the Pastor testified thet he 

was informed "....they were asking for the Catholic priest 

out ‘there, people in Klan uniform and several people called, 

‘why don't you bring out your old priest."90 Father Rice 

said that he ignored previous challenges because he believed 

it not to be the opportune time to go out"....but I thought 

I would back dowm before no man when he challenged ny 

character."9l Kirk then asked if Father Rice was directly 

attacked. The priest explained that a general attack was 

AT pestimony of Father Peter Rice, Preliminary Hesring, 

Ppe S1-E2 

PIpia., De 82. 

“9tbid., De. 83 . 

) Srbid., pe 840 
L a.
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against all Catholic priests in the county and "....the fact 

that I was a priest in the county was a specific attack, 

because there gre only five priests in the county."92 

Father Rice had no prior knowledge that there was to 

be a crowd of several hundred parishoners at Northline-- 

though he had heard rumors that a Catholic crowd would be 

there. Even so, the purpose in going out was to defend the 

character of the Catholic priesthood and sisterhood. Father 

Rice elso testified that he did not believe that his concern 

over the statements of the Ku Klux Klan would serve to 

influence his parishoners.?? Father Rice did not advocate 

physical violence. He testified that "I did not...my 

Catholic people were instructed in church to :avoid physical 

violence with anybody, but I said to my people that when 

your Catholic priesthood is attacked and the honor of 

Catholic women and sisterhood, that you should enswer back 

and ask for proof of the statements they were making ."94 

As to instructing the Ladies Guild to go dow to Disney's, 

Fatner Rice said that "I did,—-Pardon me, that is incomplete, 

On Sunday afternoon the 13th I think I suggested to the 

2 enestimony of Father Peter Rice, Preliminary 
Bearing. pe 85- 

?Ibid., pp. 85-86. 

P4T bide, De 86.
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ladies that they see Mr. and Mrs. Disney and ask them if 

it was their intent +o insult their Catholic neighbors by 

keeping anti-Catholic le¢turers in their home."55 But the 

priest did not know that this was the Disney's only source 

of income. Father Rice did not want to have anyone put 

out. It was just to be a protest.°© Regarding the question 

of whether harboring the Klan lecturers indicated the 

Disney's true feelings in the matter, Father Rice replied 

that "....under the circumstances it would indicate at 

least a syapethy.o7 The Pastor testified that it was his 

belief that there was no connection between the action of 

the Ladies Guild and the Klean tent burning.98 Under 

additional questioning, Father Rice explained that he did 

not rile up the Catholic men, but did impress upon them 

the necessity of upholdiag the honor of their wonen.29 

The prosecutor then asked the Pastor whether he gave. 

advence notice to the effect that he would engage Klan 

leaders in debate. Father Rice explained that "I mentioned 

ina Lecture given in the church to the Catholics end non- 

> mestionony of Father Peter Rice, Prelininary 
hearing, bv. 87 

26rpia, 

*Tibid. 
58tpid. 

59rpia. 
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Catholics earlier in the year, that I stood ready to 

meet eny place, any time, any anti-Catholic lecturer as 

long as I was given a fair show end fair hearing for debate. 

That was sometime in Merch, and I believe you were present 

in the Catholic church the same night Mr. Kirk, because 

I saw you, "60 

Replying to defense Attorney's Doar's question on a 

printed challenge, Father Rice said that he had one in his 

possession which read as follows. "....'as a rule I debate 

only with priests but due to the fact that Father Fassbender 

is too big a coward to meet me in open debate, I will be 

glad to meet your men Emil 5. ccamiestie As to the 

Pastor's feelings toward Hudson's Protestant community, 

Rice testified that "....my experience generally is the 

Protestant people are as fine people as there is in 

America; I want no religious bigotry. #52 Thus was 

concluded the priest's testimony in the matter. 

In his summation for the State, Kirk decanded that 

all defendants be bound over to the Circuit Court for . 

trial. Fsther Rice was said to be norally responsible. 

6Omestinony of Father Peter Rice, Preliminary 
Hearing, p. 88. 

6lipia. 

62 
ibid., Bo 89. 
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for the riot. Defense Attorney Doar, in a complete and 

total condemnation of the Klen, demanded that the cases be 

dismissed.64 As County Judge, Arnquist was only empowered 

to determine whether the defendants should be turned over 

to the Circuit Court for trial ©? Judge Arnquist in 

arriving at his decision, issued a ringing denunciation 

of the Klan. 

Said the Judge: 

"It is regrettable that any such organization 
should have come here....There is no question 
but that it tends to make bittemess, strife 
and violence. There have been a nunber of 
such movenents in the past, and many of them 

created violence....One cannot blame Fr. Rice 
for being indignant at the charges of 
immorality made against him and the Catholic 
priesthood in Klan meetings and hence cannot 
condemn him for going to the Klean tent when 
told, through bad judgement, that he was 
invited there to defend himself against them, 

: The doctrines for which the Klen stand 
are well know, and are antagonistic to 
those of the Catholic Church, Because of 
this, and the charges made against hir, Fr. 
Rice was naturally against Klan. 

63pe1awin Bulletin, July 2, 1926, p. l. 
64 : 

St. Paul Pioneer Press, June 30, 1926, pe le 

6 ‘ : + 
St. Peul Dispatch, June 29, 1926, p. 1. William 

T. Doar, Jr.e, in a personal letter, said that "I remember 
my father talking about the Fr. Rice-Ku Klux Klan case. 
It was one of the highlight cases of his legal career," 
As to his father's summation. "We do not still have files 
that go back that far....and therefore cennot provide you 
with a trenscript of my father's argument to the jury." 
(Personal letter of Williem T. Doar, Jr. to John A. 
Turcheneske, Jr., January 12, 1971.3
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Because of this he said in his church that a 
protest should be made against the charges. 

He had no violence in his mind, only 
protection of the Church and himself fron 
the charges. From this, the District 

. Attorney has deduced a moral responsibility 
of fr. Rice for the riot. There is no legal 
responsibility atiaching to him, and that is 
what we are examining here. thereror? it 
is my duty to discharge Father Rice. 

Tony Lombard and George Hennesy were acquitted, 67 The 

renaining eleven defendants were bound over for the 

Fall term of the Circuit Court. 

In the aftermath of the trial, the Hammond News 

noted that a great deal of feeling was being created over 

the incident. Many different stories were said to be 

circulating. These had goijten to be so out of proportion 

that it was getting rather difficult to obtain any accurate 

information on the happenings.®9 ‘The Baldwin Bulletin 

noted that feeling was running rether high in Hudson. 

Sheriff Emerson was seid to be teking precautions to 

prevent any reprisals that might occur. After the hearing 

was concluded, Klan members end synpathizers gathered to 

_ @iscuss Arnquist's decision. Those who sympathized with 

the defendants did the same,70 

66 S wih “ 
Baldwin Bulletin, July 2, 1926, pe le 

ST ew Richmond News, June 30, 1926, p. l. 

68pudson Stat Observer, July 1, 1926, p. 1. 

69 emmond News, July 1, 1926, pe le 

T0zeidwin Bulletin, July 2, 1926, pe le
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The New Richmond News noted that Hudson was indeed 

getting plenty of publicity. Most of it, however, was of 

an undesirable nature. The Kluxer rumpus managed to push 

the tomm right onto the front page. Said the News of the 

publicity, "It reminds one of what the manager of a 10-20- 

30 show once said to this writer: 'I don't care whether i 

you write us up or write us dom, but great Scott, don't 

ignore us any Longer}1"71 Still, the ending of the Klan 

tent affeir had yet to be written. 

The Yoodville Times noted in October that the Klan riot 

ease was scheduled for the fall term of the Circuit Court. 

However, there was some talk that this case might not be 

called. District Attorney Kirk, though, insisted that, 

if at all possible, he would bring the matter to trial.72 

In a succeeding issue, the Times said that the Klen riot 

case was not to be tried that Fall after all. Indeed it 

was excecdingly doubtful that the case would even come to 

trial. This was particularly so because "....with the 

present evidence (or lack of evidence) no conviction 

could be secured, and District Attorney Kirk does not 

want to wake a figgle of ite?3 Even so, the case was 

Tlyew Richmond News, June 30, 1926, pe. 3. 

T3yoodville Times, October, 1, 1926, ps le 

T3yoodville Times, October 8, 1926, pe. le 

P
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put over to the March term. 

In Novenber, the County Claims Commission was 

approached with a claim of $1987 for the loss of the Klan 

tent. This was said to be the biggest item before the 

Claims Comuission.74 The Commission, composed of N. Ee 

Franer, J. WV. Hanley and Elmer Afdahl, dissallowed the 

cleim. As to the rationale behind its action, the 

Commission stated that it was a matter for the courts 

to handle,/9 

The Klan riot case did not reach the Circuit Court 

for the Spring Term of 1927. In the interest of a 

peaceful settlomemt of the case, Spencer Haven put in 

an appearance before the St. Croix County Board which 

convened a special session on Saturday, May seventh. 

Haven said that the Catholics had subscribed five hundred 

dollars to this end. Various Hudson businessmen contributed 

a total of four hundred dollars. It was Haven's belief 

that, if the Coumty were to contribute five hundred 

dollars, the case would be setiled out of court. /6 

The County Board acceded to this request with the 

clain being charged to the next year's tax receipts. One 

T4petawin Bulletin, November 26, 1926, p. ls 

Tew Richmond News, November 26, 1926, ps 1s 

Teagan Star Observer, May 12, 1927, p. 1.
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source noted that "the Klan will accept the $1400 in full 

for all damages and drop the suit, which was bothering a 

number of people quite badly.77 As to the individuals who 

instigated the incident at Northline, the identity of the 

participents would remain a mystery. The Xlan riot case 

was closed. 

T7134, Croix County Board Proceedings, Special Session, 
Hudson, Wisconsin, May 7, 1927, 055/1/2, Area Research 
Center, Wisconsin State University, River Falls, Wisconsin, 
VII, pe 66.; The Woodville Times, May 11, 1926, p. 1.



Chapter 7 

ONE MAN'S VENDETTA 

; The election year of 1926 did not see the state 

legistative campaign in St. Croix County come to a close 

without any politically acrimonious. repercussions. ‘Involved 

in the one recorded instance of a political fracas was one 

Ethan B. Minier yao was running on the Republican ticket 

in his bid for reelection to the Wisconson State Assembly. 

Assemblyman Minier, a resident of the Torn of Stanton, 

came out of the September seventh primary a narrow loser-—~ 

his oppononet, Robert NM. Graham, of the Town of Warren, 

being the victor. Election returns showed Graham the winner 

by a mere 114 votes with a total vote of 2732 as opposed 

to 2618 for Minier.t 

For Minier, the tale had yet to be told. On October 

sixteenth, the determined candidate filed as an independent 

at the Hudson Court House for the general election to be 

held on November second.? In an open political advertisement, 

Assemblyman Minier made it known that he wes still very 

much in the running.? Minier explained thet it 

lyew Richmond News, September 11, 1926, p. 1. 

*tpid., October 16, 1926, p. 1. 

3Ibid., October 27, 1926, %. le. : 

220 

i
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was "at the urgent request of my friends in all parts of 

St. Croix County...."that he continue his campaign for 

reelection.4 

Continuing, the candidate stated that his friends 

believed he was not beaten fairly in the preceding primary. 

There wes a reason for this. In the Assemblyman's opinion, 

there wes the circulation of what Minier deemed to be an 

illegal ballot. Minier further charged that this ballot--— 

alleged to have been distributed by his opponent and other 

individueals--was responsible for his being denied a berth on 

the general election vallot.? The illegal ballot was 

supposed to have been "....secretly placed in nearly every 

polling place and in some instances even in the voting 

booths, all contrary to the criminal law."© Minier went on 

to say that he would "....endeavor to make the Corrupt 

Practices Act mean and do what it purports to mean and do 

end to make it enforceable with even more drastic penalties; 

to curtail if not make impossible political activities by 

secret and anonymous political organizations which work in 

the dark, stab in the back...." and blatantly violated the 

lew as it then stood.? : 

For the second time in as many months, the electorate 

of St. Croix County mandated that Ethan B. Minier be turned 

‘new Richmond News, October 27, 1926, pele 

FIbid.. 
Stpid., 

Trasa. 

‘ :
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out to political pasture. Graham won handily over the now 

lame~duck Assemblyman. The Assemblyman elect's margin was 

1328 votes for a total of 3547 ballots as opposed to 

Minier's 2219.8 Minier refused to concede defeat. The 

defeated candidate cried foul and immediately proceeded to 

invoxe the Corrupt Practices Act. 

A week after the general election, petition was made 

to Governor John J. Blaine that an investigation of the 

recent election be mede pursuentto the appropriate 

provisions of the Corrupt Practices Acte? Minier's position 

was that the sample ballot circulated prior to and during 

the election was of dubious origin and that this ballot was 

circulete’ by the victor of the late contest, among others, 

Robert M..Greham. The ballot which supported Graham for the 

post of Assemblyman wes of questionable origin because it 

was sponsored by the Law Enforcement League of St. Croix 

County.lO But more importantly, it was Ninier's belief that 

the Lew Enforcement League was composed of members of the 

Sew Richmond News, October 27, De le 

2Petition of Ethen B. Minier to Governor John J. 
Baline, Noveuver 11, 1926, Correspondence Relative to 

Request that Investigation be had to determine whether or 

not Corrupt Practice law of this State was violated by R. MN. 

Grahan of St. Groix County, Corrupt Practice Act Violations 

Investigation, Executive Department, Administration, 

Investigation of Charges, Surveys, Relief, Disasters and 

Social Unrest, 1926-1927, Series No. 1/1/8-1, Box No. 30, 
the State Historical Societ.y of Wisconsin, Archives 
Division, Madison, Yisconsin (hereafter cited as GPL): 5 De Le 

Minier based his arguments on Sections 12.22 and 12.24 of the 

Wisconsin Statutes for 1923. 

LOs us 
Ibid.
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Ku Klux Klan of St. Croix County and "....that the 

candidetes endorsed by said so-called Law Enforcement 

League were members of or favorable to the principles of 

the Ku Klux Klan,"11 

It was then charged that Graham was a member of the 

Klen,. Wot only had Klan members circulated the ticket, 

stated Minier, but a good many of the spurious ballots had 

found their way into nearly every polling booth in the 

county on the morning of the election.!2 Minier continued 

to the effect that Graham and several individuals unknom 

to the petitioner were in complete charge of procuring and 

circulating the ballots. 

Moreover, Minier's opponent was alleged to have 

personelly delivered one of the ballots to a W. A. Lamb at 

the Glenwood City Fair in August, explaining to Lamb that 

"You may be surprised to see the nane of Norman Lerson on 

this ticket, but he is all right now.'*l3 Continuing, the 

defeated Assemblyman alleged that his opponent owed his 

election to. the circulation of the ballot in question. 

Minier then noted that, during the primary campaign, he 

had resolutely denounced the principles of the Klan.14 

Upetition of Ethan 3B. Minier to Governor Jona J. 
: Blaine, November 11, 1926, CPI, p. 2. 

12 tpi. 

‘ 132pia. 

14qbid. 

A
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As to the printing and circulation of the ballots, it 

was believed that these actions were in violation of the 

Corrupt Practice Act because the tickets failed to show 

both the name and address of the author and publisher. 

Reiterating a previous charge, Minier stated that "....in 

truth end in fact, the Law Enforcement League and the Ku 

Klux Klan are identical but that the Ku Klux Klan and its 

officers did not dare to show their true colors."15 The 

Law Enforcement League was supposedly derelict in its duty 

for its failure to file with the St. Croix County Clerk a 

statement toteling its disbursements expended during the 

course of the late campaign. 

Immediately following the primary, stated Minier, the 

matter of the counterfeit ballot was brought to the 

attention of Williem R. Kirk, District Attorney for St. 

. Croix County. The Assenblyman claimed that he demanded 

Kirk teke immediate action on the matter to determine whether 

the Corrupt Practices Act had been violated. Kirk was said 

to have refused this request. It was then noted that the 

District Attorney's name had appeared on the pallot.+6 

Evidence of a sufficient nature, said Minier, would be 

availeble to- show that Grehaw was present at the meeting 

held in Roberts wherein the candidates shown on the ticket 

Lopetition of Ethan B. Minier to Governor John J. 
Blaine, November 11, 1926, CPI, pe 3. 

18rpia. 

\
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were endorsed by the Klan.17 the remainder of the petition 

was a repetition of previous charges. 

The petition to Blaine requesting permission to 

commence court action against the Klan was enclosed in an 

additional communication to the Governor. In his letter, 

Minier stated that in addition to what was alleged in the 

petition, he had proof positive that many Klensmen in his 

part of St. Croix County were involved in the distribution 

of the spurious ballot. Furthermore, the Assemblyman knew 

",...where they had the meeting where they framed up this 

ticket. It was in Roberts, Grahan's own towm."48 r+ was 

the petitioners's belief that once the electorate was 

cognizant of what he was attempting to accomplish, further 

light would be shed on the matter. 

The affient further contended that the ticket's 

sponsors were as bitter toward the Governor as they were 

to him. Nothing would "....tend to discredit them more 

than a successful prosecution of this case.l9 Minier also 

related that he knew where the ticket had been printed. It 

was asserted that an individual by the name of Chinnock, who 

had a print shop in River Falls, not only printed the ballot, 

lipetition of Ethen B. Ninier to Governor John Je 
Blaine, November 11, 1926, CPL, De 30 

18ieiter of Ethan B. Minier to John J. Bleine, 
November 11, 1926, Jonn J. Blaine Papers, Wis., Mss. Pr, 
the State Historicel Society of Wisconsin, Madison, 
Wisconsin (hereafter cited as Blaine Papers), Box 59. 

% 19 tpia.. 

;
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but was engeged by the Klan to do all of its print work .20 

Should the Governor deign to permit a commencement of 

the suit, Minier stated that a Dan Grady would be his first 

choice for counsel... Were Grady not able to act on behalf 

of the plaintiff, Ferris White, an attorney at River Falls, 

would be the other alternetive.2l Minier believed that 

this case would make an excellent testing ground as to the 

viability of the Corrupt Practices Act. In a postscript, 

the Assemblymen exclaimed that "I love the Klan as the 

devil loves holy water. "22 

Governor Blaine replied that action could be initiated 

through application to the County Judge, the Attorney 

General, or the Governor. However, the law provided that 

there must be sufficient evidence ".....to show that there 

is: probable cause to believe that such proceeding may be 

successfully meintained...."@> Furthermore, it was pointed 

out that the court proceedings would be only of an 

investigatory nature. If the Court found that the Corrupt 

Practices Act had indeed been violated, it was to certify 

such findings to the Secretary of State who in turn was to 

notify the proper legislative body. The Court, said Blaine, 

did not have the power to render a binding decision and 

2luinier to Blaine, November 11, 1926, Blaine Papers, 
Box 59. 7 : 

puta. 
23,etter of John J. Blaine to Ethan B. Minier 

November 19, 1926, Blaine Papers, Box 59 

’ :
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declare the election void.24 Blaine then proceeded to 

explain that the Wisconsin constitution "....provided 

that each house shall be the judge of the election, returns 

and qualifications of its om members."25 In previous 

cases of a similar nature, the courts had consistently 

upheld this provision of Wisconsin's constitution. 

In his concluding remarks, the Governor explained 

that initiation of court action in Minier's case would be 

futile, particularly so as "....such special proceedings 

would present purely a moot question and the court's 

findings would be purely advisory ."26 The court, in all 

probability, would not deign to undertake jurisdiction in 

this matter. It was the Governor's belief that such 

proceeding would not be successfully maintained against 

Graham especially as the charges were brought forth after 

the election. The nature of the question involved would | 

have been different had the charges been raised prior to 

the placing of the individual's name upon the ballot. It 

would then have been a matter of deciding whether the 

candidate was entitled to have his name pleced on the 

ballot prior to the election. "I am...."said the Governor, 

",...compelled, as a matter of law, and in the belief that 

such proceeding cannot be successfully 

24p1aine to Minier, November 19, 1926, Blaine Papers, 

Box 59%! § 

Ibid. 

26Tbid.. 

b
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maintained, to deny the application."®7 Upon a 

Momentary change of mind, the Governor sent Minier a 

telegram to the effect that reconsideration of the 

denial might be in order.2& 

In expressing pleasure over Blaine's change of mind, 

the defeated candidate remarked that he could "....certainly 

raise hell with that Klaen....I am sure I can make it hot for 

the outfit."@9 Minier requested anew that Dan Grady be 

appointed as counsel. Ferris "hite was again mentioned 

as second choice in this regard. 

The choice for counsel fell upon Ferris White of River 

Falls. 20 Explaining the circumstances surrounding liinier's 

petition, the Governor stated that it was his desire to 

appoint a competent attomey in Western Wisconsin to act 

on this matter. Blaine wanted to know whether White wished 

to act on this matter. Upon receipt of Blaine's communication, 

White telegramued the Governor that he would "....act as 

requested if appointment necessary."31 

Upon being advised that Attorney White would accept 

27 eine to Minier, November 19, 1925, Blaine Papers, 
Box 59. 

Bmelegran of John J, Blaine to Ethan B. Minier, 
November 20, 19265, CPI. 

2 netter of Ethan B. Minier to John J. Blaine, 
Novenber 20, 1926, Blaine Papers, Box 59. 

Letter of John J. Blaine to Ferris White, 
November 22, 1926, OPI.. 

J lmelesran of Ferris M. White to John J. Blaine, . 

November 23, 1926, CPL. 

i.
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the appointment were he requested to, Governor Blaine 

enclosed Minier's petition in a letter which detailed 

more fully his position in the matter. Explaining that he 

did not "....want to shunt this over to you until you have 

considered some legal propositions whieh I think are very 

important", the Governor delimited the Court's course of 

action.°* ‘The case of "State ve Board of Canvasser's, 

36 Wis. 498" was cited as a prime exemple of the Court 

upholding the constitutional provision that "....each 

house shall be the judge of the election, returns and 

qualifications of its own menvers."99 

Repeating earlier forebodings, Blaine remarxed that 

the case involved a moot question and that, under the 

circumstances, any litigation engaged in might prove to be 

futile.24 The problem here was that Graham had been duly 

32,etter of John J. Blaine to Ferris H. White, 
November 24, 1926, OPI. : 

S31 bid. The provision referred to is Section 7 of : 
Article IV of the Wisconsin Constitution. 

34ry44, Blaine further contended thet " some states, 

among them Massachusetts, have authorized courts to give 

the legislature an advisory opinion with respect to some 

particular legislation, involving its validity or 

invalidity. This is not analogous to that situation, however. 

as the Legislative body that has the special power to 
determine the qualification of its omm members hasn't 

asked the court for an advisory opinion, nor has it given 

the court any authority to render to it an advisory 

opinion. Our law is a general lew, but under the 

constitutional provisioa cited, the question is, would the 

court take jurisdiction?"
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elected. As was explained to Minier, the real question 

involved surrounded the validity of the ballot. Had the 

complaint been made prior to the placing of Graham's name on 

the ballot, the probability of making a case would have 

been high as the question would then be whether Graham was 

entitled to have his name on the ballot.?? 

Blaine noted that he did not desire to request an 

attorney to undertake such litigation unless he was 

convinced that the court not only had jurisdiction but that 

it could exercise that jurisdiction. 36 The Governor frankly 

admitted that there was grave doubt in his mind as to the 

validity of Minier's clain.?! No opinion was asked of the 

Attorney General as it was his policy to "....presume an act 

valid unless it is clearly held to be invelia."28 411 the 

Attorney General could advise, said Blaine, was thet the 

Governor "....ought not to authorize an extraordinary 

proceeding" if it were his belief that the petition could 

not be upheld beceuse of the probable invalidity of the 

appropriate section of the Corrupt Practices Act as it J 

B5plaine to White, November 24, 1926, CPL. 

26rpia, : 

3! tid. 

Prpia, 

5
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pertained to this issues? 

The rationale behind Blaine's presentation was that : 

he desired Waite to get the Governor's view of the problem 

"....defore getting you into something where you might 

feel the prospects of success were extremely doubtful ."40 

Before Blaine rendered a final decision, he wanted White's 

opinion of the prospects for success in the Minier matter. 

In conclusion, the Governor said that "I might add thet I 

haven't examined the details of the petition from the 

standvoint of wnether or not it presents facts which, if 

true, would constitute a violation of the law. It 

probably does."41 Lae 

Ferris White concurred with the Governor's opinion 

that the court was without jurisdiction. The key to this 

was Section 7, Article IV of the Wisconsin constitution 

which provided that "....*each house shall be the judge 

of the elections, returns and qualifications of its own 

members,'"42 Furthermore, Section 8 of Article VIII 

provided that "'the circuit courts shall have jurisdiction 

in all matters civil and criminal within this state, not 

excepted in the constitution.'"43 ‘this meant that the 

pone anata ncachs et amemiaes =) 

39m sine to Thite, November 24, 1926, CPI. 

rpid. 
“lrbid. 
ZT etter of Ferris “. white to John J. Plaine, 

November 27, 1926, CPI. 

“Stbia. 
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courts could not exercise jurisdiction in a ease such as 

Minier's White noted that the State of Montana had a 

corrupt practice law similer to Wisconsin's vis-a-vis 

Sections 12.22 to 12.24 inclusive. By way of citing 

precedent, White stated that in a case similar to Minier's, 

a Montane court, in a clear cut opinion, held that state's 

corrupt practice law to be of no effect and 

unconstitutional.44 white also agreed with the Governor 

that had "....the petitioner...proceeded in the proper 

jurisdiction before the election to restrain the placing 

of Grehan's name on the ballot the court would have had 

jurisdiction,"49 Blaine agreed that White was correct in 

his opinion, thus giving the Governor no basis on which to 

initiate a full scale investigation into Minier's 

complaint.4® 

Meanwhile, Minier was getting rather anxious. Tine 

was getting short and if a case were to be made it would 

have to bedone auickly else all would be lost. In an 

early December letter to the Governor, the Assemblyman let 

it be known that he had submitted a copy of the petition to 

Attorney Dan H. Grady. According to Minier, Grady 

44tmite to Blaine, November 27, 1926, CPI. The case 
cited was State ex rel Smith v District Court 50 : 
Montana 134. 

45tpia. The precedent cited in this case was State : 
ex rel. HcAvoy v Gilliam 6O Vash. 420. 

46, etter of John J. Blaine to Ferris M.. White, 
November 30, 1926, CFI. 

.
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"..eektiew of no reason why he could not give the matter J & 

his personal attention."47 Minier was convinced that Grady 

would act as counsel. Furthermore, said Minier, "I am 

also convinced that Mr. Grady, from reading the petition, 

believes I have a good case or he would not have suggested 

he would give the matter his personal attention if anything 

developed."48 As far as Minier was concerned, he and the 

Governor were in the seme political boat with regard to 

political affairs in St. Croix County. As such, there was 

everything to gain by the initiation of such a suit. 

A note of opportunism, however, comes through in 

Minier's letter. "The way I read the law...." said the 

Assenblyman, 

is that if the court finds Graham guilty of 
violating the Corrupt Practice Act he so 
reports to the secy of state, the secretary 

_ of state then reports the findings to the 
chief clerk of the Assembly and then the 
Assenbly may seat or unseat Graham. If he 
is unseated ani a special election is 
ordered I will again be a candidate and 
can win. Graham would be disqualified fron 
running at a special election. 49 

Minier again urged the Governor to act quickly end 

favorebly stating that he had inferred from Blaine's 

telegram that his previous opinion would be reversed. 20 

4TLetter of Ethan B. Minier to John J. Blaine, 
December 1, 1926, Blaine Papers, Box 60. 

481pid. 

49tpia. 

rpia.
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Unfortunately for Minier, the Governor's decision 

was not of a welcome nature. Noting that copy of White's 

opinion was enclosed, Blaine stated that no action could 

be taken.51 Seunching into a discussion of the provisions 

of Sections 12.22 and 12.24 of the Corrupt Practices Act 

and the appropriate provisions of Wisconsin's constitution—- 

to the effect that the courts had no jurisdiction in the 

matter--Bleine noted that court action would be futile as 

the matter was of a non-juridical nature. What Minier 

should have done was to contest Greham's name being placed 

on the ballot prior to the election. Under the present 

legel circumstances, the feyernte tae no choice but to 

deny Minier's petition.23 

To say the least, Minier was rather surprised by the 

Governor's reply. This is evidenced by the rather bitter 

remarks in Minier's reply. The Assemblymen complained to 

the extent that if it was too late to file the complaint, 

just when was the appropriate’ time? If this was the case, 

said Minier, then the Corrupt Practices Act was, for all 

intents and purposes, meaningless, Pointing an accusing 

finger at the Governor, the defeated candidate reminded 

Blaine that "as a member of the state senate in 1911 when 

lretter of John J.. Blaine to Ethan B. Minier, 
Novemuer 30, 1926, CPL. 

Tid. 
23tbid. 
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this law was enacted you should have discovered that such a 

law would violate the provision of the constitution 

regarding legislative bodies being the sole judge of its 

menberse"24 Still, it was Minier's belief that the lew did 

not infringe on the constitutional rights of the legislative 

bodies particularly because the court would not hand down a 

decision which would serve to oust a member-elect. Nothing 

prevented the Governor from initiating such proceedings as 

the final decision maxing power rested with the Assembly. 

"Thatese.' said Minier, "....is what the law plainly states 

and to argue anything else seems to me to be pure 

subterfuge."99 In closing, Minier insisted that Attorney 

Grady's decision would have been the reverse of White's. 

Minier then requested the Governor to submit the petition to 

Grady stating that he would be satisfied if it were Grady's 

belief thet a case could not ve made.26 

Blaine's reply was not long in coming. "Replying to 

your favor of December litn, veg to state that during my six 

years as Governor it has not been my piirpose to attempt to 

satisfy any individual's personal grievances. I am. 

therefore, not concerned whether an individual is satisfied 

or not." Blaine stated that it had been consistently his 

4retter of Ethan B. Minier to John J. Blaine, 
"December 11, 1926, Blaine Pavers, Box 60. 

tpi. 

: 26tpid.. 

STretier of Joun J. Blaine to Ethan B. Minier, 
December 14, 1926, Blaine Papers, Box 60. 
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policy to fulfill the requirements. 

As to the matter of that part of the Corrupt Practices 

Act dealing with election of members to the legislature 

being invalid, this was not a recent discovery. Referring 

to Grady!s position on the matter, Blaine stated that "I am 

very happy to know thet Mr. Grady on December 10th last 

wrote me as follows: 'I agree with your conclusions as to 

the unconstitutionality of the provisions of the Corrupt 

Practice Acr insofar as it affects legislative offices, 58 

Blaine further contended that "if a Legislative body in _ 

all cases discovered that an act violated the inhibitions of 

the Constitution, and then eliminated the unconstitutional 

provisions, such Legislative body would have reached close 

to the ideal of perfection."99 And: "Legislative bodies 

not having reached that ideal of perfection, executive 

officers and courts in the execution of the law are not 

werranted in attempting to execute a law that is clearly 

invalid."6©0 4s far as John J. Blaine was concerned, the 

Ethan Minier affair was closed. 

There is however, a short postscript to the affair. 

The erstwhile Assemblyman presented a petition to the State 

Assembly in which the expulsion of Graham was requested. ot 

28Elaine to Minier, December 24, 1926, Blaine Papers, 
Box 60. 

Sober. 

60rpia. 

61 aye ‘ 
E The Milwaukee Journal as appeared in the Baldwin 

Bulletin, February 4, 1927, pe 1. 

i.
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In spite of this, Graham was seated and served out his 

: Ee : ; 
entire term. Viewing this affair, one journalist was 

moved to remark that "every knock is a boost for Grahem-- 

especially from a defeated political opponent. The affair 

would undoubtedly be cheap end valuable publicity for 

Grahan. If Gov. Blaine refused to act it is a sure bet 

Minier's arguments will last about like a snow storm in 

June, "63 

As: to the Ku Klux Klan having any lasting influence in 

the political fortunes of St. Croix County, the following 

can be noted. By the end of 1926, the Klan was well on the 

wane as an activist force. The election of 1926 may have 

seen Klan influence on the local political level in St. 

Croix County, but the election of 1928 was another story. 

Neither Robert M. Graham nor Ethan B. Minier were to appear 

again as state legislators from St. Croix County. 64 

62uBiographical," The Wisconsin Blue Book, 1927 
(Madison: State Printing Board, 1927), p. 721. 

83ugditor's Notes," The Baldwin Bulletin, op. cit., 
pe 10. 

64 subsequent inspection of The Wisconsin Blue Book 
reveals that neither Grahem nor Ninier held the office of 
State Senator or Assemblyman. According to the Legislative 
Reference Bureau (in 2@ personal letter dated Jenuary 13, 
1971). "....we can find no record of the action you mention 
in your correspondence. The 'Bulletin of Proceedings of the 
1927 Wisconsin Legislature! contains no proposals regarding 
Mr. Minier's claim, end consequently, the matter did not 
formally come before the Assembly. Also, in checking our 
newspaper collection for that year, we can find no mention 
of such action."



Chapter 8 

PIERCE COUNTY KLONCAVES 

River Falls and Ellsworth were two of the more 

important areas of Klan activity in Pierce County. News 

items relating to the Klan first appeared in September of 

1925. Taking a winter hiatus, the Klan reemerged in the 

Spring of 1926 as a factor in the life of both communities, 

Campaigning briefly in River Falls, the main focus of Klan 

activities was centered in Ellsworth for the duration of the 

summer. Polarization over the organization was particularly 

evident in Ellsworth. This divisiveness resulted in the 

sensational yellow fringe controversy. 1 Community 

disruption was primarily actuated during the Klan's presence. 

However, the Klan ceased to be news after 1926 for several 

reasons. The more important consideration to be noted is 

that the Klan was somewhat discredited by the flag 

controversy. Also, the Klan organizers removed themselves 

from the scene after the Fall of 1926.2 

the yellow fringe flag controversy refers to the 
confrontation which resulted out of the Klan's objection to 

- the standard regimental flag of the United States. The 
details of the Klan-Ellsworth American Legion affair at the 

1926 Pierce County Fair are related in Chapter Nine. 

2tetter of Father J. F. Shanaghy to John J. Blaine, 
November 5, 1926, John J. Blaine Papers, Wis., Mss., PI, 
The State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Madison, 

Wisconsin (hereafter cited as Blaine Papers), Box 59. 

The Klan tabernacle was removed to the Town of El Paso, 

138
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Residents of Ellsworth and environs were informed that 

a Dr. T. J. Connors would discuss the Ku Klux Klan in that 

village on September 15, 1925.3 Dr. Connors, an optometrist 

practicing in Plum City, came to Wisconsin from Texas where 

he had the opoortunity of viewing the activities of the Ku 

Klux Klan on a first hand basis.4 Explaining that Connors 

would discuss the Klan as it really was, an invitation was 

extended to "....come whether you are Jew, Gentile, 

Protestant or Catholic. Nothing but the facts will be 

stated." 

At the appointed time, there assembled a large crowd in 

front of tne Court House. Speaking on the Court House 

Square, Connors, a Protestant, lashed out against the 

Kluxers.® There were many sympathizers in attendance. OMe 

Klansman, after several cries for a debate , also addressed 

the crowd. That the meeting aroused a great deal of 

interest was demonstrated by a numberof groups discussing 

the matter until eleven o'clock that night.7 

The Ben Maynard fara was the site of the early Xlen 

meetings in the Ellsworth area. Fat Malone was billed as a 

feature ettraction.®& Large numbers were attracted to the 

pierce County Hereld, September 10, 1925, ». 1. 

: 4pierce County Herald, September 24, 1925, p. 1. 

Pierce Comty Herald, Septenber 19, 1925, pe 1. 

SEierce County Herald, September 24, 1925, p. 1. 

Trbta. 
Sa1isworth Record, September, 24, 1925. p. l.
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Klan's last September meeting--so much so that the capacity 

of the tent was taxed to the limit.? Though Orsanizer 6. P. 

Gaede refused to divulge the number of new initiates, 

spectators gave the count at 150 men and women. Those 

Klen meetings held in October were open only to members and 

new candidates..° 

The final Ellsworth Klan conclave for 1925 was held on 

Monday, October fifth. At this meeting, there was initiated 

a large class and officers were elected for the Pierce 

County Klavern. There would, however, ke a future meeting 

convened at Beldenville. A speaker of national prominence 

would be present. Though the Klan meetings were officially 

at an end in Ellsworth, the organizer said he would remain 

‘in the territory until the Klan was recruited to full 

strengtn.tt 

: Klen meetings commenced at River Falls in October of 

1925 and were to continue for a period of two weeks. 

: Held at the River Falls Armory, the meetings were under the 

direction of Organizer Gaede. Pat Malone was scheduled to 

make an appearance sometime during this period.12 In the 

meantime, the Wisconsin Adjuntant General ordered the Klen 

out of the National Guard Armory. The Kluxers were barred 

9River Fells Journal, October 1, 1925, pe le 

rierce County Herald, October 1, 1925, p. le 

Uisvorta Record, October 8, 1925, p. l. 

1ebierce County Herald, October 22, 1925, pe l.
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from future use of this facility. Transferring its 

activities to the Odd Fellows Hall, the Klen published and 

circulated a poster which charged the denial of free 

speech.+3 This was the last of the River Falls Klan 

activities for the year 1925. 

River Falls experienced a heavy snowfall during the 

first half of March 1926. Despite the fact that the city 

received twelve inches on Saturday, March sixth, a crew of 

fifty Kluxers embarked upon the construction of a Klan 

tabernacle in the Brooklyn Heights section of the town. 

The majority of the construction crew was said to have come 

from Ellsworth. Completion of the building was being rushed 

inasmuch as the Klan revival nil ecasnigis were scheduled to 

- begin the following week. Circulars billing Pat Malone 

as a leading Klan organizer in Wisconsin advertised that the 

agitator was to be the principal speaker at the 

convocations. 14 

Klan activities became rather boisterous in River Fells 

on the night of April third, TIlluminating bombs, fired from 

the vicinity of the tabernacle, were exploded over the city 

at frequent intervals. A twenty foot cross was also burned. 

Though late in the evening, many tommspeople assembled on 

the streets in expectation of a Klan Parade. The parade, 

however, was not staged. 

13piver Falls Journal, October 22, 1925, p. 1. 

l4piver Falls Journal, March 11, 1926, p. 1.
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Williem T. Doar, an attorney at New Richmond leter 

received word of the Klan's Saturday night activities. In 

writing to Governor John J, Blaine, Doar explained that 

the Ku Kiux Klen burned a large cross at about 
10:30 and at the seme time some bombs were 
shot off which made a great deal of noise. 

I have also been informed that one of the 
participants, and in fact a ring leader, was 
Sheriff Frank Baker of Pierce County. I am 
informed by non-Catholics that he was present 
at the meeting and called upon those present 

“ to show théir Americanism by joining the Klan 
and is generally one of the ring leaders. 

So far as his joining the Klan is 
concerned I heve no objection to that, or of 
anyone else joining, but it seems to me that 
the Sheriff of eny county should not take 
part in the burning of a cross and the 
shooting of bombs to the disturbance of the 
peace and quiet of a neighborhood. 

Doar reported the incident in the hope that Governor Blaine 

would conduct an investigation and take any necessary action 

should the circumstences warrant it.15 

Governor Blaine replied that he kmew the Klan was quite 

active in Pierce County—-especially in River Falls where 

they ''....erected some building in which they have meetings 

and in which some imposter speaks." As to Sheriff Baker's 

involvement in Klan activities, the Governor related that he 

eeeesaw Attorney Patterson of Durand yesterday 
sand asked him to see if he couldn't get me 
some information on the sheriff's action. You 
no doubt know him, and you may also realize 
that it is pretty hard to find out from 

Letter of Williem fT. Doar to John J. Blaine, April 5, 

1926, Blaine Papers, Box 54.
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anyone in River Falls about those matters. It 
wouldn't do to write to the sheriff, I am sure, 
but I am in hopes that Patterson will be able 
to run across someone who can get some specific 
facts. 

In any event, wrote the Governor, the Sheriff had no right 

to participate in a demonstration that was a breach of the 

peace--nor did he have the right to cause such 

demonstrations./® Replying to the Governor, Attorney Doar 

believed there would be no difficulty in "....getting non- 

Catholics to testify that the Sheriff was taking part in 

these demonstrations." Doar said he would look into the 

matter the next time he went to River Falis.17 

The nost sensational event to seoue in River Falls in 

relation to the Klen was the Emil E. Holmes-Pat Malone 

debate. Holmes, active in Minnesota politics and president 

of the World War Veterans Association, first came to River 

Falls on Monday, April fifth. What was descrived as a 

monster crowd assembled near the City Hall to hear Holmes 

deliver an anti-xXlan speech. Holmes issued a challenge to 

Pat Malone to debate on the question of the flen's 

Americanism. Posters were already circulated about the 

city announcing that the debate would be held on Fridey 

evening, April ninth. "Prospects of such a debate....aroused 

lteter of Johm J. Blaine to William 1. Doar, April 6, 
1926, Blaine Papers, Box 54. 

Metter of William T. Doar to John J, Blaine, April 9, 
1926, Blaine Papers, Box 54
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considerable interest throughout the community 18 There 

were doubts as to whether the Armory would polé a fraction 

of the expected crowds. A Klansman assured the local paper 

that Malone would meet Holmes in debate.l? 

The Malone-Holmes debate took place as scheduled. 

However, the debate was neld in the Klan tabernacle and not 

in the National Guard Armory as previously advertised. 

18piver Falls Journal, April 8, 1926, p. 1. 

19Ibia. ‘The remarks in regard to Holmes speaking on 
behalf of the Knights of Columbus are interesting in view of 
Father Peter Rice's testinony as nerrated in Chapter six. 
It will be remembered thet Father Rice received posters of a 
similer naturc-—-with the exception that the posters gave the 
impression that Holmes was the oriests' representative. The 
posters, ordered by Pat Malone and printed by Rod Chinzok of 
River Falls, "....also contained uncoxplimentary references 
to certain individuals." (River Falls Journal, July 1. 1926, 

pe le 

The Pierece County Herald of April &, 1926, hed 
the following to say: “Ellsworth was plentifully sprinkled 
with posters Sunday morning, announcing that Pat Malone, 
Klan leader, had chellenged Emil Holmes, wno came to River 
Falls to speak in the interests of the Knights of Columbus, 
to debate at River Falls." (Pierce County Herald April 8, 
1926, De. 4.) 

As seen in Chapter Six, the uncomplimentary remarks 
were directed at the local Catholic priests. Either way, 
the Pierce County Herald was misinformed. In its April 15, 
1926 Issue, the Sereld publisned the following retraction: 
"The Herald was misinformed regarding the item published 
last week about the debate scheduled for Friday night at 
River Falls. We stated that...Holmes would speak in the 
interests of the Knights of Columbus. We are informed that 
e.HOlmes is not a member of that order and that the K. of C.. 
had. nothing to do with bringing him to River Falls." 
(Pierce County Herald, April 15, 1926, p. 1.)
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By the early afternoon of April ninth, hundreds from River 

Falls and surrounding communities had besieged the Klan 

tabernacle, Though the debate was still hours away, the 

tabernacle was filled to capacity. As for the remainder 

of the crowd "only a small portion...was able to gain 

admittance; hundreds massed about the building trying to 

listen through the doorways and even the tar paper was tan 

fron the outside so that eager listeners night peep or 

listen througn cracks in the siding." The crowd was 

described as being orderly. It was a "....splendid 

testimonial to the character of the individuals present that 

there wasn't a single instance of rowdyism or uncontrollable 

mob impulse displayed." As to the outcome of the debate, 

both sides were satisfied and continued to retain their 

respective viewpoints.20 : 

Governor Blaine hinself was soon informed of this 

debate. Writing from Minneapolis on April sixteenth, Emil 

Holmes explained that Malone made various statements which 

could be taken into court. Holmes offered to take Malone 

into court if the Yisconsin Attorney General would 

cooperate. Among Malone's charges was that the Governor 

led the Wisconsin bootleg ring. Also charged with violation 

of the Eightesnth Amendment wae Archbishop Messmer of 

Milwaukee. There were, wrote Holmes, "....many other 

statements made but not so direct that he could be held for 

20ziver Falls Journal, April 15, 1926, p. 1.
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libel." Blaine only had to give the word and Holmes would 

sign the complaint and produce a number of witmesses who 

were in attendance at the debate cl 

Governor Bleine replied that 

eee Pat Malone is a blatant representative of the 
Ku Klux Klan, end hes about as much influence as 
the cave mon of a few thousand years ago, end I 
certainly would not dignify him nor furnish him 
with free publicity, so far as I am concerned. 

- ny person who is willing to pay $10 or 
€15 to hear lies and believe them, will be just 
as willing to believe lies that such person may 
receive free of charge. However, there are very 
few credulous people in Yisconsin, and with 
respect to the Ku Klux Klan, this has been 
demonstrated repeatedly. 

The Klean is en organization of organized 
hate and hatred, and they have been successfully 
beaten back in this state and nave no standing 
and little influence.?2 

Shrortly after the Malone-Holmes debate, the series of 

Klan meetings held at the’. River Falls tabernacle were 

concluded.?? Pat Malone, wno had been in charge of the 

meetings, was scheduled to conduct a similar series at 

Oshkosh. The Klen tabernacle was to be dismantled and 

Zlretter of Emil Ei Holmes to John J. Blaine, April 
16, Blaine Papers, Box 54. 

22 ‘ ; : : z 
Letter of John J. Blaine to Emil E. Holmes, April 

16, 1926, Blaine Papsrs., Box 54. 

23piver Falls Journal, April 15, 1926, p. 1. ‘he 
meetings concluded on Sunday, April eleventh. ‘While at 
River Falls, Fat Malone was said to be accompanied by a 
bodyguard whenever walking the strests of that city. 
(Personal Letter of the Honorable Marshall Norseng to John’ > 
Ae Turcheneske, Ir., Octoder 19, 1970.) Judge Worseng 
(Chippewa County Sourt, Chip-ewa Falls, Wisconsin) lived in 
River Falls until 1929.
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removed. to Beldenville. Xlan meetings were scheduled to be 

held in the Beldenville area throughout the summer. 

Klan activity commenced anew at Ellsworth on Friday, 

April second. It was at this time that Ellsworth citizens 

witmessed their first Klen Parade. Ninety-seven robed men 

and women marched to services at the local Methodist — 

Episcopal Church. "The marching delegation was headed by 

three men carrying large American flags. Next came a little 

girl carrying a small flag, then a large number of women, 

with the men bringing up the rear. Everybody in line was 

masked with the exception of one man. All wore the Klan 

uniform." Special services were conducted by a Reverend 

Benson with the choir rendering music specially arranged for 

the occasion. Evidently, word was passed around ebout the 

forthcoming parade. For "....a crowd that almost riveled 

that at a circus parade, turned out." There were many 

individuals present from out of towm.24 

Governor Blaine soon received information that a Klan 

tabernacle was to be erected in or near Ellsworth. I, his 

letter to the Governor, Jokn Fox, of Beldenville, asked; 

"Have the Knights of the Ku Klux Klen a right to run dom 

the Catholic Church and other organizations and call them 

Unimerican, And have they the right to parade with their 

robes and masks on in a village or small tow?" Fox said 

that he was sending Blaine a Kluxer handbill which described 

24Pierce County Herald, April 8, 1926, p. 1.
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part of the Klan progren.29 Also, wrote Fox, Catholic 

priests were not permit‘ed to debate with Pat Malone. Iti 

fegerd to Malone, Fox explained that the agitator was 

"...etelling that he got the permit from Mr. Blaine to build 

tabernacles and go on with speeches.26 Fox requested the 

Governor answer as there were many people anxious to hear 

Blaine's position on the matter. 

Ellsworth area Klan meetings were first staged in the 

transported tabernacle on Sunday, May second . The 

tabernacle was located east of Ellsworth on the Ellis 

Uppingham farn.2? Pat Malone was the featured speaker on 

Monday evening. "The crowd, which came from far and near, 

packed the building to overflowing and many people were 

unable to gain admittance. Large posters snnouncing the 

event were broadcast.28 Nelone returned to Oshkosh 

immediately thereafter. Organizer J. EH. Neff was to conduct 

the remainder to the Spring meetings. The tabernacle, 

erected by a large crew, was previously used at River Falls, 

The building was to be removed from Ellsworth upon the 

25Letter of John Fox to Jom J. Blaine, April 29, 
1926, Blaine Faners, Box 54. The handbill in question was 
not in the Blaine collection. Inasmuch as the Iconographic 
Department of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin is 
in a state of reorgenization, the hendbill was not able 
to be located. 

26tpia. 

2TEllsworth Record, May 6, 1926, p. le 

*8pierce County Herald, May 6, 1926, p. 1.
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conclusion of the Fall series of meetings.29 

John Fox of Beldenville soon received a reply from the 

Governor. Blaine said he understood that Malone spent a 

large proportion of his time "....at these Klan meetings, 

denouncing Governor Blaine and Archbishop Mesmer, and 

devotes considerable of his time to the Catholic church and 

other organizations." Malone might be a blatant 

representative of the Klan, but his influence was not as 

great as some might think. Though the hooded order was 

described as en organization of haters, the Governor 

explained that "....tne Klen has been successfully beaten 

back in this state and has no standing and little influence, 

so whatever Malone may say,I doubt if anyone needs to let 

it disturb then, for it certainly cannot influence anybody 

who has very good judgement."29 

As far as Blaine was concermed, "anybody has a right to 

parade in robes and masks, providing that they do so 

peacéably, but if any criminal act should be done by anyone 

who is masked, then a double penalty is imposed under law." 

Blaine wrote that he himself had not seen nor heard Malone 

~“-or any other Klensman for that matter. "They surely never 

heard from me....." said the Governor, The ",...only 

29. » D a: f Ellsworth Record, may 6, 1926, p. 1. 

_-- Mhetter of John J. Blaine to John Fox, Mey 3, 1926, 
Blaine Papers. 30: 54.
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» information...I have that there was a Klean tabernacle built 

near Ellsworth is your letter." The Governor did promise 

to look into the matter by alerting the Pierce County 

District Attorney.31 

Theodore A. Waller, Pierce County District Attormey, 

received a letter from Blaine directing him to report the 

names of those responsible for building the tabemacle. As 

the building was supposedly constructed of inflammable 

material, the District Attorney was also to assist "...the 

Industrial Commission to ascertain the violations of law end 

bring actions to enforce the penalties. for the violetion, 

for each and every person lieble therefor, for each and 

every day that the offense was committed."32 Waller replied 

thet the Governor was correctly informed with regard to the 

Ellsworth Klen tabernacle. The District Attorney 

suggested that 

oeeothe sheriff of Fierce County is in possession 
of considerable information as to the erection of 
these buildings, as well as to the parties who 
conducted the meetings, and under whose authority 
these meetings are held. I am wondering if it 
would not be a good idea to write the sheriff, 
Frank L. Baker, a letter similar to the one you 
wrote to me on May 3rd. Suggest to him that he 
lay all these facts before me, and I can assure 
you tnat you will have my co-operation at all 
times in seeing that the orders of the 
Industrial Commision and the Building code... 
are carried out. 

him 

Waller requested that Blaine send a copy of the letter to 

the Sheriff "....so that I will know that you have writter 

A1zlaine to Fox, May 3, 1926, Box 54. 

s2Letter of John J. Blaine to Theodore A. Waller, 
May 3, 1926, Blaine Papers, Box 54. 

;
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to him...."93 In the meantime, Yaller said he would request 

the appropriate regulations from the Yisconsin IAdustrial 

Coumission. 24 - 

Governor Blaine did contact Sheriff Baker in regard 

to the poorly constructed tabernacle. Blaine directed the 

Sheriff to ascértain the organization and the individuals 

wno were responsible for the tabernacle's erection and to 

23Letter of Theodore A, Yaller to Joan J. Blaine, 
May 5, 1926, Blaine Papers, Box 54. 

34tbid. Waller did contact the Industrial Commission. 

As the Klan was also accused of erecting a building lacking 
proper heating, ventilation and sanitation facilities, the 
District Attorney requested additional information as to the 
appropriate measures relating to these matters. (Letter of 
Theodore A. Yaller to Industrial Commission, May 5, 1926, 
Blaine Papers, Box 54.) 

Tn the meantime, Governor Blaine contacted the 
Industrial Commision himself. Enclosing copies of letters 
to the District Attorneys of Tinnebago, Barron and Pierce 
Gounties, the Governor wrote that it was his understanding 
that the Klan tabernacles were "....coustructed of the most 
inflammable material, and most dangerous to the public who 
frequent them. This is a matter to which I called your 
attention, through your secretary, in the absence of the 
Commissioners, a long time ago. Of course I know the Ku 

Klux Klen is a powerful orgenization, but that is no reason 
why they should be permitted to construct and maintain, not 
simply a building in technical violation of the Building 

Code, but ea building so constructed as to permit of the most 
dangerous fire hagzerd." (Letter of John J. Blaine to i 
Industrial Commission, May 3, 1926, Slaine Papers, Box. 34.) 

In relation to the Klan tabernacle located in Winnebago 
County, the River Falls Journal of May 13, 1926, observed 
that "Pat Malone's Ku Klux Kian tabernacle, at Oshkosh, 
Similar to the one in which he conducted a month's series 
of meetings in River Falls recently, has been closed by 
order of the Governor....The order followed Malonets 
announcement of an alleged ring of Winnebago County 
bootleggers, and the Klan organizer says that the Governor 
is merely trying to play politics by thus catering to the 
booze peddlers." (River Falls Journal, May 13, 1926, p. 1.)
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report the same to District Attorney Waller. 2? Enclosing a 

cooy of his letter to the Sheriff, Governor Blaine informed 

Waller that the matter was being taken up by the Industrial 

Commission and "....therefore you may await action until I 

get a report from the Industrial Commission, when I can 

advise you again." However, the Sheriff was to "....go0 on 

and ascertain the facts requested, so that when I receive 

the report of the Industrial Commission, matters will be 

available for prosecution according to the report from 

‘the Commission. "36 However, nothing came of this attempt 

to shut down the Ellsworth Klan tabernacle. It remained 

there throughout the Summer and early Fall until it was 

moved to the Town of El Paso in late October.27 

The Ellsworth Klen was next mentioned in August with 

regard to the arrest of several Minnesota bootleggers. On 

Sunday, August eighth, 

eseewhile Pat Malone wes lecturing in the Klen 

tabernacle at East Ellsworth on the subject 

; "Booze or the Vater Yagon" John and Herman 
Mosher, from Minnesota, formerly of River 

Falls, drove into the grounds with 

moonshine in their possession. Evidently 
they thought they would slip one over on the 
Klan, Mr. Malone's secret service men were on 

the job and soon were hot on the trail. 

25Letter of John J. Blaine to Frenk L. Baker, May 7, 

1926, Blaine Papers, Box 54. This collection does not 

reveal any response on the part of the Sheriff. 

6. ‘ 
3 Letter of John J. Blaine to Theodore A. Waller, 

Mey 7, 1926, Blaine Papers, Box 54. 

31 see Shanaghy to Blaine, note 2.
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Sheriff Baker made some fast moves to get a : 
‘search. warrant sworn out, Mr. Baker had to 
drive to River Fells to get the warrant there 
Deing no officer in Ellsworth at home. He 
returned just as the Nosnher's were about to 
leave. The car and men were thoroughly 
searched; three bottles found in the apparel 
of the two men. They were immediately taken 
to the county jail in that city to await trial. 
The wives of these men spoke of the 
humiliation of being searched before hundreds 
of people. If only a few more were humiliated 
perhaps we wouldn't have so much of this 
rotten illegitimate business in our good old 

. 1 28 
United States. 7 

The Ellsworth Klan tabernacle was again receiving 

maximum utilization in August. Pat Melone was the mein 

speaker at this series of meetings--a series which was 

atiracting lerge crowds. Capping the meetings, a two day 

- Celebration was scheduled for friday and Saturday, August ; 

thirteenth end fourteenth. Klansmen from all over the 

northwest were to be in attendance. Pat Malone and Dr. G. 

Alfred Brown, among others, were to deliver the principal 

speeches. 29 

As scheduled, the first annuel Xu Klux Klan celebration 

began on Friday, August thirteenth. Due to inclement 

weather, Friday!s attendence was estimated at only two 

thousand. The principel speaker on Friday evening was Fat 

Malone. Malone "....discussed political issues, taking the 

opportunity to severly score Gov. John J. Blaine, candidate 

%, 23 2 2 Pe * Spaldwin Bulletin, august 13, 1926, P, 1. It should 
be noted that this article was not written by the Bulletin. 

It wag hended in for pudlication--no doubt by a Klansman. 

39ELIsworth Record, August 12, 1926, p. le
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for United States Senator....!40 

Another important program feature was the play "Harold 

the Klansman." This play was 

given three times during the celebration end drew 
packed houses each time. The scene of the play 
is a country towvm where a Klan organizer arrives 
and succeeds in working up a very active interest 
in his organization. Enemies plot to prevent an 
organization being formed. The organization 
thrives, however, in spite of the opposition and 
in the last act sees the Klan victorious, the 
election won and the town cleaned up. Orgenizer 
Neff and Dr. G. Alfred Brown took prominent parts 
fy Rabid ahe playsal 

Saturday, August fourteenth saw a much improved weather 

situation. The crowds were estimeted at being in excess of 

ten thousand. Zxcept for the Klan initiation and the 

firevorks, the most important event of the evening was the 

Klen parede. The varade's line of march began at the Fair 

grounds. From there it went to Main Street, traveling the 

full length to the Hast End and back. "It took 10 minutes 

_ for the parade to pass a given point." Most participents 

wore the Xlan regalia,42 One estimate had it that there 

were seven hundred individuals participating in the parade .43 

-. fhe composition of the parade deserves mention. 

"Heading the parade were two Klansmen carrying the colors. 

Pat Malone followed on horseback, and then came the 

40511 sworth Record, August 19, 1926, p. 1. 

“lipid. 
43. 

Ibid. 

: 43pierce County Herald, August 19, 1926. p. 1. The 
Ellsworth Record published an estimate of 500 participants.
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Menomonie bend. Followingwere Klansmen and Klanswomen 

»- marching two abreest. At intervals were Klansmen mounted 

on horses. Altogether there were about 60 mounted members 

of that order."44 

There were also a number of floats in the parade. The 

floats "....carried the name of the tomm or county 

represented. Among these were Menomonie, Boyceville, River 

Falls, Ellsworth, St. Paul, Dunn County, Wis., and 

Washington, Goodhue and Wabasha Counties in Minnesota. 45 

émong the float entries were "White Supremacy," "Uncle Sam," 

"Tae Little Red School House" and " The Goddess of Liberty .46 

Phe feature float apoeared to be "The Little Red School 

House." However, the float "Waite Supremacy" attracted a 

: great deal of attention. This float depicted a 

",..eMinister marrying a white girl and a Negro. The float 

carried the slogan, 'Ye do not stand for this.'"47 also to 

_ be seen were several choirs singing hymns and Klan songs. 

The choirs were riding on severel trucks provided for their 

use in the parade.48 

Tie grand finale of the weckend festivities was the 

44B11sworth Record, August 19, 1926, p. 1. 

4opierce County Herald, August 19, 1926, pe 1. 

46misworth Record, august 19, 1926, p. 1. 

"los eroe County Hereld, August 19, 19265.-pe is 

481i sworth Record, August 19, 1926, pe le ‘
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Klan initiation and fireworks. One hundred fifty candidates 

were initiated into Klan membership. Only one hitch 

developed during the initiation ceremony. The Kluxers 

had to do without their fiery cross. "The man sent here to 

handle the fireworks display drove his truck over one of the 

guy wires holding the monstrous cross and it toppled over 

and broke. Described as really wonderful the fireworks 

not only included bombs end rockets, but also set 

pieces. Among the set pieces there were such titles as 

"andy Gump," and "One Zundred Fer Cent American," "Jiggs," 

MNiounted Klansman" and "American Flag."49 

One of the more prominent celebrities to appear at the 

late Summer Ellsworth Klan meetings was Helen Jackson who 

claimed to be an ex-nun end sought to expose Convent cruelties. 

In 2 leaflet distributed to Ellsworth Kluxers, Jackson's book, 

Convent Cruelties Or My Life In A Convent, was described as 

an imvortant link of the Protestant reform movement. Billed 

as the "most thrilling story ever published from personal 

experience," the work was guarranteed to stir civilized 

forces toward appropriate action. 29 

Among the leaflet's contents was Jackson's poen, 

"God Save My Daushter." 

49Ellsworth Record, August 19, 1926, ». 1. 

30nelen Jackson Leaflet, Summer 1926, Political File, 
Area Research Center, Wisconsin State University, "70 7 2 72. 
River Falls, Wisconsin.
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Off in a miners' city 
Sat a mother as she may, 

Bowed down in sadness 
Near the close of day. 

Years have passed in longing, 
That her loved one might come home, 

But all hove has vanished, 

Daughter's face had not show. 

: Chorus 

Father, wilt thou save her 
From the convent's awful doon, 

Ere my heart is broken, 
Save my daughter, my own. 

Deep was the mystery 
Why poor Helen went away, 

Trusting Rome's agents 
One eventful day, 

How the black-robed sisters 
Spoke of life bensath the veil. 

Yes! must be her answer, 
Their will must prevail. : 

Barred doors end windows, 
3 With a high wall all around; 

These are the barriers 
Veiling gloom all profound. 

In a dark cell tortured, 
With her hends and feet both bound, 

Praying St. Anthony to save her, 
That for Mother she may be found. 

How well I remember 
When mother to me hath said: 

Helen! Helen! You'll be sorry 
For leaving your mother's bed. 

Since then many tears have fallen, 
As I wished for her bread, 

But now hope has vanished, 
For Mother, she is dead. 

God save my daughter 
From the nuns and priests of Rome, 

‘Before they will lie on others 
And ruin many a home. 

Let us, by our ballots, 
Drive this monster from our shore, 

Im this land of Freedon, 
SAVE US EVER2~MORE.
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Father Re Je Fassbender, Pastor of St. Bridget's 

Catholic Church at River Falls, soon received word of Helen 

Jackson's activities. In a poster circulated through the 

area, Fatner Fassbender charged Jackson with being an 

imposter. The priest looked up the woman's record and 

claimed that Jackson never was a Catholic nun. ‘The Pastor 

said that "Mrs. Jackson's charges end accusations ageinst 

Catholics in general and poriests and nuns in particular, : 

contain no more truth than her claim of having been a nun. 

No intelligent person can plece any reliance on any 

statement she nay meke. Her lecturing under false pretences 

stamps her as a fraud and an imposter." Father Fassbender 

offered to forfeit five hundred dollars to any individual 

who could prove that Helen Jackson was indeed what she 

claimed to bet 

Helen Jackson was quick to reply. In an open letter to 

the public, she remarked that the "....pvblic I feel, is 

unconcerned as to Fr. Fassbender's statement, being based on 

hearsey and round about statements. Mrs. Jackson is still 

alive, speaking weekly, telling her true story from the 

platform. If my story is not true and I am a fraud and 

. imposter, there are courts to handle such cases." 

Jackson then agreed to forfeit one thousand dollars if 

Fassbender's statements were true.22 The public, however, 

Was aever to find out who was correct. The matter was not 

lpierce County Eerald, September 30, 1926, vp. 1. 

inn County Herald, Sctober 7, L926, pe. Ls
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discussed again in either of the two local papers. 

A final word in regard to Klan activities in the 

Ellsworth area concerns the Fall political picture. As to 

the matter of the Klan being heavily involved in the Fall 

campaign, O. J. Honle, Pierce County Clerk, informed Fred M. 

Wylie (Governor Bleine's assistant) that, so far, all was 

quiet along the political line. Litile was heard from 

t...ethe voters so far as to who they will support in the 

primaries...."92 The Kluxers, however, were said to have a 

good deal of strength in Pierce County, giving the 

impression thet Senator Irving Lenroot was with the hooded 

order. Still, the Klan's exertions did not prevent 

Governor John Bleine being elected to the United States 

Senate. Indeed, what Klen candidates there supposedly were, 

were ell defeated by Pierce County voters.94 Following the 

yellow fringed flag affair (chapter 9), the Ku Zlux Klen no 

longer made news in the area papers. Here, as elsewhere, the 

Klen was a dying issue. 

23netter of 0. J. Hohle to Fred M. Wylie, July 21, 1926 
Blaine Papers, Box 56. 

D4 snanachy to Blaine, November 5, 1926, Bleine Papers, 
Box 59. In writing to Governor Blaine, Father Shanaghy told 
the Governor that he "....came out victorious. Even in 

Pierce County you had the American Legion and all Catholics 

behind yu. Also--some sensible men who are not XXX....Our 
candidates won out here. Xlen candidates completely 
defeated." Shanaghy did not mention as to who the Klan and 

anti-Klan candidates were. The late election was considered 
to be the worst blow the Klan had received to date.



Chapter 9 ; 

THE SHERIFE AND THE YELLOW FRINGE 

Thursday, Sentenber 16, 1926, dammed rather gloomily 

upon Ellsworth and its environs. As the day progressed, 

the gray and moisture laden sxies continued to hover over 

the village. Enshrouded in an intermittent and misty 

drizzle, it was not the type of weather to attract a goodly 

crovd on the opening day of the annual Pierce County Feir. 

Were one to believe in signs, that Thursday might well be 

described as lacking in any propitious elements. For one 

elected official of Pierce County, September sixteenth wes 

to prove a most inauspicious time. 

Despite the inclemency of the weather, a fair sized 

crowd hal filtered through the turnstiles. By early 

afternoon, attendance had grown to an even more respectable 

size. One of the major attractions was the stock pavilion, 

though only the first floor devoted to this purpose. 

The second floor was utilized for such purposes as 

horticultural, domestic, vegetable and fruit displays, In 

addition, one of the more prominent Ellsworth organizations, 

the Eldon C. Kinney Post of the American Legion, had a booth 

in the midst of this symbolic agricultural abundance. As 

its principal project, the Legion was offering for sale 

Yorld War One histories depicting Pierce County men in 

action : 
160
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Unwittingly, the Legion had placed in its booth an 

attraction which was soon to draw the attention of a most 

controversial element within the Ellsworth community—-the 

Ku Klux Klen. A gift of the Women's Relief Corps, there 

. stood at the front of the Legion booth.an American Plag 

decorated with yellow fringe. By mid afternoon a hostile 

erovd gathered demen@ing thet the flag be taken dom 

because, among other things, the yellow fringe was un- : 

American. Not the least involved in this affair was Frenk 

L. Baker, Sheriff of Pierce County. is participation in 

' this episode not only gained the Wiscousin Governor's atten ho; 

and more than county wide notoriety, but also precipitated 

proceedings which nearly led to the Sheriff's. renoval. 

Though there was discussion of the flag affair from 

the moment of its occurance, the episode did not come to 

light in print until a week later, The Ellsworth Record 

noted that the late fleg fracas at the fairgromds "soeeNves 

not one of the advertised attractions."+ During the Ku Klux 

Klan—Americen Legion clash over the gold fringe on the 

American Flag, it was alleged that Klean members demanded the 

removal of the Flag in their belief that the fringe was out 

of place. Refusing to comply with their demand, the 

Legionnaires continued to display the flag until the closing 

. of the Fair. The evening of the Flag incident, the Legion 

contacted the Wisconsin Adjutant General and was informed 

liisworth Record, September 23, 1926, p. le
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t...othat the fleg was the authorized regimental flag used 

in every Army post in the country and that the Legion had 

been given permission to use it by an Act of Congress 

passed in September of 1920.2 

The Pierce County Herald commenced its commentary on 

the Flag incident to the effect that "....considerable i 

excitement prevailed at the booth of the Eldon C. Kinne 

Post of the 4merican Legion..ewhen 2 delegation of men and 

women, said to be members of the Ku Klux Klan, threatened 

to take down the Legion colors/' Klan members were said to 

have taken exception to tne gold or yellow border on the 

Legion's Flag. In standing their ground Legionnaires 

were congratulated for their cool headedness. The colors, 

it was noted, had been vouched for by the appropriate 

authorities. 3 

It should be noted that the color of the fringe was 

actually yellow. Technically, however, it was called a 

gold fringe. Thus, as far as Army regulations were concerned, 

tne shade of yellow or gold did not matter as it was still 

considered to be a gold fringe. As will be seen, the 

Kluxers literally interpreted the yellow on the fringe. 

Roy D. Morton, Post Commander, publicly remarked that 

the Legion was well aware that the Flag, something which was 

always in the making, never left the loom of destiny. Woven 

2Bllswort Record, September 23, 1926, ps 1% 

3pierce County Herald, September 23, 1926, pe. le
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into the fabric of this Flag were "....the moral fiber of 

the Pilgrims, the fighting geal of the men of Valley Forge, 

the suffering and sacrifices of those men of '61, the 

patriotic stewardship of the service men of '98 and the 

spirit of the men of the World War." Symbolic in the 

national banner were the people's hopes, aspirations and 

achievements. Yet, said Morton, "Whatever in people that is 

base, ignoble and selfishe..." was also symbolized in the 

National emblem. The colors was but a symbol of the real 

flag that the individual American should carry unblemished .4 

When an individual or a group threatens this symbol, 

the threat is not merely against a piece of fabric. In 

reality what is being attempted is the destruction of the 

ideals which made the symbol what it is. They not only 

insult themselves, Morton said, but also served to "eee. 

insult the very souls of the men who paid the supreme 

sacrifices.see" Groups engased in this type of activity were 

guilty of thwarting the national purpose.? f 

Roy D. Morton called a special meeting of the Bldon Ge 

Kinne Post on Tuesday evening, September twenty-first. Held 

at the Ellsworth Community Hall, the session concerned 

itself with the type of action to be taken with regard to 

those involved in the threat against the national colorse 

Tae Post explained that drastic action would be taken, but 

4pierce County Herald, September 23, 1926, p. ls 

Ibid.
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refused to reveal the nature of its intentions in this 

regard.® However, the minutes of the Kinne Post's special 

session reveal the course of action embarked upon. Hiner 

dJurgenson gave a report on a trip to Fort Snelling with the 

disputed banner, efter which Roy Morton stated that "....no 

one could take exception to our colors."? Morton believed 

that a certain element in the community was about to 

challenge not only the disputed emblem, but also the good 

name of the Legion. A Reverend Garland explsined that the 

regimental colors in question were seen in many instances 

during the Spanish-American Var. After Garland proffered 

his assistance in the matter, A. B. Lord and Casper Olson 

rendered a description of the disturbance at the Legion's 

booth. Roy Morton was given authority to publish for the 

Post incidents surrounding the Flag episode. I+ was also 

decided that Theodore Waller, Roy Morton, and Arthur Quinn 

would drav up a letter to the Governor stating the Legion's 

grievences.® 

There followed a vigorous campaign on the part of the 

Kinne Post for a full and complete redress of its grievances 

aii sworth Record, September 23, 1925, p. 1. : 

Tyinutes of the Eldon C. Kinne Fost 204, American 
Legion, Ellsworth, Yisconsin, September 21, 1926, Mss, AA, 
I, the Area Research Center, Wisconsin State University, 
River Falls, Wisconsin (hereafter cited as K.P.M). 

8 
Tbid.
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in the matter of the Flag incident. Sworn out on September 

twenty-first was a complaint by the Village Chief of Police, 

Adolph C,. Olson, which alleged that "....he heard the 

Sheriff of Pierce Count;, Frank L. Baker order the American 

Legion boys...to remove their colors because it had a yellow 

fringe and to replace it with the regular American FPlag."9 

This complaint was enclosed in a letter of explanation to 

Governor John J. Blaine. The committee establisned to 

contact the Governor explained in their letter that the Flag 

was the regular Regimental Headquarters Colors--red, white 

and blue with a gold fringe. Referring to the disturbence 

at the Fair, the committee stated that "the gold fringe was 

taken exception to by severel individuals emong whom was the , 

Sheriff of our County, Frank L. Baker, who inquired what the 

yellow fringe was doing on the American Flag, and ordered 

those in charge of the booth to take this Flag down and 

replace it with one that did not have a yellow fringe." The 

committee made mown that the Legion felt the incident to 

be. an insult not only to the colors but its good name as 

well. As far as the committee was concerned, the episode 

was "....a legal cause for removal of said official from 

office."10 

Iaetidavitt of Adolph C. Olson, September 21, 1926, 

John J. Baline Papers, Wis., Mss, PI, The State Historical 

Society of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin (hereafter cited 
as Blaine Papers), Box 59. 

lOpetter of Theodore A. Waller, Roy D. Morton and 
Arthur J. Quinn, September 21, 1926, Blaine Papers, Box 59
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Theodore A. Waller, Pierce County District Attorney, 

later wrote to Frank Kuehl Governor Blaine's executive 

secretary, explaining that the Governor could "....gather 

from our letter that the people that objected to the fringe 

on the flag were Ku Klux Klan members." However, no mention 

was made of the Klan because it was not yet established that 

the "....objections were made by the Klean as a body." It ~.- 

was more likely that the demands were the result of 

individual initiative,t1 

Proceeding to explain the events surrounding the 

afternoon of the sixteenth, Weller related that there were 

approximately twenty people who requested that the Flag be 

removed. As to the crowd's inquiry into the yellow fringe. 

Waller said that this was a mistake on their pert since the 

, fringe was gold. gered individuals = objected that the 

"...eyellow was one of the Pope's colors, and that they did 

not propose in any way to honor hin." Particular focus was 

centered upon the fact that the Legion Post decided to vent 

its wrath on one individual--the Sheriff of Pierce County. 

The Post "....felt that his ordering us to remove our colors 

was uncalled for, and especially so in view of the fact that 

no investigation was made as to why the gold fringe was on 

our colors...." As the disputed emblem had been used by the 

Post, the Sheriff should have been more prudent in his 

ietter of Theodore A. Waller to Frank Kuehl, 
September 22, 1926, Blaine Papers, Box 59.
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approach giving the Legion the benefit of the doubt until 

the facts apropos to the situation could be ascertained. 

Waller explained that the Fost was told the law's 

provisions for matters of this kind. Specifically, 

reference was made to Section 17.09 of the Wisconsin 

Statutes. The Sheriff could only be removed for legal 

cause. It was questioned whether there would be legal 

cause for removal. Doubts were raised because "....we do 

not know how serious an offense it is for anyone to order 

the Colors to be taken dowm or be removed without any 

justification for so doing." But it was the Fost's belief 

that the case should be submitted to the Governor for a 

ruling or suggestions should there not be sufficient legal 

grounds for impeachment. 

, Waller further said that the Legion desired to avoid 

religious trouble. This was the primary reason why the 

matter was not being handled as a Klan issue. Doing so 

would have been a mistake. The Sheriff was picked out 

because his conduct was unbecoming of an elected official. 

The Post realized, said Waller, that there might not 

be legal grounds for removal. Still, the Governor might ; 

issue a reprimand. Waller suggested that the reprimand be 

. formulated in such a way as to leave no doubt that the 

Sheriff's actions were inappropriate, The Post expected 

‘at Least this much.
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The Commandant at Fort Spelling, Minnesota, Colonel TV. 

E. Walsh, did indeed examine the disputed Flag. Colonel 

Walsh found that the Flag contained no irregularities. It 

corresponded to the "....general character and make-up, 

including the yellow fringe, with the service color 

prescribed by Army Regulations to be carried vy dismounted 

organizations of the Army." Enclosed in the Cdteisits 

letter was a copy of those Army regulations which 

prescribed the character and method with regard to the use 

of flags and colors.12 

Sheriff Baker shortly received a rather vitriolic 

communication from the Governor. Blaine explained that the 

Sheriff was accused of ordering the Legionnaires to strike 

their colors because of the yellow fringe. To begin with, 

said Blaine, the fringe was not yellow but gold. As these 

were the regular regimental colors which the Legion had the 

authority to display, the Sheriff hed no right to meddle in 

this aspect of the Post's business. Besides, under Army 

regulations, it made no difference whether the fringe was 

yellow or gola.+3 

ter etter of Colonel W. E. Walsh to Roy D. Morton, 
September 23, 1926, Frank L. Beker Investigation, Exécutive 
Department, Administration, Investigation of Charges, 
Surveys, Relief, Disasters and Social Unrest, 1926, Series 
No.. 1/1/8-1, Box 30, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 
Archives Division, Madison, Wisconsin (hereafter cited as 
FBI). 

Wi etter of John J. Blaine, to Frank L. Baker, 
September 28, 1926, Blaine Papers, Box 59
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Had the law been violated, said the Governor, "....it 

was your duty to make complaints accordingly." An attempt 

to compel the American Legion to desist from that which they 

had a legal right to do, bordered on official misconduct. 

Were the Sheriff successful in his ".....arbitrary and 

unwarranted intermeddling...." Blaine had no doubt that, 

upon proper complaint, Baker would have subjected himself to 

femoval from office. The Governor explained that, for the 

moment, he would not pass judgement, but would, however, 

leave the matter open should there be further complaint. 

Publicly defending its position, the Kinne Post 

explained thet confidence in the government tended to wane 

when any public official became an object of suspicion. As 

they were the guardians of the people's rights, public 

officials were "....'worthy of trust only so long as they 

fulfill the obligations made binding by their oath of 

office. When they fail to do this they should be renoved." 

Making it quite clear that these remarks were intended for 

Sheriff Baker, the Legionnaires went on to say that i 

"THEREFORE WE MAKE CLAIM: A County Officer did 

cause a near riot regarding the National Colors 

which were displayed in a public place before 
several thousand peovle. ‘thererore ne becories en 

object of suspicion on the grounds that he is trying 

to undermine the confidence of our National Colors. 

Further we claim that he is accused of having conspired 

to deprive the County of Pierce, State of Wiggonsin of 

his 'HONEST, IMPARTIAL AND UNBIASED SERVICE.' 4 : 

14 : 1 
Ellsworth Record, September 30, 192665 De le
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Frank Baker was quick in his reply to the charses 

leveled against him. Though there was no formal complaint, 

the Sheriff desired to explain his version of the incident. 

The Sheriff admitted to being at the Legion booth at the 

request of certain individuals. At the time of the request, 

Baker "....told them to speak to Mr. Waller...as he would 20 

doubt know whether...the colors with the fringe was proper, 

and that I did not believe there was any cause for making a 

disturbance relative to the same." Nevertheless, Baker was 

persuaded to go to the Legion's booth. While there, the 

suggestion was made to hang a flag without the fringe so as 

to prevent any disturbances caused through misunderstanding. 

As to demanding that the colors be struck, Baker denied 

ordering the Flag to be taken dovm. In fact, remarked the 

Sheriff, one of the Legionnaires offered to replace the flag 

with regard to future displeys. Satisfied that the Post 

would do so, Baker claimed to have left the scene 

immediately .15 

At a meeting called on October fifth, the Kinne Post 

decided to draw up a formal complaint, petitioning the 

Governor to remove Frank Baker as Sheriff of Pierce County 26 

Governor Blaine later received a letter 

1 oretter of Frank L. Baker to John J. Blaine, 

October 2, 1926, Blaine Papers Box 59 

oe léyinutes of Eldon CG. Kinne Post 204, Octobe? 5, 1926, 
Mie 7
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from an interested party as a result of the Post meeting. 

Arthur Nelson explained that his attention was called to 

the courtesy shorm the colors by the Sheriff. Nelson 

explained that "Some of our neighbor boys seem to think 

that ...Waller is using his influence with you in favor of 

Mr. Baker." Walley explained Nelson, appealed "....to the 

boys...that it would look baé for the Legion Post to uphold 

a wet Governor." The sentiment around Ellsworth was 

described as strong in regard to any member of the Ku Klux 

Klan insulting the national emblem. Governor Blaine, wrote 

Nelson, should "....stand by the boys and the flag they 

fought for. And anyone insulting same should have no 

mercy JL? By way of reply, Blaine explained that the 

reprimand was the best he could do inasmuch as no formal 

compleint had been filea.t& 

Governor Blaine shortly contacted Arthur Quinn as to 

wanether his letter to the Sheriff was called to the Post's 

attention.l9 Kinne Post Adjutant A. B. Lord replied in the 

affirmative. In addition, Roy D. Morton "....will probably 

be dowm to see you in the course of a week and then it will 

lipetter of Arthur S. Nelson to Jon J. Blaine, 
October 20, 1926, Blaine Papers, Box 59-6 

18h etter of John J. Blaine to Arthur S. Nelson, 
October 22, 1926, Blaine Pepers, Box 59. 

19tetter of John J. Blaine to Arthur J. Quinn, 
October 22, 1926, Blaine Papers, Box 59. ;
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be possible for you to learn of other things that I fefrain 

from at this time."9 Belted Shanaghy, Pastor of the local 

Catholic Church, also had some critical remarks to make 

concerning the Sheriff. Were the people rid of Baker, said 

the priest, a state of tranquility would return to 

Ellsworth and Pierce County. Continuing, the Pastor 

explained that "You will probably hear from Ellsworth in 

regard to Baker--later. The Legion are determined to put 

him out--if only two days before his term expires. I don't 

blame them. For 10 years I have been well acquainted in 

Crawford, Grant, Richland and Saux Counties," Though it 

was against charity, Shanaghy "never knew as mean a man in 

a public office." Shanaghy believed that the Sheriff ought 

to be removed should the Legion request it.2t 

Indeed, Blaine did hear fron Ellsworth. Arthur S. 

Nelson had filed and sent to the Governor a formal complaint 

petitioning for Baker's removal. It was charged that, 

rather than preserving the peace of the county, the Sheriff, 

in demanding the yellow fringed emblem be struck in the 

presence of a hostile crowd, "....upheld and countenanced . 

the contempt of said riotous group in maintaining that said 

Eldon C. Kinne Post, Number 204, of the American Legion was: 

not within its rights in having such colors on display." 

Or etter of A. 3. Lora to John J. Blaine, October 29, 
1926, Blaine Papers, Box 59. 

Alietter of Father J. F. Shanaghy to John J. Blaine, 
November 5, 1926, Blaine Papers, Box 59.
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The Sheriff became an object of suspicion as the County was 

deprived of impartial and unbiased service. This was so 

because the Sheriff had failed to keep the peace insofar as 

he ",.. neglected to quiet and suppress radical activities 

in his county." As such, the Sheriff should be removed.°? 

Arthur Nelson was shortly informed by Governor Blaine 

that it would be necessary to serve the Sheriff with a copy 

of the complaint. As the Sheriff would have to be served 

ten days before the commencement of a hearing, the earliest 

date for this would be November twentieth. The Sheriff 

would have to file en answer, copies of which would be sent 

to the complainants "....so that they will know what they 

will have to meet at the trial of the case." Actually, the 

hearing date would be decided upon once Baker's answer 

arrived. Also, a commissioner could be appointed with 

testimony taken at Ellsworth. ‘Therefore, it would not be 

necessary for anyone to appear on November twentieth. 23 

From the law offices of Casey and Magee at Ellsworth, 

there arrived on the Governor's desk a letter in regard to 

the complainant Arthur Nelson. The letter revealed that 

Nelson was not present at the American Legion booth when the 

alleged incident took place. "Yhen the complaint was draw, 

Mr. Nelson was not present, and the whole matter was. taken 

S 22 eti tion of arthur S. Nelson, November 8, 1926, 

FBI. 

23netter of John J. Blaine to Arthur Nelson, November 
9, 1926, FBI.
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care of by members of the American Legion." Though Nelson 

explained that his information was hearsay, the Legion 

officers ".,...failed to have the complaint drafted 

accordingly." An amended complaint was being enclosed so 

that Nelson would be protected from any difficulties which 

might otherwise arise.24 Blaine broached no objections to 

this stating that the correction would be duly noted.2) In 

the meantime, Sheriff Baker had received a copy of the 

compleint.26 The Sheriff, though denying Nelson's charges, 

did admit in his affidavit that the Legion was wholly within 

its rights displaying the gold fringed Flag.27 

Kenneth S. White, a River Falls attorney, explained to 

Frank Kuehl that the Ellswotith Legion Post requested his 

firm to represent them in the upcoming Flag case. There was 

doubt as to the manner in which the Governor would proceed. 

White wented to know juss when end where the proceedings 

would commence and whether there would be appointed a 

Commissioner to hear the matter. In his conclusion, White 

remarked that "If this hearing gets the publicity which it 

should get it should prove a knock out blow to the Ku Klux 

Klan in this state." It was White's belief that no thinking 

24tetter of Irwin E. Magee to John J. Blaine, November 
13, 1926, FBI. 

Letter of John J. Blaine to Casey and Magee, 
November 16, 1926, FBI. 

2retter of John J. Blaine to Frank L. Baker November 
9, 1926; FBI. 

27 arridavit of Frank L. Baker, November 16,2926.) P80 4
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person could support an organization which attacked the 

National Flag. 

Sheriff Baker was advised that a definite time and 

place had been set for a hearing on the petition for his 

removal. The hearing would commence on November twenty- 

ninth at ten o'clock in the morning in the Courthouse at 

Ellsworth. At that time the defendant would be entitled 

to be heard, to produce witnesses and be represented dy 

counsel. Fred Me. Wylie was to be the Governor's 

Comaissioner.29 

At ten o'clock on the morning of November twenty-— 

ninth, Commissioner Fred M. Wylie began to take testimony. 

The hearing had attracted wide notice as the "....County 

Judge's office at the Court House was jammed to overflowing 

with witnesses and curious citizens...."°9 All the 

available seats end standing room were taken up by the 

spectators.21 Attorney for the complainents was Ferris lM. 

White of River Falls. Thomas Mohn of Red Wing, Minnesota 

28r etter of Kenneth S. White to Frank Kuehl, November 

17, 1926, FBI. : 

22retter of Jom J. Blaine to Frank L. Baker, November 
19, 1926, FBI. As Baker had met with an accident, 
Assemblyman Theodore Swenson suggested the hearing be held 
at Ellsworth. (Letier of Theodore Swanson to John de 
Blaine, November 19, 1926, Blaine Papers Box 59.) 

30pierce County Herald, December 2, 1926, p. 1. 

thee Eagle (Red Wing, Minnesota).
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was counselor for the defense. Mohn agreed that the 

respondent's answer would be to the amended complaint. 

Both parties agreed to waive the personeal appearance of the 

Sheriff. Later, Attorney Mohn objected "....to the 

introduction of any testimony on the ground that the : 

petition does not state any legal cause for removal." This 

was overruled. >? 

The first witness for the complainants, A. B. Lord, 

testified that "Why when I got there, there was quite a 

erowd around the booth; probably 25 or 30 men; they seemed ‘ 

to be excited about something." The crowd, said Lord, was 

threatening the colors. If the flag were not taken dow, 

the crowd seid it would tear it down. Though not exactly 

sure of how many threatened the flag, Lord believed that 

there had been thirty. The witness testified that he did 

not see Baker at that time, but did see him the day or day 

after the Sheriff head received a communication from the 

Governor. ‘ 

Why Mr. Baker told me,--he says I was called up 
there at that time, that the crowd was there 
and he says I went in there,--he said there was 
a bunch there and he said they had on display a 
flag with yellow stripes and he dida't think it 

: was the proper flag to display. He said there 
was a little small flag in the back end of the 
booth which did not have the yellow border on 
and he said he told them they ought to display 
that in place of the other one. Well, I asked 
him, I says as long as there was such a mob 
there and they were rather threatening, didn't 
you think it was your duty as a peace officer 

32commission Hearing, FBI. p. 1:
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to protect the flag or disperse the mob, and he 
says, I didn't wantto get mixed up in it at 
all. He says I got right out and went away. 
He says he had a talk with his deputy...and he 
says I told him of the crowds up there, to 
keep away from it and not go near there at all 
because we didn't want to mix up init. - 

However, as far as Lord could. tell, there was no 

violence and no one laid his hands on the flag or on anyone 

else.33 

Lord later testified thet, as a reason behind the 

demands that the colors be struck, "....I heard it said that 

this yellow fringe around the colors designated it as the 

Pope's flag." In regard to the crowd's authority for 

raising such a demand "I heard one of them, he said he had 4 

pamphlet gotten out by Pat Malone, I believe, saying the 

flag wasn't right...and that it should be taken dowm.'34 

Lord explained that he suggested to Claire Travis that the 

War Department be contacted concerning the matter. But 

Claire Travis replied that it was "....no use taking it up 

with the Yar Department...that ninety percent of them are 

Catholics."39 

Casper Olson, testifying for the complainants, 

explained that the first threat to the Flag was uttered by 

Claire Travis. Too, "the general opinion through the crowd 

when they was talking seemed to be if we didn't take our 

33%estimony of A. B. Lord, Commission Hearing, 
FBI, ppe 3-6. 

*47pia., pp. 10-11. es, 

S5Ibid.e, pe 115.
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flag dom they would take it dowmm for us." The general 

feeling was that the color yellow should not be on the Flag. 

The crowd, said Olson, did not explein why the Flag should 

come down, Their only explanation was that it "....wasn’t 

the American Flag,--it shouldn't have anything but red, 

white and blue." Yet no one stated their authority,in this 

regard. Baker said the Flag would have to come dovm. 

Olson said the Legion's reply was that it would were the 

Flag not proper. 26 

Sheriff Frank L. Baker was asked what attracted his 

attention to the American Legion booth, Baker replied that 

he had heard a great deal of talk on the grounds in regard 

to the yellow fringe. It was said that we Legion's Flag 

was not really tne American Flag. as to making any comments 

at the Legion's booth, Sner1lff Baker said “Way yes, I says 

my father fougnt under the flag, but I don't believe it had 

a yellow fringe on it...." Baker explained that he did not 

+€1l anyone to remove the Flag. However, he did suggest 

that the fringed emblem be replaced with "...the American 

Flag they had laying on the table...." The Sheriff 

. explained thet his only object in saying this was to prevent 

any friction that might arise. As to having ever observed a 

regimental flag with a gold fringe, Baker testified that 

"I never have, to tell the truth. I supposefevery one of 

36westimony of Casper Olson, Uommission Heariag. 

FBI, pp. 35-386 :
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our national flags were exactly alixe."37 

Sheriff Baker was then asked whether he was a Klan 

member. Baker replied in the affirmative. However, as far 

as the Sheriff was concerned, the Klan was "....nothing but 

an American class of people, and I don't understand how it 

has anything to do with the issues whether we are Klan or 

not." Baker was not certain whether all the people in the 

crowd were Kluxers——though some of them probably weree 

Baker maintained that his being a Klanner in no way served 

to influence hin in the performance of his duties, 28 

Baker was also asked whether he had anything against 

the American Legion. Said the Sheriff: "Well, I should 

hope not, not against the American Legion, not in the least. 

I don't see how any good American citizen could nave,—-I 

would be a pretty poor American citzgen holding the position 

I em if I didn't have respect for the flag. That is what 

hurts me now to think that they hold that against me." 

Baker believed that he acted and spoke in good faith. As to 

other comments, the Sheriff said 

all I have to say is, I feel it is trying to 
humiliate me to think that I am not an American 
citizen, when I was born in this country and my 
father fought under the stars and stripes. Hn 
White knows himself they have been after me 
ever since I have been in office because I 
have tried to enforce the law....I was 
unfortunate to get hurt and be here now....God, 
I dontt want you to think because I show a 

3! testimony of Frank L. Baker, Commision Hearing, 
FBI, ppe 103-105. 

28tpid., pps 102. 309. 239.
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little emotion that I am chicken hearted or 
anything lixe that, but it humiliates me to be 
classed as un-American here. I felt terribly 
out of place when I didn't have a boy old 
enough to go to war end I myself was too old. 
The American Legion has never had anything 
going on at any time when I didn't contribute 
to it, but I can't help this now.39 

Edward Guest testified for the defense that the Legion 

admitted to not knowing what the fringe meant. Sheriff 

Baker's point was that as long as this was the case, the 

Post could stop the criticism by placing an American Flag by 

the fringed emblem. Guest said he asked one of the Legion 

members ",...why they didn't put the ‘merican Flag up beside f 

it and they said they didn't know how to hang it up. We 

thought it was funny how they knew how to hang the other 

flag up but didn't know how to hang the Americen Flag up." 

Upon further questioning, Guest admitted that the fringed 

emblem was indeed the American Flag, but that he believed 

the yellow fringe to be out of place. Guest testified that 

he told no one to take the Flag down,40 

Probing further for the rationale behind Guest's 

objection to the fringed flag, Attorney White asked the 

witaess what authority he based his objections. Guest 

replied that he got it into his own head. As to the natter 

of yellow being a gold color, Guest said "I wouldn't swear 

to it, but I don't think it is." Guest was brought up to 

39mestimony of Frank L. Baker, Commission Hearing, 

FBI, ppe 106-107. 

40nestimony of Edward Guest, Commission Hearing, 2 

FBI, pe 161.
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believe the Americen Fleg was red, white and blue. The 

yellow fringe had no place on the National Flag. As to 

being a member of the Ku Klux Kian, Guest admitted that he 

was, but that it had no bearing on the situation. He was 

interested in the Flag matter because he believed it to be 

his duty as an American citizen. Guest had seen service in 

the Army and the Marines, but never saw a yellow fringed 

Flag, and never took the time to give this subject his 

consideration. Though he had no objection to gold, Guest 

was not able to tell the difference between gold end yellow. 

Ag to what the Legion's Flag stood for Guest explained that 

"J couldn't tell you what that did stand for with that 

yellow on i¢.n4t 

. Ferris White, in his summation, stated it was the 

complainant's position that Baker's duty was to quell 

disturbances which interferred with citizens’ rights. The 

Sheriff had an inkling earlier on September sixteenth that 

there was to be a disturbance over the Legion's Flag--which 

was why his deputy was told to say or do nothing. Baker 

admitted to being a Klansman. A number of individuels in 

the crowd also belonged to this orgenization. The question 

was why Baker left the scene when he mew trouble was 

brewing, Though there was a dispute as to the exact words 

of the Sheriff, the evidence indicated that Baker had said 

something akin to ordering the disputed colors struck. The 

4  mestimony of Edward Guest, Commission Hearing, 

FBL, ppe 173-177.
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crowd threatened the flag with the apparent knowledge of the 

Sheriff. The undisputed evidence was that the Legion had 

the legal right to display the fringed emblem. Not only had 

the Sheriff acquiesced in the demonstration, but went 

"deliberately upon the streets...tackling members of the 

Post and discussing it publicly, showing that he himself : 

was publishing the facts of the disregard they had for the 

rights of the Legion at the time." As the incident was 

widely publicized, the Sheriff's actions had the additional 

effect of disturbing the "....peace and good will of the 

citizens of this county, causing turmoil end dissension 

between neighbors...." It was in this manner that the peace 

of Pierce County was disturbed and, inasmuch as Frank L. 

Baker encoureged the crowd, he had failed in his duty as a 

public official. Baker should therefore be removed from 

office.42 

Responding for the defendant, Attorney Mohn believed 

the matter of Baker's membership in the Ku Klux Klan was 

irrelevant with regard to the late proceedings. Also, the ~ 

Sheriff was not a part of the riotous group and, as such, 

the complainants testimony was invalid... Baker was not 

responsible for the talk about the propriety of the flag. 

Most importantly, the Sheriff went to the Fair as an 

individual. In short, the Sheriff was not guilty of 

misconduct in office, and, as such, there were no grounds 

42 summation of Attorney Ferris White, Commission 
Hearing, FBI, pp. 259-262.
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for his removal.43 

Pred M. Wylie in reporting his findings to the 

Goyernor, cited Fat Malone as the instigator of Klan 

activity in the Ellsworth community during the previous 

summer. It was a group of Klansmen and Klan sympathizers 

which disputed the authenticity of the yellow fringed Flag-—~ 

which in reality was gold--and alleged that this emblem was © 

not only the Pope's color but the Pope's flag. Threats were 

made in the direction of this emblem. Too, the Sheriff was 

a Klensmen. Evidence indicated that the Fost was asked to 

take the yellow fringed emblem dovm. Furthermore, the 

Legion offered to have the matter investigated by the Yar 

Department, but that several individuals stated that this 

was to no avail as the personnel there was largely Catholic. 

Also, said Wylie 

it seems thet the authority the Klansmen had for 
their objection to the "yellow" fringe, and that 
this was the Pope's color, was secured either 
from a pamphlet by said Pat Malone, or from 
material in the Fellowsaip Forum, a periodical 
pudlished at Washington, D. C., dealing 
principally with activities of the Klan end 
propaganda egainst the Catholic religion.44 

Though there was not a mob riot, the Sheriff aided and 

abetted the disturbance. This was an irresponsible action. 

Baker should have forseen that this act would have had the 

effect of degrading the "....office of sheriff in the eyes 

43Respondent's Brief, FBI, pp. 1-4. This was sent dowmm 
to Commissioner Wylie after the hearing. 

4. Sa a : 4 ‘ 
Me eport of Commissioner Fred M. Wylie, December 2l, 

1926, PBI, ppe 1-3.
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of a great majority of citizens...not only the Catholic 

citizens of the County, but all citizens other than 

Klansmen and their sympathizers, to have lost confidence 

in the official integrity and judgement of Sheriff Baker.... 

and must have caused resentment that a public official 

should ally himself with the Klen...." This only served to 

aid the Klen in its preachnents of hatred and vigotry.4 

Concluéing his report, Commissioner Wylie stated that 

the Sheriff was guilty of misconduct in office "....ando.. 

should be removed from office except for the circumstance 

that his term will expire before the order could be 

enforced." Thus removal proceedings would be futile and 

would tend to create disrespect for the constitutional 

authority of the Governor. Under the circumstances, the 

best that Governor Blaine could do would be to concur in his 

Commissioner's findings. The Governor might also issue a 

severe condemnation of the Sheriff's conduct.46 

Governor Blaine, in rendering his decision, reiterated 

Commissioner Wylie's findings. Blaine went on to state 

that the Post was constituted of both Protestants and 

Catholics who shared together the burdens of the recent Yar. 

"Yet the Klen, in the furiousness of its fanaticism and its: 

extreme intolerance participated in an act that disturbed 

the peace, that was an affront to the American flag and to 

sD Report of Commissioner Fred M. Wylie, December 21, 

1926, FBI., Pe 6. 

46tbid., pe 6. .
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the World Yar veterans, and the sheriff of Pierce County 

aided and abetted this disturbance and affront." It was 

intolerable that Baker, as a public official, was in 

alliance with an organization thet practiced dissemination 

“of prejudice, hate and intolerance. Blaine agreed taat 

time did not permit the successful conclusion of 

impeachment proceedings. Nevertheless "....public officials 

who associate themselves with an organization thet 

undertakes to take government into its own hands are guilty 

of official nisconduct, and the membership of Frank L. Baker 

in the Ku Ylux Klan no doubt was responsible for nis neglect 

of duty and his official misconduct." In short, Sheriff 

Baker had brought dishonor to himself by his association 

with this blighting organization.47 

After the expiration of his term of office on January 

1, 1927, the erstvhile Sheriff returned to River Falls. 

Charging the Governor with slander, Baker stated that 

I do not deny that I am a Xlansman, but I do deny 

that being a member of the Klan in any way 
disqualified me for performing the duties of 

Sheriff. There was slander in the testimony of 
several witnesses who appeared in the 
investigation of the Legion flag affair...and the 

Governor has slandered me in charging that I 

neglected my duty. I am going to take the matter 

directly to the Supreme Court.48 

Baker also contended that the fact he was not removed by 

the Governor did not make Blaine's charges any less 

4TDecision of Governor Jom J. Blaine, Decenber 

. 27, 1926, FBI, pp. 1-4. 

48niver Falls Journal, January 6, 1927, pe 1.
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serious.49 However, the case never did reach the Wisconsin 

Supreme Court. Thus the late fringed flag affair was, for 

all intents end purposes, ‘@losed.20 

49pierce County Herald, January 6, 1927, p. 1. 

50 Personal Letter of Prank L. Clarke to John A. 
Turcheneske, Jr., October 22, 1970. Mm Clark is the 
Clerk of the Wisconsin Supreme Court.



Chapter 10 

A CON CLUSION 

As early as 1924, sentiment was expressed in several 

areas of northwestern Wisconsin that the Klean was definitely 

not needed. Indeed, it came as a surprise that the hooded 

order was able to gain a following at all. These more 

perceptive individuals saw the Klan as a fraud, preying upon 

the imagined fears end prejudices of credulous people. The 

Klan's philosophy was one of bigotry and, as such, mitigated 

ageinst any constructive benefits accruing from that order. 

Clearly, the hooded order was not needed in northwestern 

Wisconsin if social disruption were. its object. 

tRice Lake Chronotype, January 30, 1924, p. 1. This 
journal noted that editors Horace A. Breese of the Spooner 
Advocate and "Paddy" Ryan of the Shell Lake Register 
recently devoted several columns to a discussion of this 
topic. 

Brin. d »: Hee 
Ibid. "Editor Horace A. Breese published a lengthy 

editorial in the last issue of the Spooner Advocate in which 
he said there was never a thought taat Ku Klux Klan ; 
activities would come to their own door. Fe had carefully 
listened to explanations by the organizer, but noted four 
aims which tended to create discord and antagonism: anti- 
Catholic, anti-Jew, anti-foreignor and anti-Negro. 

Every good thing the Klan stood for Editor Breese said 
was already amply covered by churches, lodges and clubs 
already existins and functioning in Spooner. The Klan 
fenti' program he said wherever it operated resulted in 
stirring up community trouble, and for this reason he 
thought Spooner would be better off without it." 

187
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The fact is, however, that the Klan did attract a 

following and did become a force for social disruption in 

various communities. From the standpoint of Klan 

philosphy that America was to be remade in the Klan's 

image, it would verily appear that the Kluxers were out to 

divide and conquer. A valid question to be asked in this 

regard is why the Klen was able to attract a following at 

all. The answer lies in the Klan's philosophy. Under the 

guise of this organization's interpretation of Amevicanisn, 

the nation was to be made whole. The concept of partiotism 

was twisted end warped out of all its logical proportions. 

Thus Klan adherents could not see the forest of bigotry for 

the trees of one hundred percent Anericanisa which were, 

in reality, composed of anti-Catholic, Jewish, Negro and 

foreign sentiment. To join the Klan was to rebuild 

America. 

While the Klan lasted in northwestern Wisconsin, its 

influence in various communities was strong enough to 

inflict social disruption. The Ethan B. Minier political 

affair is one recorded instance wnich is illustrative of the 

Klan's involvement in politics and reaction thereto. Chetek ; 

was the one documented instance where the Klan attempted to 

infiltrate the public schools so as to use them for its own 

nefarious ends. For the most part, the remainder of the 

communities reveal one overriding theme: the utilization 

of anti-Catholic prejudice. The Catholics, in reality, said 

the Klan, were not Americans because they owed their
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; allegiance to the Pope. As if this were not dangerous 

enough, the Catholics were to murder off their Protestant 

neighbors once the Pope gave the signel for doing so. 

Other attempts at discrediting the Catholics were the 

accusations charging the priests and nuns with gross 

immoralities. Cornell and Hudson well illustrate this é 

situation. The Klan tent burning affair near Hudson 

indicates rather well the Catholic reaction to the FKlan's 

prejudice acainst them. Yet the Klan fell into a trap of 

its own meking in that it beceme a victim of its om anti- 

Catholic prejudice from an unlikely source--the American 

Legion in Ellsworth. The Sheriff Baker episode is 1.°- |... 

indicative of an element of reaction against the Klan's 

anti-Catholic prejudice as attached to a yellow decorative 

fringe on the American Flag. 

For all its efforts in attempting to gain a lasting 

foothold in the life of northwestern Wisconsin, the Xlan's 

life-span in this area was relatively short—lived—-a little 

" short of two years with peak activity in 1926. Before the 

Fall of 1926 was over, the Klan had ceased to be a viable 

factor in this section of the state. True, the Klan was 

quite effective in disrupting community life and arraying 

people against each other. But in the long run, the Klan 

was a failure. 

There appear several reasons for this, In devising 

‘and implementing evs philosophy, the Klan had one 

fatal flaw. It attempted™fool all of the people all of
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the time. This, however, did not work. As Governor Jonn 

Blaine explained on several occasions, there just were not 

that many credulous people in Wisconsin, The Governor, 

himself anti-Klan, was elected to the United States Senate 

in 1926. True, Robert Graham, an alleged Klan candidate 

was elected Assemblyman from St. Croix County in 1926. 

But Graham was never heard from again once his term was 

over. From the Ellsworth area of Pierce County, the “o..- 3 

Governor was given reports of great Klen strength. Still, 

according to one Blisworth resident, Father Shaneghy, ell 

the Klan candidates had been defeated. It would appear as 

one Pierce County resident stated that many former Kluxers 

é z 

and sympathizers had returned to the use of common sense.” 

Finally, the Klen was the victim of its om hatred. By 

its actions, it had discredited itself. Charles Lowater, 

for exemple, was right for the wrong reasons in stating 

that the mouthings of bigotzy were the seeds of the 

organization's destruction. Lowater was wrong only in that 

he attempted to separate the so-called Klan principles of 

one hundred percent Americanism from the Klan's speakers. 

>Personal letter of Ralph 3. White to Jonn A. 

furcheneske, Jr., December 17, 1970. White explained that 

Klan ";,;, novelty wore off rapidly nere (Maiden Rock;,Pierce 

County area) as we were not unfriendly to our catholic 

acquaintances." Ag to the length of Klan activity N eee une 

really up end et them part could not have lasted more than a 

season when common sense again prevailed and money failed to 

enrich the coffers." In regard to the money angle, Clair 

Travis testified at the Baker hearing that "It takes quite a 

little noney to keep up with the organization and dues. It 

was for that reason I dropped out." (See Baker Tavestigaticn 

Commission Hearing, p. 149) Also see end of Chapter Three.
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In actuality, the speakers were mouthing Klan ideology, 

And it is here that Pat Malone is the prime example. His 

misadventures with the law in Oconto helped to sound the 

death knell for the hooded order in this area. Practically 

every local newspaper in northwestern Wisconsin gave an 

account of the Malone trial. After that very little was 

heard of the Klan's former star and nothing was heard about 

the Klan, 

Outside of Pat Malone discrediting the Klan, there was 

the Sheriff Baker episode over the Legion's yellow fringed 

flag. The fact that the Sheriff was a Kluxer only made 

matters worse. Baker's activity nearly cost him his 

office--which matter was also given wide publicity. Klan 

activity and reports thereof abruptly ceased thereafter. 

Thus, the Ku Klux Klan as a force in the life of 

northwestern Wisconsin was short lived. Discredited, it 

did not survive beyond the Autumn of 1926. As the Klan did 

not gain a lasting foothold, its long range influence at 

the very sost was minimal. However, in attempting to 

propagate its own brand of Americenism with its attendant 

hatred and bigotry, many a community's social fabric was 

rent -asunder. It would be sometime, therefore, before 

relations in affected northwestern Wisconsin communities 

would return to normal.
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